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BRAZIL'S CIVILIZATION.

In taking a comprehensive survey of th at
seemingly strange anomaly of nature which
is presented in the case of Brazil, it is pre-
supposed that the fundamental laws which
govern a nation's advance in civilization,
together with the necessary and antecedent

causes deduced from the history of previous
ages, are generally known and believed.
That such supposition is a valid one cannot
be denied, until some master mind shall be
able to confute these theories by supplant-
ing them with others more acceptable, and
more in accordance with the philosophical
revelations of the time.

I have said that Brazil presents to the
student of history a strange anomaly of
nature, and one which, at first glance,

might seem to be not only an exception to

the general rule of intellectual develop-
ment, but one even in direct opposition to
it; for here we have an immense tract of

land,favored by nature far above all other

sections of the globe, and we should natur-

ally expect to find an intellectual culture of

the highest order-a general civilization

equal to that of Europe or of our own

country. And to the superficial observer,
the existence of any other condition would
be deemed an aberration-a problem in-

capable of solution. But that such pros-

perity is not the case; that Brazil occupies
the lowest position among nations; that

her civilization is only a little superior to

her primitive barbarisn, are facts so well

established as to be beyond dispute. It is

my present purpose to bring forward such
arguments as will account for this position
of a large empire, and to show from com-
parative historical evidence that such intel-

lectual stagnation might have been antici-
pated as an inevitable result-that this
country does not exist as an isolated case
in proof of the non-existence of a law, but
that it is in just harmony with the demands
of that law.

The four great causes to which I attri-
bute this anomaly are:-ist. Physical laws
and the aspect of nature; 2nd. The pho-
netic change and dialectic regeneration of
its language; 3rd. Slavery; 4 th. Its reli-

gion and the character of its clergy.
In following out this train of reasoning,

and deducing from these four causes a
solution of the present question, I shall be
guided almost entirely by the modern dis-
coveries of history and philology, which
as branches of the highest order of study,
even of the human mind, have made unpre-
cedented strides into the operations of the
intellect of man, and have pointed out the
intimate relations existing between a
nation's progress and its language. They
have revealed to us facts of which the most

learned of men a half a century ago were
entirely ignorant. Nay, more; he who

would have had the. temerity to advance

such opinions at that time, would have

been pitied as a madman, and his doctrines

received as the effusion of an unbalanced
and unreliable mind. But the skepticism

of our age, that hard belief in the infalli-

bility of tradition, which has elevated
science to its present position, and is by
degrees raising our standard of morality to
a perfected toleration, has furnished a key-
by the aid of which the long-closed doors
of history, with their rusty, obstinate
hinges, have been thrown wide open, that



Brazil's Civilization.

the whole world might see and believe. I1 which physical impediments are removed,
shall not hesitate, therefore, to avail myself
of the best thoughts of the best thinkers of
this period of our advancement, being con-
vinced that such arguments, emanating
from men of the highest order of intellec-
tual culture, attested by incontrovertible
facts, will be received with the respect
which they merit and will carry with them
their just measure of conviction. Hence
it is that such a subject as this can lay
claim to but little originality, since it bears
the impress of former discovery. Indeed,
he who now advances a theory of weight,
hitherto unknown, the influence of which
shall be felt in the literature of the time to
come, is the genius of his age-one of those
bright illuminations in the wide field of
science which occasionally flash through
the world, the wonder of all men.

The physical laws by which the civiliza-
tion of Brazil has been retarded are, the
influence of the trade winds and the exceed-
ing fecundity of nature. These winds,
blowingconstantly from the north-east or
south-east across the Atlantic Ocean,
become in their passage surcharged with
vapors, which, at certain intervals, are
condensed into rain. The whole mass of
water is poured down upon the eastern
shores of South America, being turned
backward from its passage westward by the
chain of the Andes. This supply, together
with the vast river system peculiar to
Brazil, accompanied by a sufficient amount
of heat, has enriched the soil to an extent
unequalled by that of any other section of
the globe. It possesses a vegetation of un-
surpassed beauty and profusion. Nature
revels, without a check from the advance
of man. Vast forests and mighty trees
bound immense tracts of ineadow, teeming
with the richest food for all descriptions of
cattle. Birds of exquisite plumage, flowers
of the most delicate coloring and texture,
insects of every variety, make up the won-
drous picture. But while this flow and
abundance swell the magnificence of nakure
beyond expression, it dwindles man into
insignificance; for in comparison with the
surrounding majesty, he is as nought.
While a nation is in its infancy, its inhabi-
tants are always adverse to enterprise, and
possessing no knowledge of the arts by

they never attempt to grapple with them.
The objects that oppose them seem so for-
midable that they never rally from the
accumulated pressure. In the case of Bra-
zil, this indolence is not confined to the
natives, for even the resources of European
civilization have not been suflicient to con-
quer the difficulties. So active are the phy-
sical laws, and conducted on a scale of
such magnificence, that it has been impos-
sible to escape their effects. Dense and
well nigh -impenetrable forests prevent
extended husbandry, while numerous in-
sects never allow the gleaning of a harvest.
The spirit of man, hampered by nature,
has not the power to rise, but is ever main-
taining an unequal struggle. Such is the
reproductive power of its indigenous plants
that the natives subsist without the neces-
sity of manual labor. Without taking into
consideration the relaxing effect of this
species of food, such a lack of physical
exuberance and activity will breed a toi-
pidity of intellect from which a nation
seldom if ever arises.

Another cause, in connection with this,
may be cited in further proof,-the lack of
accumulated wealth. This, in the early
days of a nation's advance, is a death-blow
to the expansion of the human intellect;
for since men cannot have leisure until
they have wealth, and cannot think advan-
tageouslyuntil they have leisure, itfollows
that the want of that by which alone leisure
can be obtained, will affect the whole mental
progression of a people. The returns made
to labor are governed by the fertility of the
soil, and the energy with which such labor
is conducted is dependent upon the climate.
But although the soil of Brazil has all the
natural advantages of chemical composi-
tion, irrigation and heat, the physical
impediments are so vast as to render agri-
culture almost impossible; and, even were
it otherwise, the heat is so intense as to
enervate the powers of man, and we could
not expect to find that untiring industry
and zeal which are the characteristics of
those in more northern climates. Thus it
is that, in this Empire, there have never
been discovered the relics of an anterior
civilization in any way superior to the pre-
sent.
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The aspect of nature, by stimulating the I
imagination, breeds superstition and che-
rishes ignorance; for an ignorant race will
always attribute to supernatural causes
those phenomena, which, though depen-
dent upon well-defined scientific laws, are
not of everyday occurrence. Such igno-
rance resolves itself into an idolatrous
religion, worshipping the very phenomena
themselves. The peculiar diseases of the
country are another cause of superstition,
since, when reason becomes lost in the con-
templation of the great unknown hereafter,
imagination takes up the thread to weave
itself into endless conjectures and hopeless
entanglement; for the medical knowledge
being somewhat backward, and the nation
peculiarly ignorant, every pestilence or
fever is regarded as a manifestation of
Divine anger, while the eradication or cure
is looked upon as a Divine interposition.
Thus, then, we see how nature, minister-
ing to the imaginative faculties and deve-
loping them into a rich growth of super-
stition, starves the struggling intellect at
birth. Come we now to the next cause-
Language.

In discussing this point, I shall adopt the
very happy division of Muller, which
seems to me to be the best and most com-
prehensive that has yet been advanced:-

" Phonetic corruption consists of that
agglomeration of foreign material bywhich
the most original and essential quality of a
language becomes at first weakened and
then lost forever; and it is by the aid of
the most scrupulous analysis only• that
the early history of the language can be
discovered; for, as soon as phonetic change
strikes at the root, and words exist artifi-
cially or by tradition, when a distinction is
drawn between what is radical and what is
grammatical, the life of language becomes
benumbed and extinct. The Spanish
for 'twenty' is veinte; but how many
Spaniards are there who recognize in this
word the two forms of dos and diez, two-ten.
This presupposes the more primitive vigints
of Latin, so that this viginti with the
Greek eikati and the Sanskrit vinsati,
presupposes an earhier language, from
which these are in turn derived, and in
which, previous to these forms, there must
have existed a compound similar to that
which the Chinese possess to this day.
Sometimes the whole body of the language
becomes mutilated by this corruption, and
the Word of a century ago assumes to-day
a new and unrecognizable garb. To dia-

lectic regeneration may be at:ributed that
want of common intercourse which cha-
racterizes the Brazilian nation. Cases are
not rare of villages bordering upon each
other with entirely different languages,
manners and customs; so that the two,
from being unable to understand each
other, cannot intermingle, but live on as
separate tribes, with a very limited sphere
of action. The commonest words of every-
day conversation receive entirely different
names among the different classes of
people. For instance the word 'butter'
in Spanish is manteca, in some parts of
Brazil is mantequilla, and in others man-
teiga. As we journey inland, the Spanish
and Portuguese dialects have coalesced, and
a curious construction has arisen, which
possesses but little similarity to either.
New words, springing from such union, are
in common use, which are incomprehen-
sible to the inhabitants of the sea coast.
Indeed, owing to the wandering life of
many of the inland natives, one generation
has often been sufficient to work an entire
change. Fathers who have left their off-
spring behind, return after a long absence
to find a new dialect spoken by their young.
This infant progeny-some of whom are just
beginning to lisp, while others can master a
whole sentence-mingling and playing with
each other without controlling influence,
construct a language of their own. Thus
from the baby Babel arises a host of mon-
grel words, which, during the life of that
generation, becomes the spoken language."

Such is the primitive, natural growth of
language, which can attain permanency
through the medium of literature only.
To turn these countless dialects into a com-
mon stream for father, family, clan and
nation, is the business of literature-not
necessarily a written or classic one, but
one of speeches, ballads and public meet-
ings, couched in such wise as shall be com-
prehended by a large class, and by them
transmitted to their posterity. From my
limited observation, I am unable to state

how many dialects are spoken in Brazil;
but I am of the opinion that they could be

reduced to four families, and perhaps a

lesser number still. How such diversity of
dialect would retard civilization must be
very apparent to those who recognize the
necessity of a common language for a
common intellectual growth. Unless the
inhabitants of a country are able to inter-
communicate, unless they have a literature
which shall be readable by all, there can
be no general advance, no general educa-
tion, no universality of thought. Perhaps
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260 Brazil's Civilization.

it is this verv infancv of its language I the pliable natures of those confided to
which, more than any other cause, has
retarded the civilization of Brazil and
placed her where she now is-the lowest
among nations. In a nation where but a
minority of the inhabitants are educated,
any actual progress is impossible. With
no extended system of schools, there can
be no common sympathy above that of
ordinary domestic affections. Such lament-
able backwardness is aggravated by the dis-
tinction made between the education of the
males and females-the one struggling into
existence, the other existing not at all.
- If it were possible for the moral and intel-
lectual growth to keep pace with its physical
endowments, Brazil would hold an en-
viable position. But a fatal disease gnaws
at the root of her advancement-a great
moral evil, which time alone can eradi-
cate. Although slavery has been abolished
quite recently, and was, perhaps, the after
effect of emancipation in America, its
moral death must be slow-wasting and
consuming the body as it passes away for-
ever. The effects which it will leave
behind will influence the progress of
generations to come, and will disappear
only as the people approach to a more per-
fected intercommunion of the races, which
will arise from the steady progress of intel-
lectual culture. The retarding influences
of universal application, which result from
a wide-spread condition of slavery, have
been so thoroughly discussed in our
country during the present decade, and as
a first condition of the great Civil War,
have become so thoroughly familiar to all
in common, that it is needless to enter into
a lengthy argument of the ultirnate results
of such human degradation. It is suffi-
cient to state that in Brazil slavery operated
in the same adverse manner, and through
the same channels as it did in the United
States. One of the lesser evils was the in-
fluence exerted by slaves upon the character
of the young generation of the wealthier
and more aristocratic classes. The inter-
nal arrangements of the household were
governed by slaves, who ministered as
domestics, and, in many cases, had abso-
lute charge of the children. Low in their
tastes and appetites, uneducated and im-
moral, they had no difficulty in moulding

their charge into channels of life assimila-
ting to their own; and, as these infants
developed into manhood, it became impos-
sible to throw off the association of their
childhood, and from youthful sinning they
grew into the full development of a man's
evil. The race of men grew weaker, and
approached nearer to the lower orders of
the animal kingdom-from miscegenation
and from ignorance of the moral laws
which protect society and increase the
mental and physical development of
man.

But there is another and fourth cause
against which Brazil has to struggle, and
that is its religion and character of its
clergy. In a country where education is
so closely connected with a State religion,
as in Brazil, it is of paramount importance
that the religion itself should contain such
innate strength and adaptability as shall the
best meet the wants of the people, as shall
be the best suited to their limited compre-
hension, and shall, itself, be the most
powerful means of inciting them in the
race of intellect. Religious oppression is
contrary to the spirit of Brazilian institu-
tions, and Protestant clergymen, as well as
those of other denominations, are allowed
perfect freedom; but, notwithstanding this,
there is no independent thought, for the
Brazilians have unbounded belief and no
skepticism. The Roman Catholic religion
is a purely selfish one. It delights to foster
ignorance, to encourage superstition and
blind belief in the efficacy of its doctrines.
It is a religion which concentrates all
learning in its priesthood, to be doled out
in small and well-guarded parcels to the
congregation. I have said that it encou-
raged ignorance, and hence kept alive
the spirit of superstition ; for if you spread
abroad the spirit of inquiry and aid in the
development of the intellectual faculties,
you at once weaken that feeling of super-
stition on which this religion depends for
much of the blind adherence to its faith,
and to which its sensational ceremonies
and miracles appeal. A man who is
ignorant of physical laws, who knows
nothing of God's revelations to mankind,
who, within the limited szope of his know-
ledge, cannot account for seening mira-
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ulous phenomena, will always attribute the Church, its influence becomes infinite,

heir existence to supernatural causes. and, while such connection lasts, there can

rhe forms and much of the belief of the neyer be any progression in civilizationi

Roman Catholic religion do appeal, most for that which would cause the advance

unquestionably, to the imagination; hence would destroy the power of the Church.

it is but natural that the clergy of such a To attain temporal power, the priest forfeits

religion should exert themselves to the his honesty and becomes a hypocrite.

utmost to keep alive the spirit by which With one hand he scorches with the most

such faith is nourished, and as a well dif- burning anathemas of the Church the

fused education would scorn such childish heretical poor man, at the same time that

superstition and weaken the power of the he outstretches his other to bless the ruler

Church, it becomes a matter of the first ten-fold worse in his heresy.

importance to keep the mind of the public Such are some of the reasons which have

in absolute ignorance. When one sees led me to believe that the Roman Catho-

such barbarous displays as are of constant lic religion is one the most ill-suited for
occurtence in Brazil, Of priests attaching a national civilization, particula y when

the prayers of the people to a rocket, in such civilization is in its infancy.

order that it may ascend to God's King- In closing this article I most eanestly

dom, and propagating the. idea that uch disclaim any intention of conveying

will actually be the case, it cannot be erroneous impressions in regard to the

doubted that to the thresholds of such mis- universal ignorance which have briefly

chief-workers will the burden of the sin noticed. There are some exceptions in

come back. this case, as, indeed, there always are, to

The very clergy are an unlettered, disso- every general rule. There are many good

lute and selfish class of men, with and noble men in Brazil, who recognize

unbounded influence. They have immense the evils by which they are surrounded,

power to do goodl and yet they advance and who are bravely giving daily battle

evil. They have no institutions of learn- against them. At their head stands the

ing, no profound scholarship, no other nEmperor-a man of large liberality and

thought than that of personal advance- great scientific attainments-a sovereign

ment. Then they aspire to political pre- i who embodies in himself aIl that is most

ferment, and there arises that most ennobling in human nature. But the

pernicious evil o[ a union betwixt Church struggle being an unequal one, there can

and State. To maintain this double resutnoultimate good. Thesemenscarcely

powerdecclesiastcal and political-the serve to illumine the gloom in which

priests annihilate their hol calling and they move, and, b their own efforts, can

become fawning slaves, obedient to the accomplish nothing; but they may ow

command of the Government. This latter productive seed, which future generations

protects the union to strengthen its own will nurse with care, and which, some day,

dominion and power. Thus, as the power may ripen into the full harvest of universal

of wealth, learning and position rest with good and advancement.
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THE LEGENDS OF THE MICMACS.

BY REV. S. T. RAND, HANTSPORT, N. S.

The stories in circulation among the In
dians of the Lower Provinces of th
Dominion are of two kinds. The one kind
while embodying the habits and custom
of the ancient Indians with their religiou
beliefs and superstitions, are manifestl
fictitious, and abound in such monstrou
absurdities as are only to be equalled ir
extravagance by the metamorphoses o
Ovid, the legends of Scandinavia, or tht
fictions of " Tennyson's Holy Grail." The
other kind record their history, chiefly
the incidents of their wars with other tribes
of Indians and with the white people.
These have, doubtless, a foundation in
truth, though occasionally wonderfully
colored by the medium through which
they have passed down. More civilized
historians are apt to twist their narratives
a little to the prejudice of their enemies
and in favor of their own nation. 'Twere
surprising if the untutored Indian did not
do the same. I have seldom heard of an
encounter between the Micmacs and any
other tribe where the latter, according to
the statements of the former, did not, on
the whole, get worsted.

A little of the marvellous, too, must be
mixed in. Their braves were always great
magicians, and fully as much is ascribed
in their victories to the supernatural as to
strength of arm and skill, though of these
latter qualities there was no lack.

Their mode of warfare, as described by
themselves, agrees with the descriptions of
our own historians. They avoided, as much
as possible, open field combat. To steal
upon a village, or a solitary wigwam, and
kill the women and children or carry them
off, while the men were absent, was a com-
mon custom. Then they describe very
vividly the manner in which prisoners
were tortured, with an occasional dash of
furious cannibalism, too horrid to be
recorded; and they delight especially to

- describe the various ways in which their
e enemies were outgeneraled and destroyed.

19 Their principal encouniters were with the
s Kwedeches and the Kenebecks. The former
s are generally supposed by themnselves and
F others to have been Mohawks. Ail that is
s certainly known, however, is that they
i were a Canadian tribe.
f In this paper I will relate, as nearly as

>possible, in the very words of the tradition,
the commerpcement of the war, with two or

Tthree of the subsequent incidents.

COMMENCEMENT 0F THE KWEDECH WAR.

On the opposite banks of the Restigouche
River, near its mouth, were two towns-
one inhabited by Micmacs and the other by
Kwedeches. They were at peace with each
other, and frequently attended each other's
festivals.

On one of these occasions, while the
Micmacs were feasting with the other
tribe, and the children of both parties were
mingling in the sports and petty quarrels
of the day, a Micmac boy was killed by the
other party. Nothing was said of it, how-
ever, at the time. It was passed over as an
accident; but the circumstance was remem-
bered.

Some Lime afterwards a feast was cele-
brated on the other side of the river by the
Micmacs, to which, as usual, the other
party were invited. The women and chil-
dren attended.* The Micmac boys had

O n those state occasions the men first took
their food inside the tent-ail that wvas placed be-
fort each mari belonging to him-and after their
lords liad dined, the ladies, who ail this time had
renîained outside with the children,were called me and
each one took away the dish that was before her bus-
band wvith what was left on it, on which she and her
children dined ootside. Something like this evi.
dently obtained in Bible times. SceeGen. xliii.,,34, and
Ruth ii., 4-18. This Eastern custom hasnfot quite

did tyet anîong the indians ofthese Provinces. 1
have often sat at table and taken my dînner with the"1flan of the house," while the wvife ate with the
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been instructed beforehand how to manage got so near that [each one could select his
the matter, and so they contrived acci-
dentally to kill in a quarrel two of their
comrades of the Kwedech party.

It was now evident that the accident
happened on purpose, and while nothing
was said openly, the Kwedeches resolved
on a revenge upon a larger scale.

Time passed. Spring came, and the
season for catching salmon arrived. The
regulation between the two tribes was this:
they took their turns annually for the first
and best part of the fishery. This year it
was the Micmacs' turn to go first to the
fishing-ground, which was at some distance
from the villages up the river. About fifty
of the younger men went up with their
canoes, and it took thern several days to
reach the place.

They had not been there many days
before a son of the Kwedech chief planned
and matured a scheme for revenging the
death of the boys. Collecting a company,
they marched up the river by land-neither
the old chief nor any of the old men
of the tribe knowing anything of the
matter-intending to surprise and cut off
the whole hunting party, so that none
might be left to tell the tale. They came
within a short distance of the place, and
there hid themselves till night, when they
cautiously approached the camp to recon-
noitre.

The Micmacs were all out in the river
spearing salmon by torchlight. The Kwe-
deches waited tili they returned. After they
came ashore, the Micmacs prepared their
evening meal. Fires were kindled out-
doors, the fish were split open and attached
to suitable sticks and placed before the
fire to roast-the lower end of the stick
being fastened in the ground. While the
cooking process was proceeding, the men
were talking, jesting and laughing-all
unconscious of the storrn that was ready to
burst upon them. The Kwedeches crept
quietly up to them in the darkness, and
assisted by the crackling of the fires, and
the noise of their laughter and loud talk,

children on the floor; and on one great occasion I
dined with a host of nien inside the tent, after which
the women, who had been waiting respectfully out-
side, were allowed to dine on our leavings. I cannot
say I feel proud of thé feat.

man and take deadly aim, when they let
fly a shower of arrows that killed every
Micmac save one. This one was wounded,
but not mortally, and he made a rush for
the river, and, before he could be seized,
plunged in and crawled under the shelving
rock. There he was discovered by his
enemies, but being a great Iotu-wow, and
withal a skilful warrior, he managed to
evade all their attempts to reach him, and
ultimately made his escape down the river
and baffled his pursuers. Next day he was
discovered on the shore wounded and
unable to walk, and was conveyed back to
his village by a man and his wife, who were
on their way in a canoe up to the fishing-
ground, but who returned home on hearing
of the fate of their companions and spread
the news.

The wounded man recovered after a few
days, and went over to the other village
and entered a complaint against the men
who had perpetrated the foul deed. He
was able to identify the parties, and the
chief blame was thrown upon the young
chief.

The whole village of the Kwedeches were
required to depart, and to remove to a
great distance. Three days were given
them to comply with this decision, and
they were told that unless they were gone
by that time, they would end their days
where they were-every one of them would
be destroyed.

As the Micmacs greatly outnumbered the
Kwedeches, the latter thought it prudent
to comply, and immediately began to make
preparations for their removal. In three
days they were ready and started,-the
youngchief being severely reprimanded by
his father for the trouble he had occas-
sioned; but he was not punished.

Before they left the Micmac chief visited
his brother chief of the other party. He
says to him :-

" We will remember each other, and,
when there comes over me a longing to see.
you, I will go up, and when you desire to
see me, you can come down."

Such was the smooth address; but the
meaning was: " This affair is not yet
settled. When I am ready I shall go up
after you and wreak my vengeance upon
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you; and if, at any time, you thinkyou are I Kwedech chief who had caused all the
able for us, why come on as soon as you trouble. He had been out reconnoitering,like, and you'll find us prepared to receive and his report was to the following
you." effect:-

The Kwedeches now depart, and halting "I saw four White Bears on the.east end
from time to time during the summer, get of the lake, walking out upon the ice onefar up into Canada by the next winter, after another, looking all round and then
where they pitch their tents on the borders returning to the woods."
of a large lake. The warriors know what all this means.

The oid Kwedech chief tells his son:INCIDENTS OF THE WAR-THE KWEDECHES ITo-morrow you wiil be paid for your
ATTACKED. rashness. See now what you have done

The war thus commenced continued for for us. Every one of us will be kiiled."
many years with long intervals of inter- But the young nan will fot own that he
mission. however, and many are the thrill- is frightened. He swaggers and blusters,
ing and bloody incidents relating to it, and boasts of what he will do.
which have been handed down by tradition. On hearing the report of his scouts, theThe Indians, as a rude, neyer acted from Micmac chief informs his followers that the
mere momentary impuilse. They took tine Lynx is the man hie wants. IITo-morrow,"
to consider, and kept cool; but they did says he, l we meet."
lot forget an outrage, and the time for ren- And meet they did; but very different

fornc us. Everyy onee of uswilekile.

gn wsr su was their first meeting from the manner inThe following winter the Micmac warrior which hostile armies meet among more
who had been wounded at the fishing- civilized men. The invading force wasground, feit that the time had corne to alowed to enter the village without moles-
make his friends the promised visit. oe tation, and the Micmac chief calls, appa-
makes a proposai to this effect to the young rently in the most friendly manner, uponmen of bis tribe, and they are ail eager to bis old friend-the Kwedech chief. They
accompany him; but lie limits the number, înutually ask after each other's welfareselecting is men, and, when ail is ready, and the head man of the village prepares athey start upon the enterprise. repast for their friends.* After a while

They folow the trail of the others-their the Micmac chief proposes to his frienddifferent places of encampment being idi- that the young men sha go out and playcated by the deserted wigwams, &c., and on the ice.t To this proposai the other
they can easilyjudge when the final winter agrees, and the young men go out to play.
quarters are nearly reached. When they They begin by dancing the IIwar-dance,"come to the lake, at the further end of and soon they become so excited that thewhicho the Kwedeches are encamped, they thick ice bends and cracks under their feet,
hait. There is a high ei at the other end rolling like the waves of the sea. rheof the lake, and the Kwedec village i play soon becomes pretty rough work.
beyond the hili. Tbey seize eacb other and wrestle, and, asA little before nightfall the Micmac soon as ore falis, the victor draws bis
leader sends down four of his men upon knie and stabs im to the heart.
the lake to explore. They see on the top The two chiefs, with the son of the
of the distant il a Kwedecb upon the look-
out, who turns on seeing them and goes This is truy vorthy of note. I do not remem-backove th bih Thy teirber to have seen it stated by any writer on Indianctoet the le the fur to custom that it eras one of their customs to fastchief and report. tareir invaders before ighting the. But these

" Ve saw a Lynx-Abooksigien-a loup Micmac iegcnds the statement occurs so frequentiy.cerver-standing on the top of the bir and vithal so naturaiiy, that I conclude it ust have
ofbeen reaiy one of their customs, strange byond ai

bend he heitl in wa nds

leader unthaccount as it appears to us.e he on the t This wil remind the reader ot the Bible of the
hilL." manner in which the batte commenced between Joab

This Lynx was no other than the young a td Abner-II. Samuel, ii ., .
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Kwedech, and also a sister of the latter,
are seated in the wigwam. As soon
as the men on the ice have got tho-
roughly in earnest, the Micmac chief
leaps up, draws his knife, rushes upon the
poor girl and plunges his knife into her
bosom, catches his doubled hands full of
the warm blood and drinks it; then fills
them again and rushes up to her brother
and tells him, " drink !" This is a fiery
challenge to single combat, which he
accepts by swallowing the horrid draught.

Intoxicated and maddened by the horrid
potion, they seize their hatchets, rush out,
and uttering the most unearthly yells,
begin the fray. But the poor Kwedech is
not equal to the task. He is soon cut

down, and this is the signal for a general
melee, in which the Micmacs are the vic-
tors. They destroyed nearly all the men
of the other party; but they spared the
women and children, and took no pri-
soners. They meant to give them a chance
to recruit their strength and to retaliate,
telling them that when they should find it
convenient to return their visit, they would
be most happy to see them. They then
returned to their own village.

And the time did come for the visit to be
returned, and returned it was; but many
years had to elapse first-to allow the chil-
dren to grow up, and the tribe to be suffi-
ciently multiplied to warrant the under-
taking.

(To be continued.)

TOUSSAINT L'OUVERTURE.

At a time when the progress of events is fashion, revived commerce, introduced a
bringing San Domingo into notice, our
readers cannot fail to be interested in the
following lines, which were written some
years ago. Toussaint L'Ouverture was a
negro, the son of African slave parents,
and was himself a slave in San Domingo
during the greater portion of his life. In
the stormy scenes, which, in that island
as elsewhere, succeeded the French Revo-
lution, he took an active part, and by
his eloquence, his generalship, and his
political skill and firmness, he made
himself chief of the negroes, who were
finally the victorious party. Through-
out lie was careful not to sully himself by
joining in any of the atrocities which
marked the furious struggle; and when he
had reduced the part of the island which
had belonged to the Spaniards into com-
plete submission, he formed and main-
tained a regular army of black soldiers and
black officers disciplined after the European

system of labor and administered justice
with stern and impartial vigilance. Not-
withstanding the severity of his rule, he
was idolized by the negroes, who regarded
him as a type of the eminence which their
race was fitted to attain. Toussaint pre-
served a nominal allegiance to France;
but Napoleon was not satisfied with this,
and in 18o1 sent a fleet to reduce the island,
and the negro general, after a brave strug-
gle, was obliged to makehis subnission and
retire to a farm in the interior. The
French, however, jealous of his possible in-
fluence over the negroes, had him treacher-
ously arrested and sent a prisoner to France,
where he died in confinement in 1803. He
was a bright example of the intellectual
energy and greatness of which the maligned,
negro race is capable, and the story of his
exile and death is one of the saddest in
history.
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THE VISION OF TOUSSAINT L'OUVERTURE.

All along the prison floor

Crept the sunbeam chill and lonely;
But the prisoner evermore

Saw by it his prison only.
All the leatures of his face

Moulded into patient pain-
Only in his eyes we trace

Fierce contempt and strong disdain.
Young and strong and proud and brave

When be passed that prison door,
Now his eyes see nothing save

That pale sunbeam on the floor.

Sitting there alone ail day,
Visions pass before his eyes

Of bis country far away,
Under bile and sunny skies,

Children's voices'on the caln breeze,
Sounds of stories long since told,

And his home among the palm trees,
Calm and peaceful as of old;

Even while the sight was sweetest,
Quickly would it fade away

As the moments pass the fleetest
We would wish the most to stay.

After many weary days,
Marking ail the hours with prayer,

Praying as a doomed man prays,
In completeness of despair,

Something waked him in the night
With a touch upon his brow,

And be knew by dreamy light
Ail his sorrows over now-

Scattering all the prison gloomli
With the brightness of its shiling,

Forming in the prisoner's room
Visions strange for his divining.

Lo a rock-bound island fair,
Far away in ocean lonely,

And a king was walking there,
King of vanished visions only,

Walking underneath the blue,
Where no storm could leave a trace.

Ah how well the prisoner knew
That proud form and steady face;

Then a voice beside him took

Up an echo from above.,
You have seen God's vengeance, look

On His faithfulness and love.

So when once againi his eyes
Fathomed the fair flood of light,

He beheld his Hayti rise,
Now no longer wrapped in night.

Calm and peaceful as of old,
But no longer ruled in pride,

By the men whose thirst of gold
All the rights of man denied.

All ber sorrows, ail ber sighs
Past and distanced, and forgotte,

Bloody stain no longer lies

On the whiteness of ber cotton.

But the vision died away,
And another took its place,

Beckoning the souls delay
For a littie longer space.

Two decisions far apart
Fell together on his ear,

And the prisoner's lion heart
Stilled its anxious throbs to hear.

Joy 1 for Britain now lays down
Her accursed trade of slaves-

Freedom, Life and Hope are born
In ber home beyond the waves.

Let this triumph, oh ! glad-hearted,

Compensate for all thy pains,
Though this vision has departed.

Lo ! another yet remains I
Sce where rages angry storm-

'Tis a sad yet joyful sight-
On a nation's prostrate form

Freedom rises, clothed in light.

Weep! America is crushed

By contention's angrywave.

Joy 1 America is flushed

With the triumph of the slave.

But the prison habitation

Could no more detain its guest-

lie has seen the Lord's salvation,
Now he enters into rest.

P>cacefully his soul departed,
And his jailers when they came

Found the smile of the glad-hearted

Cone the poor dead lips to claim;
Then they knew his great heart broken,

Buried him with careless mien,
Leaving in the d ark no token

Of the sight his soul had seen.
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EARLY SCENES IN CANADIAN LIFE.

BY REV. THOMAS WEBSTER, NEWBURY, ONT.

( Continued.)

CHAPTER XLIV.

THE RACE CONTINUED-ESCAPE IMPOSSIBLE

-HOPE FOR MARRIED MEN, ETC. -SAD
- ANTICIPATIONS-ORDER TO " LIE TO"-

BOARDED-THE SCENE ON DRCK-A SICK
MAN- MASQUERADING- THE IMPRESS-
MENT - AFTERWARDS - ICEBERGS -

ARRIVAL.

While the passenger-ship went bounding
over the waves under an almost perilous
press of sail, the captain stood grimly
observing his formidable pursuer, with-
drawing his attention from her only at
brief intervals to cast an anxious giance at
the strained sheets and Cordage, and the
bending masts of his own overtasked vessel.
Thus the chase continued for a time that
seemed almost interminable to those who
were its objects; some of them feeling that
their whole future lives were to be influ-
enced by the result, and others-that their all
of happiness was at stake. How gadly
would they have hailed the blackest night,
for then they might have hoped, under
cover of the darkness, to have eluded the
ship which their own seemed unable to
out-sail, and which their present circum-
stances forced them to regard as an enemy,
though they doubted not that she bore the
flag which moet of them had so loved and
honored, and for which not a few of them
had fought and bled. But the long
sumimer day was yet far from spent, and
long before night would have shrouded the
wild waste of waters in darkness, the vessel
so determinedly following in their wake
would have overtaken them, and brought
to some of them a sudden and sorrowful
reversal of their life plans.

Though, in compliance with his promise
to do the best he could for his passengers,
the captain had tested the sailing capabili-
ties of his ship to the utmost, yet, to his dis-
appointment and chagrin, he discovered
that she was no match for the cruiser,
between which and hiniself he saw the dis-

tance steadily diminishing. In vain the
sympathizing crew scanned the horizon
hoping to descry another eail which
might perchance divert the attention of
their relentless pursuer-none appeared.

When it had become evident that escape
was impossible, the captain, having ordered
the ship to be brought into her right course,
went to join the sad company awaiting
their doom, and to prepare them, as best he
might, for the impending crisis.

The mental anguish depicted in the coun-
tenances, or manifested in the attitudes, of
those who dreaded the sundering of tender
ties, might well have caused a harder heart
than that of the sturdy tar to shrink from
adding to their distress, by informing them
that all hope of escape was over. Having
announced the stern, inevitable fact, he
endeavored to encourage those upon
whom the severing of family ties would
have borne most heavily. Married men,
who were accompanied by their families,
he said, he thought would be allowed to
remain with them; and each widow, who
had grown-up unmarried sons with her,
would probably be allowed to retain one of
them for her protection and support; but
all the other men, he expected, would be
taken-to them, he said, he could afford
no protection.

They were strictly charged that none
should attempt to conceal themselves, as
he would be obliged to show his passenger-
list, and to produce or account for all whose
names appeared there. Therefore, they were
advised to present themselves promptly
on deck when called for, and to arrange
themselves in family groups, each father
carrying one of his young children in his
arms.

The captain having thus given his unfor-
tunate passengers the benefit of such coun-
sels as his experience in such matters had
suggested, withdrew from the painful spec-
tacle of grief which he was unable to alle-
viate. On his return to the deck, he per-
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cieved that the cause of all the wretched- The captain passing round in company
ness lie had been witnessing was rapidly with the oicer, explained to him the rela-
nearing his ship; and he proceeded to pre- tionships existing between the parties
pare for the reception of his ill-omened respectively, and the latter agreed that no
visitors. man should be separated from his wife;

Meanwhile the passengers manifested or and that any unmarried man, who was the
controlled their emotions as accorded with dependence of a widowed mother, should
their diversified characters. Those who likewise be exempt. Ail the other unmar-
had learned to put their trust in God, raised ried men, he declared it his purpose to
their hearts in prayer to Him; others, who impress.
were without hope in God or man, groaned At the side of the ship stood two young
in anguish, or sat stupefied by despair; and men whose sudden transformation, even
yet others cursed their hard fate, and poured at that trying moment, attracted the atten-
out imprecations on sailors and marines, tion of _their fellow-passengers. The one,
king and council. Husbands and wives tried though known to them as a healthy and
to drive awav their fears and to reassure active young man, was seen then with a
themselves in the hope that what the cap- pallor like that of death overspreading
tain had told them might prove correct; cheek and brow, and intense suffering de-
while parents and sisters gathered about picted on every lineament of his counte-
sons and brothers that were their pride, and nance. He leaned against the side of the
had till then been their joy, mingling with vessel, evidently too ill to maintain his
their caresses, prayers, and blessings, terms position without its support.
of fondest endearment and final injunc- The secret of his illness was, that he was
tions, choking sobs and bitter wailings, such unaccustomed to the use of tobacco, and
as are wrung from breaking hearts. had prepared himself for the present ordeal

Amid it all, a sound cane booming over by smoking freely, thus inducing the
the waters that arrested alike the burst- symptoms and aspect that marked him as
ing sob and the flowing tear, the pious an invalid.
prayer and the profane imprecation-it is The other young man, habitually precise
the report of a gun fired from the man-of- with regard to his personal appearance,
war across the bow of the emigrant vessel. had removed his ordinary clothing; and,
Succeeding it soon was heard the trumpet having by some means possessed himself
thundering out the order to " lie to." of an old coat and pants, of the raggedest
These sounds fell upon the ears of the description, he clad himself in these. His
alarmed and excited passengers as if the usually well-kempt hair he tossed and
knell of their doom. tangled till it looked as if it might have been

The peremptory order was immediately doing the duty as a broom in some very
obeyed by the passenger ship, and she was dustyapartment. lis face, hands,andother
soon boarded by a party of men from the exposed portions of his person, he be-
mnan-of-war. ' The officer in command of smeared and besmutted till they indicated
the party demanded the passenger-list, as remote an acquaintance with soap and
which the captain delivered to him. The water as his hair did with brush or comb.
passengers were summoned to the deck, His old coat, nnconfined by buttons or belt,
where they forced themselves to appear hung open from the throat to its termina-
with only unavoidable delay, and arranged tion, betraying the absence of shirt or
themselves as they had been previously vest; and thus arraycd, or nnarrayed,
instructed by the captain. Mr. Webster's stockingless, shoeless, and hatless, he pre-
family at that time consisted of a wife and sented hinself on deck. Apparently with-
two children. He and his wife presented out interest in the scene, or comprehension
themselves, each carrying in their arms of its purpose, he sauntered over to the
one of their children; while his aged mother, buiwarks, and stood there with the matted
being a widow, leaned upon the arm of her masses of his hair drawn down over bis
youngest, and only unmarried son. eyes, looking the personification of stolid

The list was exanined and keads counted. imbecility. Consisteitly with the cha-
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racter he had assumed, and to complete 1'
the disgust he wished to inspire, he occu-
pied himself by scratching his head, or,
regardless of exposing his undraped chest,
he diligently explored his tattered gar-
ments, conveying to the looker-on the
impression that they were indeed popu-
lous by the frequency of the captures he
pretended to make and to dispose of sum-
marily.

It is scarcety necessary to add that the
officer did not linger long in the vicinity
of either of these men-a very slight glance
satisfying him that they would not suit
his purpose.

The cunning artifice they had practised,
though understood by crew and passengers
was not exposed by either, and they were
left unmolested; while every other unmar-
ried man on board, except the exempts
previously mentioned, was impressed and
carried away to the man-of-war.

Swelling with rage, or passive from full-
ness of sorrow, burning with indignation,
or sternly calm from resolute determina-
tion, it mattered not' how they accepted
their inevitable doOm. With brief space
for tender leave-taking, they were all hur-
ried off from the parents and kindred
whom many, perhaps most*of them, would
never more behold.

The man-of-war having accomplished her
object, bore away with her quota of out-
raged manhood, few heeding the disap-
pointed and sorrowful spirits they car-
ried with them, or the bleeding hearts they
left behind.

The lamentation and woe that prevailed
on the passenger-ship was indescribable.
Even those whose families had not been
dismembered, while thankful for theirown
exemption, were saddened by sympathy
for their bereaved fellow-passengers. The
painful event clouded the remainder of the
voyage, only the most elastic spirits rising
to their former level.

Among these were the successful trick-
sters who had so distinguished themselves
on the day of the impressment. Time and
fresh air had soon restored to the pretend-
ed invalid his wonted bloom and activity.
A thorough application of soap, water,
&c., with a change of raiment, re-trans-
formed the masquerader to his former self.

rhere was small reason to fear that either
of them would suffer much, when brought
nto competition with Yankee shrewdness.

The impressment was not the last of the
troubles of their voyage, for a few days
a fter they found themselves among ice-
bergs. From this danger, through the
good providence of God, they escaped, and
after a tedious voyage of seven weeks they
arrived safely in the United States.

CHAPTER XLV.

CHANGE NOT ALWAYS IMPROVEMENT-AN

ENCOUNTER-A DIFFICULT POSITION-

ALIENS ORDERED FROM THE SEA-
BOARD-LEAVES THE CITY-REQUIRED

TO ENTER INTO BONDS, ETC.-A PLEA-

SANT RESIDENCE-REASON FOR LEAV-

ING IT-DEPARTURE-DIFFICULTIES-

A NIGHT IN THE SNOW-HOw PASSED
-A MERRY COMPANION-A CONTRAST.

Mr. Webster had not been long in New
York when he discovered that his new
abode was not likely to afford that peaceful
security and exemption from party strife
and contention to obtain which he had
abandoned his native land. The popular
mind was in a tumult. The war spirit
ran high, and everything that savored of
Britain was at a discount. He found that
he had exchanged one scene of disquietude
for another; that in relieving himself from
one class of annoyances he had exposed
himself to others scarcely less irritating.

Walking in one of the streets one day,
he meta pure Milesian, who, approaching
him with an air of familiarity, exclaimed:

" Och, Webster, and is this where you
are?"

Mr. Webster, being unable to recollect
ever having seen the individual before,
civilly intimated that such was the case.

" Well then, I know you right well;"

rejoined the stranger; " but if you don't
mind me, may be 1 could help your mem'ry
a bit. I'm thinkin'you mind the gran'bon-
fire the bhoys made of your father's house
an' barns in '98. Its meself that had a
han' in that night's work, an many's the
other of the same sort."

Making a strong effort to suppress his
indignation, Mr. Webster remarked that
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his prudence was commendable in having I he remained in the country, and not to act
refrained from boasting of that exploit till as a spy for the enemy, or in any other wayhe had found himself in a place where he give him aid or comfort.
could allow himself the indulgence without Having complied with these regulations,
endangering his safety. he' was thereafter required to report him-

" That's thrue for ye," replied the fellow. self to the magistrate at stated periods.
"We have it all our own way in this free These proceedings were, however, ditested
country. Its a pity but you an' the likes of of anything irksome which might have
ye'd a'gone to Canada while ye'd a been attached to them, by the cordial, Christian
let." sympathy which Mr. Webster found to

Heartily echoing the wish, and not choos- exist between himself and the pious
ing to prolong the altercation, Mr. Webster magistrate.
proceeded on his way, the other calling So agreeable did they find their associa-
after him: "Ye'll see the Irish Greens 'Il tions and circumstances that they thought
pay off some ould scores wid the of making the locality their permanent
before this is over." home. But, when it came to obtaining a

Whether owing to this encounter or not, title for property, the old difiiculty con-
henceforth Mr. Webster found himself fronted him-he could not forswear his
harassed in his intercourse with his new- allegiance.
made acquaintances, by expressions of The war being over, some of his friends
astonishment at his not having " declared had gone into Canada, and brought back
his intentions,"* or by urgent representa- such encouraging accounts as determined
tions that he certainly ought to do so forth- him to break up the home he had made in
with. the land of his sojourning, and seek one on

Though desirous of living in peace with British soil. Loyalty to the British crown
the people among whom he had come to was his only reason for leaving the beauti-
dwell, and being also without any inclina- ful and picturesque region in which he had
tion to plot against the governnent of the made his first American home: and to
country, he yet could not feel himself at whose genial inihabitants he and his family
liberty to forswear his allegiance to the had become so much attached..
crown under which he had been born. About the middle of Febuary, 1819, they

Finding himself, therefore, in the then left Eaton, and withqut any very remarka-
state of the public mind, exceedingly ble incident having occurred on the jour-
uncomfortable in the city, he had purposed ney, they reached the abode of a settler,
removing to some quiet country place in its situated not far from what is now the
vicinity; but an order being promulgated Dorchester station on the G. W. R., butrequiring all aliens to retire into the inte- on the opposite side of the river. Thus far,
rior of the country, to at least the distance they had been travellingsomewhat frequent-
of forty miles from tide-water, he and his ed paths; but on the morning of the 18th
family took their departure thence, to join of March, they turned into the untracked
some friends who had preceded them to the forest. The snow, which lay deep upon the
townof Eaton,MadisonCounty, N. Y. ground, was covered with a crust, which

Among the everlasting hills of that por- made it extremely difficulty for the team to
tion of the State, they found a much more travel. Mr. Webster, and a nephew who
congenial home than the city had afforded. accompanied them, seeing that otherwise it

Soon afterhis arrival there, hewas in- would be impossible for the poor animals
formed that it would be necessary for him, to proceed, went before them, and broke the
as an alien, to go before a magistrate, and crust, the team following in the track thus
make a statement of his name, occupation, broken, and drawing the sleigh, which
age, and birthplace, with the number of contained Mrs. Webster and her children,
members in his family; and that be would with their indispensable household effects.
also be required to obligate himself by They had learned that Mr. Thompson
bond to conduct himself peaceably while had settled contiguous to their point of

* The initiatory step to becoining a citizen. destination, and they had expected to reac h
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his place that night. But their being
obliged to break their way through the
great depth of crusted snow had so retard-
ed their progress, that they were overtaken
by night before they had accomplished
more than half the distance.

They could not proceed in the darkness
as they had nothing but a " blaze" to guide
them. There was no other dwelling nigher
than the one they had left in the morning.
There was no alternative; there they must
pass the dreary night on the snow-clad earth,
exposed to the keen March wind, with only
the skeleton arms of the massive trees
stretched out for a canopy between them
and the wintry clouds.

This was an introduction to backwoods
life that none of them had calculated upon;
and Mr. Webster's heart reproached him
for having brought his kind, uncomplain-
ing wife and his helpless children into a
situation of so much suffering and peril;
but that was no time for usless regrets.

Already his energetic Young nephew
was busying himself with cheerful alacrity
in preparations for the night. A huge fire
soon flickered and glowed, lighting up the
bleak scene with its ruddy gleams, while
the sparkling surface of the snow gathered
up the brightness and flung it back again
in softened radiance. The snow was
cleared away from a space sufficient for the
occupation of the family, and there the
group gathered to partake of the supper
which had been hastily prepared. But
much as strong food was needed, to enable
them to withstand the intense cold, the
odors of the meat, while cooking, caused
them to regret having given such an incen-
tive to the wolves.

Kind-hearted Tom Belton was equal to
every requirement, from serving his aunt's
tea, or soothing the frightened children, to
assisting his uncle in shoveling snow, or
felling trees for the cattle to browse upon.
He was the life of the party, exerting him-
self to enliven their drooping spirits with
witty sallies and pleasant anecdotes; affect-
ing to regard the whole affair as a most
amusing and enjoyable adventure; and to
find fresh food for mirth in each discomfort.

After supper, the sleigh box was taken
to pieces and boards spread down within
the space from which the snow had been

removed; upon these the beds were made
up. Then, they all knelt together in that
wild waste of snow and timber while the
father, in a few earnest petitions, implored
the protection of Him who tempereth the
wind to the shorn lamb, and whose Angel
encampeth round about them that fear
Him.

Comforted and strengthened by this
approach to Him in whom they trusted,
they laid themselves down in their novel
resting-place.

Mrs. Webster was suffering from injuries
incurred by the upsetting of the sleigh a
few hours previous, and consequently slept
little. But nothing more alarming than
the snapping of the trees frorn the severity
of the frost occurred to disturb the repose
of those who could sleep; the howling of a
single wolf-even in the distance-not
having been heard.

On the return of daylight they prepared
to resume their journey, and before doing
so they again' knelt as a family to render
to God grateful thanksgiving for their
merciful preservation through the dangers
of the night.

That evening they arrived safely, as men-
tioned in a previous chapter, at the dwell-
ing of Mr. Thompson. The comforts of a
human habitation, and the cordial welcome
of their kind host and hostess, were doubt-
less more fully appreciated from the pleas-
ing contrast with the previous night's
bivouac in the snow.

CHAPTER XLVI.
SETTLERS IN LONDON TOWNSHIP IN I818

-RICHARD TALBOT ESQ.-ARRANGE-

MENT WITH EARL BATHURST-LARGE

NUMBER WHO AVAILED -THEMSELVES

OF IT-DEPARTURE-LONG VOYAGE-

SOLICITATIONS TO SETTLE IN LOWER

CANADA-UPPER CANADA PREFERRED-

LONDON RECOMMENDED BY COLONEL

TALBOT-CROSS THE LAKE-SHIPWRECK

-DEATH OF MRS. LEWIS-KINDNESS

OF STRANGERS.

A large number of persons came into the

Township of London in the autumn and
early part of the winter of 1818, and settled
on the north side of the north branch of
the Thames. These persons belonged to a
large company who had emigrated from
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Ireland during the summer of that year,
under an arrangement made between Earl
Bathurst, the then Secretary of State for
the Colonies, and Richard Talbot, Esq.

This gentleman was descended from the
Shrewsbury branch of the ancient house
of Talbot. In early manhood he obtained
a commission in the army, which he held
for six years. On his marriage he retired
from the service, carrying with him the es-
teem and friendship of his Colonel, the
Earl of Rosse. Afterward, he however
became an officer in the Cloughjordon
Yeomanry.

Being partial to a military life himself,
he educated his sons with a view to their
entering the army; but the peace which
followed the overthrow of Napoleon, closed
that avenue against them. Finding him-
self then not in circumstances to establish
them in any other career which he
esteemed fitting for them, or to provide
according to his wishes for the future of the
other members of his large family, his
thoughts turned towards emigration.

The reverses from which so many were
suffering, particularly agriculturists, in con-
sequence of the falling off of war prices,
led him to think that not a few would
gladly avail themselves of an opportunity
to go out to one of the colonies, if the
Government would afford sufficient encour-
agement.

Opening his plan to the Earl of Rosse,
that nobleman gave him a flattering recom-
mendation to the favorable consideration
of Earl Bathurst.

The result of the application was that
the government agreed to make Mr. Talbot
a grant of land proportionate in extent to
the number of settlers that should accom-
pany him; and also to provide the neces-
sary tonnage for their conveyance, on
certain conditions. Having complied with
the conditions, Mr. Talbot, accompanied by
fifty-four families, consisting of about two
hundred persons, set sail in the ship
"Brunswick" from the harbor of Cork, on the
i3th ofJune. The vessel arrived at Quebec
on the 27th July. There the settlers were
transferred to a steamboat, on which they
reached Montreal on the 5 th of August.

Strong inducements were held out to Mr.
Talbot to influence him to locate the party

in Lower Canada; but the order he had
from Earl Bathurst authorized him to select
the land in any part of the Provinces, and
neither he, nor those who were with him,
liked the idea of settling among people of
a different language, religion, &c.; they
therefore determined to proceed to Upper
Canada asdesigned at first.

At York (Toronto) Mr. Talbot met the
well-known Colonel Talbot, of Port Talbot,
by whose advice the Township of London
was selected as the location of the party.

They crossed the Lake from York ta
Niagara in a schooner, thence by land to
Fort Erie; there, on the i9th of September,
they re-embarked on another schooner,
bound for Port Talbot. Adverse winds
arising, they were driven on to the south-
ern shore of Lake Erie, and wrecked near
Dunkirk, on the 21stofthe month. Though
the passengers were in great peril, and
some of them suffered much from the water
and cold, in escaping from the wreck, yet
none of them were drowned. One of them,
a Mrs. Lewis, died from the effects of cold
and fatigue. It was rather remarkable, and
certainly called for special thankfulness,
that in a company so largely made up of
women and children, this was the only life
lost

The effects of the settlers were much
damaged by the water, and considerable
quantities of clothing, books, and other
valuables, were irrecoverably lost. This
disaster, just when they supposed that they
had almost reached the termination of their
long protracted voyaging, was indéed
disheartening. When they and their
shivering little ones, emerged from the
dangers of the deep, with what desolation
of feeling they must have realized that in
the country on which they were cast in such
pitiable plight, there was not an individual
upon whom they had a claim of kindred
or friendship; that in their distress, they
were truly strangers in a strange land.

But although strangers, and in a country
with which their own had so recently been
at war, they soon found that they were
among a people who fully recognized the
claims of human brotherhood. And while
their misfortunes obliged them to remain
there, the inhabitants bestowed upon them
much considerate kindness.

( To be continued.)
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AN ADVENTURE IN THE APENNINES.

BY A CANADIAN.

CIAPTER V. us farther, and eating sparingly, lest our
littie store should not hold out to the end.

( Contmnurd.)(Contsued.'At last, after weary days of travel, we
One long, wild wail rent the air. 1 gained the shore.

thought her spirit was departing; but, "This is the Adriatic," she said. I We
though she sunk to the ground and must find a boat to carry us to the south
remained prostrate for a littie while, there but spent nature asserted its daims, and,
was a calmer look in her face, her poor unable any longer to resist them, we
worn hands lay gently by her side and her yielded to sleep. I chose for poor Maria
chest heaved less convulsively. Then the most shelterec nook I could find, and
tears, blessed tears, gushed from the bright for myself such a spot as would leave me a
wild eyes, and soft sighs told of relief. I view of ail around. But little watch I kept
knelt betide her, and entreated, "Corne! that night. My sleep was so profound that
I but wait for you. I bless you here in the no sound reached my ear-no thought
Holy Name, and I promise you many a flitted through my brain. My senses were
prayer and many a grateful word from deadforhours. Yetaslightshakearoused
those you will serve by saving me; and I me, and as I opened my eyes and looked
hope, too, for days of peace for you. Ah, in bewildermentaround, I perceived Maria
come ! delay but risks the loss of all." standing near, and presently understood her

She arose, swayed from side to side fora ords.
minute or two, as if dizzy and weak, then "Up! we must not biter. We are not
turned to a small door and disappeared for safe in thk lonely spot. I have been look-
a short time. As she came forth I saw her ing for a boat; but in vain. We must go
tryingto thrust something into herbosom; farther south. I begin to know our posi-
but, in her agitation, it fell to the ground. tion. As a child I wandered many a Lime
I stooped for it and put into her outstretched on this shore. IL looks now as it did then;
hand. Ignorant as I was of such matters, but how changed ar 1?"
I could tell that it was an infant's gar- She seemed more disposed to Lalk than I
ment. had found ber since we left the but. So I

" Now," she said, " tàke more food. ventured Lo ask ber how iL bappened that
You will find it within there, and I will ber language was 80 good and her accent
prepare for the journey." s0 superior to the class she bad told me

She was wonderfully calm. I did as she! she had belonged to.
desired hastily, and turned to ask her to "Ah!" she sighed, II was the idol of
partake of something likewise; but she rny parents. They neyer wearied meeting
sook ber bead. In the mean ime she had tmy ishes, and heaping kindness on me.

procured a kind of 'ittle panier, and put
into it some provision of a simple kind and
a bottle of wine; then with a look all round
the hovel-painful even to me in its inten-
sity of feeling-she said, " We go," and
led the way down the rugged mnountain
side.

Day and night we toiled, stopping for
rest only when our limbs refused to carry

No self-denial was too much for them to
exercise on my account. They thought me
beautiful, and were proud of this. My
voice attracted attention by its richness,
and they resolved on having it cultivated;
so they left their happy little home on the
Adriatic, and carried me across the Appe-
nines to Florence, where they spent time
and money on my education. Mv musical
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abilities soon obtained me notice amongst
a class superior to our own, and I quickly
learned to desire the means of making a
more brilliant appearance. I accepted
many sacrifices fron my poor mother in
order to dress gaily, and whilst indulging
in this base selfishness, I fell into the snare
which has proved my ruin. My love for
display led me amongst the light and
thoughtless, and at some fête I met and
learned to admire the man whose heart-
lessness has crushed me. He soon dis-
covered my preference for his society, and
encouraged it in every way, taking pains
to flatter and stimulate my vanity. le
gave me many presents, and talked of his
ability to indulge me in every whim, how-
ever extravagant. I grew blinder every
day, and it ended as I have already told
you.

"And where do you wish to go now,
Maria ?" I asked.

"Ah! as for me I desire but to hide my-
self. I once knew a fair young girl whose
heart was broken, and in her misery she
sought out a convent where the strictest
laws of self-denial prevailed, and there she
buried herself. My desire is to do the
same."

I tried to dissuade her from this and to
inspire her with the hope of reunion with
her parents and child; but she seemed to
have grasped despair as hier portion, and
gave no heed to me.

CilAlTER VI.

We were still walking along the coast, 1
and even in the midst of our weariness and s
depression, Icould not but utter exclama-
tions of delight and admiration at the a
lovely scene around me. Not only was the
sea a vast sheet of moon-lit silver, but even v
the low sands on which we walked lad t
caught the rippling sheen, and each rock s
or tufted mound glistened in the clear, soft fi
radiance. Perfect repose was the character
of the hour. No sound disturbed the still- t
ness. The low murmur of the waters as e
they crept in on the shore but added to the
lulI, and blended harmoniously with the Io
whispering winds.

From time to time Maria paused andw

I gazed wistfully around, theri she would
sigh deeply; but seemed reluctant to be
drawn into conversation. Indeed, there
was a sacredness in the silence which awed
both of us, but without pain or fear. It
seemed like a solemn sanctuary from the
turmoils of life, and it brought rest to the
poor grief-worn pilgrim. As her sighs
came slower, and her hands were folded
over her heaving chest, her eyes gazed with
a pleading look to the clear blue arch
above; My heart was full of smypathy for
her, and I noted with delight the growing
peacefulness of her face; but forbore to dis-
turb her by a word, and so we passed on
till arrested by the sedgy border of a large
marsh. Here we paused in perplexity.
There seemed no possibility of our cross-
ing it where it met the sea, and we knew
not how far inland it might penetrate. I
asked her what she deemed it best to do.
ier reply was a soft dreamy smile as she

seated herself on some drift-wood which
lay close by. Reluctant to disturb her, and
yet impatient to get on, I again ventured
the same question.

Shé started as if hearing me for the first
time, and said confusedly, " What shall we
do? Ah! I had forgotten. We must not
rest."

But I continued, " We cannot cross this
swamp, nor can we tell how far in from the
shore it runs."

"Ah! this is hard," she replied; " but I
have been dreaming of sweet peace, and
can scarcely think of anything else now.
2ould vou leave me and secure your own
afety? I feel as if it were best for me to
ay me down here. 'Tis long since all was
o calm within."

" But Maria," I said, urgently, " this is
deadly place. It must be as unsafe as the

Maremma. Let us hasten away. But see!
lhat is that glowing like a red star amongst

lie trees?" I pointed to a twinkling light
orne little distance up the hill which rose
om the side of the marsh.
She was much startled, and coming close

o me, whispered, " Can they be our
neimies?"
I told her to conceal herself amongst the
w shrubs, and I would go cautiously for-
ard to ascertain what the light meant. I
as soon near enough to perceive two
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figures, still busy heaping dry wodd on the
fire which had attracted our attention.
Presently the blaze rose high, and the men
flung themselves down close to it. I
advanced a little farther and feltconvinced
that we had nothing to fear.

The strangers seemed rough, simple
fishermen. They spoke unrestrainedly and
laughed gaily; but I still waited to ascer-
tain more, if possible, before I would ven-
ture to draw their attention. I could not
fully understand them, they used so many
Words unfamiliar to me; but I gleaned
from what I heard that they meant to
remain on shore till dawn, and then set
Out again in their boat; then one of them
proposed boiling some fish, saying, " We
will still have plenty left for the women
and children."

This gave me confidence, so I walked
boldly up and saluted them civilly. They
sprang to their feet and seemed not a little
alarmed; but I quickly convinced them of
my friendly disposition towards them, and
asked if I might bring My companion to
sit by their fire. They readily consented,
and I soon led poor Maria to them.

The uncouth-looking men seemed
shocked at her ghastliness, and kindly
asked her to be seated and to partake of
their simple supper. Her look and voice
were very mournful; but she thanked them
and sat down, and we persuaded her to
taste a little of the broiled fish.

Her countenance had quite changed. It
had lost all its wild fierceness, which for-
merly only gave place to sullen gloom
as her mood varied. Now, although there
was a prevailing expression of deep sad-
ness, there was blended with it a look of
tranquil resignation, and her manner was
subdued and gentle. I could not but look
on her again and again with surprise, and
wonder whether all this had been produced
by a few hours' silent walking in the clear,
cool moonlight. I have since then dis-
covered a truer explanation Of it. A voice
had spoken to her which for years she had
not listened to. Hope had told her of par-
don and peace in the better land, and she
was stretching out her hands for the pre-
cious gift and losing sight ot' the dreadful
past.

The frugal meal was over, and the men,

proposing to lie down and rest, I asked
them when they meant to resume their
little voyage.

They said they wished to set out at early
dawn, and had only put in to repair some
injury done to their boat, which had kept
them busy till shortly before we joined
them. Their home was at Otranto, but
they had been to Ancona, and were now
returning.

I asked them if they could carry us to
Brindisi, as that was the place Maria desired
to reach.

They readily consented, and after a short
sleep we all set sail, fortunately having a
favorable wind. So we sailed pleasantly for
some time; but I could see that the ex-
perienced sailors were not without fear of
a change of weather before long.

Ignorant as I was of the navigation of
this sea, I could not understand on what
their apprehensions were founded. The
sky was bright, with but few clouds, and
there was little wind; but they showed me
that this was north-east, and increasing in
strength. They called it the Bora, and were
evidently suspicious of its proving trouble-
some. Norwere they mistaken. Before long
we were in the midst of a squall, and reluct-
antly obliged to put over to the east and
take refuge in a small but safe harbor in
the island of Lissa.

I feared that this would prove a new
trial to poor Maria; but she took it very
patiently, uttering no regret. Her face,
even in the midst of the violent squall,
wore a placid look which surprised me. In
fact, it seemed as if her mind was quite
disengaged from present anxieties; but her
strength was evidently failing. It was
necessary for us to carry her from the boat,
and all the time the men and I were look-
ing to the safety of the little vessel, she lay
without motion on the spqt where we had
placed her.

I sought for some females into whose
charge I might give her, and had the satis-
faction of seeing her kindly cared for by
some of the hospitable people of the place.

Then I returned to the companions of our
little voyage, and found them looking
rather doleful. They told me that the Bora
was not only the most dangerous wind, but
that which lasted longest, and that it was
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possible we might be detained for eighteen 1
or twenty days in our present refuge. This
to me also appeared a sad disappointment.
I thought with deep regret of poor Fred's
anxiety being prolonged, and entreated the
sailors, if possible, to find some means of'
forwarding letters for me to the different
places in which I supposed they might
reach friends; but it was several days before
any opportunity occurred, and then the
route was so tedious that I could feel but
little cheered by it.

But for Maria I could have crossed from
our little island to the shore of Hertzek,
and made my way down to the straits of
Otranto with the hope of being able to cross
the narrow waters, and reach Italian
ground once more; but I could not make
up my mind to forsake her, even for a short
time. The females about her made me
understand that she was very low indeed.
I had not been allowed to see her for a
couple of days; but on the third received
a message from her that she much wished
to speak with me. . 1, of course, imme-
diately attended her, and was painfully
surprised at the change in her appearance.
Wretched as her looks had been from the
first time I saw her, I could now observe a
still greater wasting of nature. Thorough
prostration showed in every feature and
tone. It was with difficulty I caught her
words as she sighed them forth; but her
kind attendants gave her some restorative
from time to time. and bathed her head
and hands when she would allow them.

At last she said, "Tell them I wish to
be alone with you. They must not hear
what I say. You have seen and know
more of me than others, and to'you I wish
to speak my last words."

I signified her wish to the women, and
wi>th a look of surprise they retired to the
end of the room.

Then poor Maria's whispers told me that
in Pescaro-a town on the Italian coast,
nearly opposite-she was born, and spent
her early years; that from that she had
induced her parents to take her to Florence,
and that there she supposed they now
were, if living, as it was probable they had
left the scene of their trouble and returned
,o their native town.

"I want you," she said, '" to spend

ven a little while in an endeavor to
discover them. Not now - not yet for
a few hours. When they see me it
will be in death, if, indeed, their eyes
should ever behold their lost child again.
Then they will weep and know that I
repented. Tell them that it was my love
for them and for my child which made me
human. Without it I should have sunk
into a state lower than the poor senseless
brutes. But tell them, too, that a brighter
love than mine for them has shone in on
my soul. It is heaven's gift of mercy. It
came in the midst of darkness, when I was
incapable of even asking for it. It was
free and full as from God, and it has saved
me. This will comfort them more than
aughtbeside. Then tell them that I placed
my child, my only one, in the arms of their
old friend-Arlotta, and leave it to them
to do as they please regarding my darling.
I go to wait, I trust, in God's presence for

them, and would return to you tenfold the
blessing you uttered in the mountain hut.
It was a sound unheard there before your
lips pronounced it. It was, I believe, the
first word of the message of peace which
has since been fully declared to me. May
peace be yours eternally. I wish you to
take and use the money you will find
wrapped in this little garment." She
pressed the latter to her lips as she drew it
from her bosom. "Mychild wore it," was
her only comment. "'Tis for my mother,
with the hair you already have. The

money is justly yours. It may help ypu to
your friends. You will wait, I know, to
close my eyes. 'Twill be but a little while
I rejoice to think, because you know I hope
now for a happy home in the heavens.
An Englishman need not be told who has
gone there to prepare it for penitent sin-
ners. Your creed tells you of the only
Saviour. He is mine-I ain His."

She paused and closed her eyes. I
thouglit she had departed, and I beckoned
to the women to come. They were beside
her in an instant, and tenderly endeavored
to restore her. To my surprise she again
opened her eyes and smiled brightly on us.
'Twas wonderful the change this smile
made in her poor worn face. I can never
forget it or the peaceful convictions it im-
pressed on my mind. I almost uncon-
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sciously dropped on my knees, and with
upraised hand exclaimed, "I thank God !"
Another smile, if possible brighter still,
and a grateful look spread over her fea-
tures; then the lids fell softly and the lips
closed never again to open in this life.
Maria slept in perfect peace.

I laid her in a lowly grave with all the
attention to respect and solemnity in my
Power. There were tears of sympathy, yes,
and of love, too, shed for the departed one.
Her kind nurses felt as I did, that to her
death was great gain; yet we grieved to see
her sink on a foreign shore amid strangers,
-she who had been the bright and beauti-
ful, the gifted and the beloved; but her
sorrows had been many-as she had said
herself, her sin was the deepest grief
of all.

Poor Maria!

CHAPTER VII.

It was as the old sailors had predicted.
The gale from the north-west lasted many
days, and crowds of vessels had been
obliged to seek shelter on the eastern
shores of the Adriatic. Illness had pre-
vented me from making any attempt to
undertake a journey by land, and wearily
weeks passed over as I lay racked with
fever and pains, almost indifferent to life.
But a brighter day was coming. As the
weather cleared, and the balmy breezes
from the south took the place of the angry
north wind, I began to feel life and hope
reviving, and soon all my eagerness for
reunion with my friends-poor Fred in par-
ticular-returned.

I had been tenderly cared for by
my simple companions on the island,
and now gladly and gratefully shared
with them the little hoard left me by
poor Maria, and with their assistance
was soon on board a small vessel and
crossing, to Pescaro, anxious to fulfil my
promise by searching for the bereaved
parents of the departed one. I had little
to guide me, but, using that little dili-
gently, was enabled to ascertain that Maria's
father and mother had returned, as she
thought, to their native place, and spent a
few mournful years there; but were not now
living to hear the soothing tidings I brought

of their loved and lost une. Of the child
nothing h ad ever been heard. It probably
had grown up in innocence and happiness
amongst kind friends in the valley.

A few days more and I was again at
Florence; but found not my brother there.
However, I had the satisfaction of believ-
ing that a short time would suffice to carry
my letters to their various destinations,
and then I might hope for relief for myself
and my friends.

It happily proved so. Poor Fred had
unremittingly pursued everything which
seemed to afford the slightest clue to the
mystery of my disappearance, and he had
wandered about for many miles in every
direction; but, of course, in vain. From
time to time he had returned to the hotel
in which we had taken up our quarters,
and always with some faint hope of finding
me there; and from those about I heard
many a touching comment on his sadness
and bitter disappointments; so, consider-
ing all, I concluded that to remain there a
little longer at least, gave me the earliest
chance of meeting him.

Nor did this prove fallacious. A few
days brought the dear, faithful fellow to
Florence once more, and this time to escape
from the miserable solicitude which had so
wasted him that his appearance startled
and alarmed me. I believe I could not
have looked more wan or wasted myself
than he did; but joy soon set us both up
again, and with relieved and thankful
hearts we prepared to return to our home,
and summoned our landlord to our room,
that we might meet his demands and bid
him adieu.

He expressed vastly grateful sentiments,
and was full of regrets for our departure,
urging on us every inducement he could
think of to prolong our stay; and, at
length, as if some project certain to bring
us round to his views had occurred to him,
he said, "Ah! 'tis not possible that my
lords can leave the city before they have
witnessed the execution of these most ter-
rible of bandits-the Farnetti brothers.
We are all full of the importance of the
affair. The city prepares herself to rejoice
unusually. The inountains and valleys
will pour in their grateful inhabitants to
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see at last the defeat of their enemies. chains told me all I came to ascertain.The whole proceedings are meant to be on Maria's husband and the other two mena grand scale. As we have suffered at the whom I had seen in the hut on the mo un-hands of those wretches, so we mean to tain, as well as in the valley, where theycompensate ourselves in their punish- asaulted me, and whom it appears werement." really brothers, now glared on me for an1 asked their distinctive names; but our instant as I uttered, " Bernardi! Maria!"informant laughed, as he said with a low but with a sick heart I turned away andbow, "Impossible, gentlemen, is this thing tried to forget the sight.to me. They have assumed so many that A few hours afterwards we were en routein each district they are known by a dif- for our.English home, thinking thankfullyferent one. Here we had called them Far- of the comfort and peace it afforded, and Inetti; but some eiglht or ten years since, could say humbly feeling still more thewhen there was a stir made amongst us by privileges of living in a land enlightenedsome poor parents, whose only child had by the unclouded beams of the sun of truthbeen carried off from them by a young and cheered by the glad voice of liberty.stranger met at somefte, the name of the We sat in the old porch once more, eachrobber was given as Clement Bernardi, nearly in the same attitude of that dayand little doubt was ascertained as to his months before when we decided on thebeing one of the terrible gang; but should mode and place of our proposed wander-you care to see them, I, doubtless, can pro- ings. But other, and I trust bettercureyou a ticket of admission to their cells. thoughts filled our minds and drew ourThey lie in chains amongst their guards, hearts closer to each other. We had bothand have had many to gaze on them; but learned practically the folly of supposingthey are too sullen to take any notice." virtue or nobility of nature confined to rankAn irresistible impulse induced me to or place. We felt that wherever thereaccept our host's offer of an introduction to were men taught of God, there must bethe prisoners. I felt as if I should like to worth such as deserved respect, ay andknow as a certainty that poor Maria's per- love, too; that in the city, the valley, orsecutors were about to suffer justice; and the mountain, on the rough waters of amy brother, regarding them as my foes, tempest-tossed sea, or in rude home of thethought he, too, could look on them for a simple peasant, as well as in the ancientmoment-yet not, I am sure, with any feel- palace of the noble, og the gorgeous dwell-ing of malignity or revenge, but that sort ing of the wealthy, the school of theof unaccountable, it may be morbid, learned, or the cottage of the untutoredcuriosity, which most men are conscious of ploughman, truth, which is earth's mostat times. glorious visitor, may be made welcomeWe set out for the prison as soon as and shed her brightness around, bringingthe necessary permission was obtained, in her train such sweet influences that toand my first glance at the wretched men separate from her is to retire again intowho lay on the floor laden with heavy darkness and malaria.
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NEWFOUNDLAND.

BY REV. A. HARVEY, ST. JOHNS, N.Y.

THE ICE-LADEN RIVER IN THE OCEAN.

The heavy ice from the Arctic regions has
already (Feb. 8,) made its appearance along
our shores; /and, although the harbor is
quite clear, great fields of it are met
with at no great distance, and the mouths
of the northern bays are beset with it. The
great ocean river from the Arctic regions,
that constantly rushes along our coasts,
bears on its broad bosom in the spring
months thousands of icebergs and ice floes,
-not unfrequently icebergs two hundred
feet above the surface of the sea are met
with. The size of these huge masses may
be judged of from the faêt that nine-tenths
of theirmass is beneath the surface. Num-
bers of them drift into our bays, and there
at times get aground, presenting a most
beautiful sight as the bright sun glances
along their dazzlingly white summits, and
brings into view their fantastic carvings
and glittering peaks. By moonlight they
are not less grand with the shadows of the
great rocks adding solemnity to the view.
I have often seen an iceberg twice the size
of Westminster Abbey aground near the
entrance of our harbor, having domes,
spires and pinnacles all complete.

After a time the rays of the sun begin to
tell upon the ice-giant. Streams of water
are seen trickling down its sides. At in-
tervals a tower, loosened by the warmth,
falls with sullen plunge into the ocean', or
a projecting mass from its broad shoulders
meets the same fate, making the water in
the harbor boil and rush upon the shore as
if a storm were brewing outside. After
being in this way lightened of a portion of
its cargo, it floats off and resumes its lonely
voyage, ploughing its way to the neigh-
borhood of the Great Banks, where meet-
ing the warmer water of the Gulf stream,
and encountering a higher atmospheric
temperature, its destruction is completed.
Shorn of all its glittering glories, and shat-

tered into fragments that strew the ocean
far and wide, it nelts into the great deep,
dropping its cargo of rocks and earth torn
from the bowels of Arctic mountains.
These spoils, sinking to the bottom, add to
the bulk of those submarine elevations
that are destined one day to rise above the
waves, and, as new continents and islands,
to afford space for fresh developments of

our race. It rarely, if ever, happens that
an iceberg floats farther south than the

latitude of the Banks. The Arctic current
on which it is borne here encounters the
force of the Gulf Stream as it turns east-

ward towards Europe, and, of course, its

speed is much retarded; while at the same

time the increasing warmth relaxes the
joints and dissolves the masses of these

roving frost-giants.

HOME OF THE ICEBERG-ITS BIRTH AND

DEATII.

The icebergs that drift along our shores
are formed on the coast of Greenland, or

on those of Bafdin's and Hudson's Bays,
and require fron six to twelve months to

reach these latitudes, so slow is their pro-

gress. The larger bergs are all land for-

mations, having their origin far up amid

the Arctic mountains, where for ages they

are slowly reared, pushed seaward, and,

like a ship, at length launched on their

destined element. The glacier is, in fact,
the parent of the iceberg. The cone of

ice and snow which covers the higher part

of the Arctic ranges, sends down into each

of the diverging valleys a long, sluggish
stream of ice, with a motion so slow as to

be almost imperceptible. Kane discovered
on the Greenland coast a gigantic speci-
men of these glaciers-the largest known
to exist-extending for sixty miles along
the shore, and having a perpendicular front
of three hundred feet. He named it the
"Great Glacier of Humboldt," and no
doubt it is the parent of many thousands of
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the icebergs that pass along here. The
great propelling power behind forces the
masses onward into the deep sea, so that
its margin is lined with an enormous
crystal precipice. For a time this ice-
cliff overhangs the waves, whose tides
gradually wear away its base, and at length
the crisis comes-an iceberg is about to
have birth. A noise louder than thunder
is heard. The ice-mountain snaps asunder,
and the detached mass comes grinding,
crushing down. The ice-giant leaps into
the waves that start back at his approach,
as if in terror, fling up clouds of spray, and
madly toss themselves, as if in agony, upon
the shore. The young ice-monster dives
as he touches the waves, rises slowly-the
water streaming from his huge sides-and
tumbles repeatedly as he tries to secure his
balance.

THE PRODIGAL LEAVING HOME.

His front is now two hundred feet above
the waves, and to keep him steady there
nust be nine times as much beneath. le
is now fairly launched in life, and, borne
on the southern current, he starts for a
warmer clime, bearing on his broad
shoulders many a huge rock detached from
Arctic cliffs by frost, and tons upon tons of
sand and gravel collected in his slow,
crushing movement down the valley. On
lie drifts through the Arctic night, the
stars tremulously reflected from his peaks
and from the green depths of caverns
measureless to man. Emerging from the
gates of the north, he gains brighter skies
and calmer seas. But he is rushing on his
own destruction. What the fury of the
tempest and the beating of the Arctic ice-
covered billows could not do, is done by
the gentle rays of the sun.

Still he had an important work to do.
le and his race, age after age, are acting
as gigantic inountain-levellers, hurling the
great masses to the plain, as in the Alpine
regiodis, and carrying away from the
Arctic solitudes, as has been sairl before,
vast rock fragments, to deposit them at
the bottoms of seas, there to lay the founda-
tions of new continents. Ever since the
earth cooled suffliciently to allow of the for-
mation of ice, these glaciers have been at

' work, and have played no unimportant
part in the economy of the globe.

ICE NAvv1ES.

The glaciers of the Arctic regions are
constantly at work pushing forward their
bergs into the sea. For the most part they
discharge the bergs slowly and quietly,
propelling their masses step by step, year
after year, until they reach water deep
enough to float them, and then they quietly
rise from the waves. But while the grander
ones come quietly and gradually, the
smaller ones are generally broken off vio-
lently in the way I have described and
hurled into the waves. Greenland, the
great parent of the icebergs that pass our
shores, is about 1,2oo miles in length, and
may be regarded as one huge glacier-its
whole centre being one deep, unbroken sea
of ice. Downward this great ice river
moves, seeking outlets at every valley, and
rolling its icy cataracts into the ocean.
Greenland is now in the same condition
that the British Isles and parts of Europe
were ages ago during the glacial period.
This vast country, is, in fact, swathed in an
icy mantle, which is ever receiving fresh
accumulations from atmospheric precipi-
tations, and is thus constantly pressing
downward to the sea. Its seaward edges,
broken off and floated away, form the ice-
fields and icebergs tlhat cover the bosom of
the North Atlantic in certain latitudes dur-
ing the early months of the year. In this
way its huge ice-sheet is grinding down
the Greenland Continent, and depositing
it piece-meal at the bottom of the ocean.
The striated rock surfaces of Britain show
that, at one time, it was wrapped in a simi-
lar sheet, and was denuded by glacier
action, as Greenland now is. If we could
examine the bottom of the sea about the
banks of Newfoundland, we should find
them strewn with mighty rock fragments,
deposited there by the icebergs. When
another continerit or group of islands shall
arise there, future generations may quarry
these boulders, employ them in the erection
of churches or palaces, or hew them into
monuments of the illustrious dead. Thus
is fact far stranger than fiction--thus do
the fairy tales of science surpass all that
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the imagination has dreamed of the won-
derful.

WINTER'S PALACE.

It is estimated that within the polar
circle, a space 2,ooo miles in diameter is
occupied by frozen fields and floes of vast
extent. Here icy masses of fantastic form
rear their heads,

"Whose blocks of sapphire seen to mortal eye

Hewn from cerulean quarries in the sk y,
With glacier battlenents that crowdthe spheres,
The slow creation of six thousand years.
Amidst immensity they tower sublime,
Winter's eternal palace built by Time."

This region, however, is not always locked
in the stillness of an icy death. The long
Arctic day relaxes the grasp of the frost,
and the ice is broken up and floated away

southerly on the great northern current, to
dissolve in the warm breath of the south.
Did not this Arctic ice, in its great
southerly march, approach our shores,
Newfoundland would have no seal-fishery;
so that we are partly dependent on the
Frost King for our bread. Away in his
grim domains the ice-meadows on which
the seals bring forth their young are
manufactured, and then floated down to
us. During March and April our seal-
hunters find here their game. When the
summer arrives, the cool waters leaving
our shores, are the resort of the cod; and
thus is created for us a mine that can never
be exhausted. Wherever this Arctic cur-
rent touches, the most valuable species of
fish are found, while the fish of warm or
tropical seas are comparatively worthless.

MARY LYON.

Every now and tnen Divine Providence accomplish a great oric tnere 16 a pre.
raises up some remarkable individual to vious course of Providential preparation,
accomplish a great work, whose life may so it was in ber's, and one of the mobt
be regarded as a grand epic poem, replete interesting chapters of ber life is tbe brief
with interest for the world. Such an one sketch of ber mother whicb introduces it.
was Luther, who found his Homer in From this chapter also the true source of
Dr. Merle d'Aubigné. John Wesley was New England's influence and Power may be
another whose life has been the theme of learned. Happy the country which bas
five or six writers of celebrity. The life of many homes, bowever Iowly, like tbos
Missionary Schwartz, of India, or that of which bred Mary Lyon's mother and ber-
John Williams, the martyr of Erromanga, is self, and ber most distinguished pupil, Miss
as full of romance, interest and adventure Fisk, the Persian missionary, from whose
as those of Orlando or Amadis, and for recollections of ber teacher and friend, we
romances in home life commend us to the make the following extracta

career and labors of Pastor Fliedner, or MARY LYON'S PARENTAGE AND CHILDHOOD.
Müller of Bristol.

"iAM MORE IND&HTED TO My MOT5fER THAN To)
As the architect and engineer of the ALL OTHERS EXCEPT MY MAKER.-Mary Lyon.

highest system of female education on the
lowest scale of expense, and as a mostentry:
striking instance of what weil-directed "jeminfa Shepard, born january 25th,

enthusiasm can, by the Divine blessing, I765." W t
accomplish, the life of Mary Lyon, the lay close by it a little manuscript book, with

accomlisha coarse browfl paper cover, so unlike any.
founder of Mount Holyoke Seminary, tbing of the present day, that i

stands in the front rank of interest for the supposed to have had its origin in the I7th
world, and especially for this continent, to century. On opening the book, we flnd
allthat it was written by this same jemima,ail art ofwhih br sste miht itbin ber words, " for ber own meditation."l
great advantage be extended; and as in Lt carried us back to the time, when, at the
every case where an instruîient is used to age of ourteen, she opens before us her
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home among the hills of Western Massa-
chusetts, and an evening hour when she is
watching for the return of her parents from
a neighboring meeting. She says: "They
came, telling me that the minister preached
very powerfully, that some were struck
under concern, and in particular one of my
mates." She adds: " This was the first
thing that fastened with any weight on my
mind. I thought she was going to be taken
and I left. I knew that I stood in as much
need of a Saviour as she did; but how I
should find him, I could not tell." She was
shown how to find him; but not till she had
seen what an evil and bitter thing is the
sin from which he saved. " Trying to
pray," she says, "God appeared to me an
angry and frowningjudge." She found no
fault with this, but adds: "I saw myself
iustly condemned by his holy and righteous
law." She realized that the Spirit of God
was striving with her, and the trenbling
child feared lest she should grieve him;
for she says: "I saw that I was entirely
helpless without the Spirit of God." But
she was to see still more of her heart. In
the silent hour of a night when she was
alone with God, she says: "It appeared to
me that Christ was offered to me, if I was
only willing to accept him upon the terns
of the gospel. Then I looked into my heart
and said to myself, Are you willing to
forsake sin and vanity, and all the pleasures
of time and sense, and accept of Christ as
he is offered to you? Then my stubborn
heart replied, I am not willing. I saw my
dreadful, stubborn will against God, and
that it was as much impossible for me to
bow my will as to create a world. I cried
out: ' Lord, bow my stubborn will.' I had
not a word to say if God should cast me
off for ever; forjesus was offered to me, and
I would not accept." She saw herself an
enemy to God and all that was good, and
with no power to help herself out of this
condition. She continued to cry unto God
for mercy, and with such a view of her
guilt, that she says: "There was no
strength left in me."' " Totally lost, totally
lost," was all that she could say of herself
as she sought her chamber one day, after
weeks of anguish. She lay before her God,
"totally lost." And " there," she says,
"my load of guilt was removed,-my stub-
born will bowed. I breathed in a new air,
and the very first breath was love to God
and holiness. I could not bear to sin any
more, and I felt my soul drawn out in love
to holiness, because God is holy, and to
love God, because he is just such a God
as he is." For about a week she delighted
herself in a holy God, when there came a
season of deep distress and darkness. She
iad not as yet fully learned the way to her
Saviour. Jesus had not been clearly
revealed to her; but he knew her as his
own; and there was given to her, to use

lier own words, " a longing after Christ,"
and she was " willing to receive him as
Prophet, Priest, and King."

She now delighted herself particularly in
the text, " Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature;" and
says of it: ''I stood amazed to think the
gospel was preached to me, whom I viewed
to be the vilest of Adam's race. But why
not be preached to all the rest, and I left
out? I thought it would be so just. I
viewed myself so vile. But here it was,-
'to every creature,'-and therefore to me.
Oh, wonder of wonders! I felt my soul
drawn ont in love to this glorious Saviour,
who had died to save the vilest of sinners.
I wanted to praise him for ever and
ever."

Such was the work of conviction, and such
the entrance of light into the heart of this
young girl, whom God had chosen, and was
now preparing to be the mother of Mary
Lyon. As she went on in the Christian life,
she makes this record of herself: " Those
that I thought loved Jesus appeared to me
very lovely and beautiful. I thought they
were the only excellent ones of the earth, in
whom vas all my delight; and ,when I
heard theword preached, my soul would
feed thereon." She adds, in charming
sinplicity: "I had many gracious visits
fron my blessed and glorious Redeemer.
The word of God appeared very precious
to me, and many times opened with
abundance of clearness to my mind. The
cry of my soul was, Lord, what wilt thou
have me to do?"

The soul commencing the Christian
life, loving God because " he is what he
is," and going on with his word opening
with " abundance of clearness," while
the Saviour's "gracious visits" are "many,"
is alwavs allowed to glorify that Saviour
on earth. And when that soul comes to the
close of life, the Father will not chide if
its Redeemer's words are made its own:
" I have finished the work which thou
gavest me to do."

When nineteen years of age, Jemima
Shepard became the wife of Aaron Lyon.
He seems to have very closely resembled
the young man in the gospel. And if he
said not " What lack I yet?" others said it
of him. The young girl, like her divine
Master, " beholding him, loved him;" but
she said to him, " One thing thou lackest."
Love never blinded her to the fact that
"one thing" was wanting.

Her own simple record of her feeling is:
"I had a great desire for my companion,
that he might believe in Christ, partake of
the gospel feast, and travel with me on my
heavenly journey."

When she first saw him interested in the
subject of religion, she adds: "I was in
great distress about him. I was afraid that
his convictions would wear off without
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sound conversion." It was sound conver-
sion, no other, that she desired, and for
this she prayed most earnestly. Bt, be-
fore it was granted, she was led to say: " I
felt willing to wait upon God ;" and her
experience was just that of all God's waiting
ones, for she says: " It was not long be-
fore the Lord wrought wonders and
brought him out of darkness into his mar-
vellous light, and fulfilled all my every
desire. When I saw the glory shine into
his soul, and saw him so filled with the love
of God that he could not forbear crying out
' Glory to God,' and praising him with all
his might, I feit myself, as it were, shrink
into nothing before the Lord. I viewed the
mercy so great, which I had received,
that I wanted to call upon the angels to
praise God for me, for I thought myself
utterly unworthy to attempt the glorious
work while here in the body. But I could
not help lisping forth some broken accents
of praise to God for his wonderful conde-
scension to me, a poor, unworthy, crea-
ture."

And now they could walk together in al]
the commandments of the Lord blameless,
and they were rich in faith and good works.

It was to such parents that Mary Lyon
was given, in 1797. That was a year of
rich spiritual blessing to the little com-
munity among whom they resided.

As a mother folds her precious child
in her arms she says: " I hear the birds of
Paradise on the boughs of free grace, sing-
ing redeeming love. My soul can join in
the blessed song, and I rejoice to see the
work of the Lord prosper in the hands of
the glorious Redeemer."

So she who was to labor so long and so
faithfully in revivals, began her existence
where God was pouring out his spirit, and
she was, as it were, prayed into the work
by those believing parents.

For nineteen years Aaron and Jemima
Lyon walked together on earth, and fifteen
of those years they were " one in Christ."
Eight children were given them, all of
whom were consecrated to the Lord, while
one whom Jesus asked to be with him, be-
came the " family treasure in heaven."
" Little Ezra" had been in the Saviour's
arms six months, when Mary was welcomed
to the mountain home, as she expressed it,
" to feel in that family circle the sweetly
chastening influence of a babe in heaven."
She ever carried this with her, as well as
the influence of another scene " where
there were sorrowing hearts, bursting sighs
and flowing tears," because death had
come to the saine house " to take away
that affectionate husband, that kindest of
fathers." The mother's manuscript tells
us how he said in his last days, " Oh, lay
me near my Ezra to sleep! Oh, that I had
strength to tell you what the Lord has done
for me !"

And her own words will give us the ac-
count of his last Sunday morning, while
we remember that Mary, then the child of
six years, quietly lingered, not only to hear
and treasure every word, but to receive an
impression upon her young heart that she
was to give to many others.

The mother writes: " He said to me, 'I
want you to forgive me whatever you have
seen in me that was wrong, for I know that
I have done wrong a great many times.'
I said, 'I think I have more need to ask
your forgiveness than you mine, for I think
I have been most out of the way.' ' Oh!'
said he, ' I can freely forgive you; I have
nothing against you.' I said, 'I have
nothing against you;.1 can freely forgive
you, and I hope the Lord will forgive us
both; and I hope you will recover, and that
we s'hall walk together as heirs of the grace
of life, that our prayers be not hindered.'
He said: ' Oh, I don't know about that I
I wish I had talked more to you when I
could. But you must not be too much cast
down."'

During all that day, his feelings were
expressed in his own words: '. Let me
rise upon the mount and wing away."

Monday, the last day of his life, was, in
the words of his widow, passed in speaking
in holy ejaculations to God, in words like
these : " Thou art my rock and my fortress,
my high tower and my deliverer.-The
name of Christ is as ointment poured
forth.-Virgil souls love thee-Lord Jesyus,
come quickly."

Tuesday morning, the watching mother
brought the seven children to their dying
father. The little one of sixteen months in
the sister's arms added tenderness to the
scene, for in plaintive tones she would say,
" Papa, papa," while he blessed them and
bade them

"1 Closer draw that gentle chain
Round the loved who yet remain."

They stand in weeping silence to see
their mother draw close to their father's
side, and to hear her say: "Are you willing
to go and leave me to pass through the
troubles and trials alone?" An answer is
heard in the father's tender question: " Do
you feel your cords long enough and strong
enough to wade through the river alone?"
She and they heard his last words, and
feit that he had gone to be with Christ.
They entered " December 21st, 1802," in
the old family Bible, as a never-to-be-for-
gotten day.

The mother says: II was constrained to
say Amen to the will of God, though my
nature struggled hard; I seemed to but just
survive the shock." As she stood alone
she said: " Oh, the weight that rolled on
my mind for my dear children, and how I
should bring them up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord." Her greatdesire
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was that the affliction might be sanctified
to ber and to them. But she tells us that
for ten weeks she prayed in great sorrow
and with mourning and weeping before
God. Her own words are: " The grief of
my heart no tongue can tell. The dearest
comfort of my life taken from me, I felt
myselfstripped of all earthly comforts, and
my Lord hid his face from me." She felt
that she could bear all things if she might
but once more feel the fullness of her
Saviour's presence. And she tells us that
after weeks of sorrow, at the communion-
table, he wvas made known to her in the
breaking of bread. She heard him say:
" Return, O backsliding daughter, for I am
married to thee !"

Now she had new and precious views of
the union of believers with Christ their
head. In relating the experience of those
.days, at one point she says: "The Spirit
of God worked powerfully upon me. I
wanted nothing but to see the glory of God
and see and feel his Spirit poured out more
and more on myself and others." At one
time after wrestling for hours for souls, she
tells us that she " went to rest and slept
very quietly till some time in the night,
when," she says, '' I waked with these words
running through my mind with great
sweetness, ' Wonderful-Counsellor-the
mighty God-the everlasting Father-the
Prince of Peace.' I cannot describe the
joy and peace that succeeded."

Miss Lyon valued her mother's prayers
above all earthly treasures, and she learned
their worth while yet a little child, when
that mother often tarried long in the closet,
and, coming forth, would sink down upon
her bed exhausted, while the older sister
would whisper to the little ones, "I think
there is going to be an awakening."

Eternity alone can reveal the connection
between the prayers of this mother in Israel,
and the many precious revivals of religion
in which the daughter was permitted to
labor. Never can we forget the deep
emotion of that daughter, as she said, in
184o, " I have no longer a mother to pray
for me and my dear pupils," She rests
from her prayers, but they do follow ber.

The next chapter develops the mode of
home training which was se successful in
raising great and good men and women,
and which illustrates so well the Divine
maxim, " It is good for a man that he bear
the yoke in his youth."

HOME DUTIES AND TRAINING.

In a letter written by one of Miss Lyon's
pupils long years since, we find the follow-
ing: " I have just been looking out the
passages which were read to us this morning
from Miss Lyon's Bible; and when she reads

to us, it always seeins to me that there are
treasures in her Bible that were left out of
mine. * But as usual I have found all, and
here they are: " Now Moses kept the flock
ofJethro his father-in-law. And Moses was
content to dwell with the man. And he
led the flock to the back side of the desert.
And when forty years were expired, there
appeared unto him in the wilderness of
Sinai an angel of the Lord, in a flame of
fire in a bush. The same Moses did God
send to be a ruler and deliverer." Her sub-
ject was, " God's ways of preparing indi-
viduals for service in his church."

She said: '' When God has a great work
for any one to do in the world, he usually
gives him a peculiar training for it; and
that training is just what no earthly friend
would choose for him, and sometimes it ms
so long continued that there seems to us
to be but little time left for him to work.
We should not have led Moses into Midian
to prepare him to guide a nation, and cer-
tainlv we would not have left him there
forty years. But God knew that the life
of the humble shepherd, and in the
desert too, would best fit him to lead his
people like a flock, and that he needed to
be in that school no less than forty long
years to be the truly meek Moses. He who
was to bring water out of the rock for all
Israel, must first humble himself to draw,
and perhaps many times, water for the
sheep of the daughters of Jethro. He who
was to receive offerings for the tabernacle
till he should say, 'Let neither man nor
woman make any more offering,' must
needs know what some of these cost, by
seeing the daughters of Midian spin and
dye with their own hands. He must have
long years of quiet, under the shadow of
Sinai, for meditation on the character of
God, before he could meet that God on the
top of the mount, and there receive the
lively oracles to give unto us.

"I cannot tell you, young ladies,how I felt
while pondering this Scripture this morn-
ing. It did seem to me most delightful to
feel that we may be led of God all the time,
and, like Moses, we should be content with
the place where he' bids us dwell. I doubt
not that some of you mry feel that you
have been, and even now are, kept back
from the greatest usefulness. The sickness
of friends, and other circumstances, may
have hindered you in your studies, and
may be you sometimes long for wealth, and
other friends to helip you rise in life. I would
not have you feel thus, but rather use very
carefully all that the Lord gives you. And
don't be afraid of the 'back side of the
desert,' and never think you are forsaken
of God because kept long there. le knows
just how much of quiet, humble life we
need to serve him in the best manner here-
after. The man who cared faithfully for
the sheep in the desert, led Israel to Canaan;
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and be who kept 'those few sheep in the
wilderness' was afterwards Israel's king
and sweetest singer."

We can hardly feel less interest in Mary
Lyon's early home, where Conway, Ash-
field, and Buckland made the " Three
Corners," than in Moses' dwelling in the
desert. Her twenty years in that " moun-
tain home" were as surely the Lord's pre-
paration for guiding the thousands of
the daughters of Arnerica, as were Moses'
forty years in the wilderness a preparation
for leading the thousands of Israel. In
that pure mountain air, among those hills
and streams and the rocks and the trees,
sbe acquired that physical strength which
enabled ber to bear a pressure of labor and
care in after life that might have car-
ried others to an early grave. And there
in the care of a mother, who, she tells us,
" was a sort of presiding angel of good
works in all that little neighborhood, and
whose cheerful spirit helped not a little to
make ber brow as noble and as lofty at
forty as on ber bridal day," she learned to
love all, and to have so much of cheerful-
ness and sunshine in ber heart, that Dr.
Hitchcock could say, after thirty years'
acquaintance: " Never did I see a cloud
on ber countenance."

That " wild, rornantic, little farm, made
more to feast the soul than to feed the
body," on which was that little mountain
home, yielded so abundantly, under the
widowed mother's care, that none of ber
seven children "ever thought of being
dependent or depressed," least of all the
sunny-faced Mary.

The simple school-day dress, so neat and
clean, satisfied ber, and she learned its
worth as she watched the growing flax,
and later saw the hired man or ber own
brother break and swingle, and, may be,
hatchel it, and then saw it wound upon
the distaff of the little wheel, and ber own
mother spinning the web. She longed to
help ber, but they told ber that "little
girls must learn to spin filling before
warp;" and so the mother made the warp,
and Mary the filling, at " the great wheel,"
from the rolls that had been carded for ber.
Then came the day for dyeing the linen.
The little country store furnished the indigo
or copperas, as might be called for, and
the farrn contributed other excellent dye-
stuffs, in the form of birch-bark, peach-
leaves, and smart-weed. Then she saw it
spooled and warped and woven in the loon
in ber own horne, where she could watch
that same mother as she " sprung the
treadle," and "threw 'the shuttle," and
Mary wound all the quills till the work was
done. We do not wonder that she was
satisfied with such a dress for those bright
summer days; and then the winter dress
was of hardly less interest to ber, for she
watched the sheep-shearing, the wool-pick-

ing and washing, the sending of the wool
to the carding-machine, and the sacks of
rolls as they were returned. Again there
was spinning, in which Mary had a large
share. Sometimes that " unbanding
wheel" would trouble her; then the mother
would sing to her,-

SIt's not in the wheel, it's not in the band,-
It's in the girl who takes it in hand."

And so the girl who took it in hand learned
many a valuable lesson for life at the
wheel. Weavingagain followed spinning;
the cloth was sent to the mill, and the
bright red flannel came home for the winter
dress, in which she was never afraid of the
snow. The pretty linen aprons of blue and
white check, frorn the sane piece with the
mother's short-gown, more than satisfied
ber. And who could wish better shoes than
the tanner and currier and neighborhood
shoemaker produced from the skin of their
own fatted calf ?

She helped ber mother make the butter,
which they sold at the store for sixpence a
pound, to buy the "rare gift of the Sunday
suit, kept expressly for the occasion," and
which, she says, " formed an era in the
life of the possessor, and was remembered
with grateful smiles for many days
to corne. She helped make the blankets,
and bedquilts too, and last, but not least,
the summer and winter coverlet, from
which, she used to tell us, she learned many
a valuable lesson in the building and
arranging of Mt. Holyoke Seminary.

We did not understand all she said about
it, but we remember just what she said:
"For you know, young ladies, it had a
blue side for the winter, and a white side
for summer, so we couild use it all the year
round."

She was learning valuable lessons also,
as she stood by ber mother's side, sorting
and arranging those little autumnal stores
that were to travel hand in hand through
the long winter, like the barrel of meal and
the cruise of oil in another widow's home;
and when there came a season in which the
sugar-orchard gave only fifty pounds or
maple sugar instead of the 200 it was
accustoned to give, she saw that even that
would not fail before the warm sun and
sparkling snow told that sugar-days were
again near. Often there was a pound of
sugar, a basket of apples, or some other
good thing to be sent to one who had
failed to gather manna enough for the
winter, and that one would ask: " How is
it the widow can do more for me than any
one else?" We find the answer to this
inquiry in ber own words, which thousands
have heard fall from those lips that ever
opened in wisdôm: " Cornfort and econo.
my, good taste, and true Christian libe-
rality, may be found together, but their
union requires rare forethought and good
judginent." " Never destroy1 any thing
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that God has iiùade, or given skill to others way. Everything was niade to yield tc)
to make." Never think anything worth- the mother's faithful, diligent hand. Early
less until it has done ail the good it can." and late she was engaged in the culture of
" Economy and self-denial are the two great the olive plants around her table." As she
springs which feed the fountains of benevo- watched her, she found, to use her own
lence. Practice them for Christ's sake, but words, that a mother whose time and
talk very little about them." " Be very thoughts are necessarilyengrossed with the
thankful for a little, and you will receive care of her iamily, may yet have much
the more." enjoyment in God."

The sweet little garden, loved as soon IWhen the Christian father had gone to
as seen, was proverbial in that section, and his rest, there was stili a family altar in
more than one asked to place rare plants that house, though Mary catir it a
in it, " because nothing ever died in Widow Ibereaved family altar," but adds: "What
Lyon's garden." There was a lesson child of{hat househoid can ever forget.the
learned there, which led her in after years extraordinary prayers of that sorrowing
to care for every plant in the garden; and mother for the salvation of her fatherless
not a few felt that what they placed there chiidren, as they were offered up day by
must live for ever. She tells us that " the day through that flrst, long, cold winter of
roses, the pinks, and peonies, which keep widowhood?" As one after another of
time with Old Hundred, couid nowhere those dear children were brought to Christ,
grow 8a fresh and so sweet as in the little till they coud not only say we are seven,
garden." Il"And nowbere else did she but we are seven in the fold, that mother's
see wild strawberries in such profusion and agonizing prayers were remembered even
richness as were gathered in those little by Mary, then the little one of six years.
baskets." IlNowhere else were rare-ripes We seem to see that mother, in wbat we
so large and so yeliow, and neyer were once heard Miss Lyon say in her schooi:
peaches so delicious and so fair as grew on WeOur grandmothers were not house-keep-
the trees of that littte farm; and the apples ers only. True, they read but few books,
too contrived to ripen before ail others, 80 but tbey read those thoroughly, thought
as to meet in sweet feliowship with peaches deeply, and many of them had much men-
and pmums, to entertain the aunts and the ta culture." Miss Lyon always desired to
cousins." Where, better than there, could make ber schoos strictly family schools,
she have learned that comfort may b t found for she said: "Young ladies can nowhere be
closely joined with economy and iiberality? we i cared for as in the famiiy. There

There was flot a nook or 'corner of that the governmhent may be so mild, yet so,
litte farm or bouse which was not loved by undeviating and inflexible, that there will
Mary, ad from which she did not draw onl b advice on the part of the parents,
lessons for the future. A few years before aompliance on tbe part of the chid."
she was caled to her beavenly home, she This gives another picture of tbat home,
wrote lnow sweet did 1 find i once and we have yet another when she looks
more to linger around the dearest scenes back and says: 1 can see tbrougb a veil
of that loved spot, long since laid up among of forty years, in that mountain home,
the cerished jewels of memory's most growing on the perenniai stalkof great
sacred casket!" She tbanked God that principles,tebuddingofsentimentsofcus-
her father was spared to her for six years. IL toms, and of babitswhicb if spread over the
was a brief period, to be sure, bt none ofus country and fanned by the gentie breezes
who bave ever heard ber talk of ber father's of intelligence, influence, and Christian
love can doubt her feeling its sacred inu- sympathy, would produce a rich and abun-
ence; and we believed that lier litte heart dant harvest for the treasury of the Lord."
had trusted and obeyed a father too, when And we may add, tbey ave produced not
we heard ber say: Young ladies, be very not only a rich arvest for the treasury of
sMow to depart from a Christian t ater's the Lord, but abundant fruit for the garner
counsel. In your fatheryou ave a divinely of eternal life
appointed safeguard; trust him, lean upon Mary loved and bonored ber mother; and
him, and there learb your relation to your she onay asks ber pupils to be like herself,
beaveniy Father. If you can lose your when she says: " lLet your letters to your
will in your father's, you wili much more mother be a picture of a warm-bearted,
easily say, ' Not my wiil, but thîne be done, ioving, confiding daugbter. Bestow your
my Father in beaven.' Macoicest expressions of affection upon your

She ofteW said to ber pupils: " There is mother."
notoing more pleasanton eartM than a cul-
tivated, refined, wel-organized Christianother nt ou e
family." Sheoknewweltheblessed influ-te o
ence ofsuch a frmily, for she says of ber and Principal of Mount hoyoke Sem inary,
home: IfNothing was left to take its own must form te subject of another article.



Mysteries of Ëvery-day Life.

NIYSTERIES OF ËVERY-DAY LIFE.

Philosophers are proverbially skin-deep
only; as a prominent instance of which I
may remark, in relation to the present sub-
ject, that the inquiring mind which, some
time since, led the writer of ' Two o'clock
in the Morning' to investigate the causes
why, at that particular hour, the clock
ticked unusually loud, the wardrobe
creaked, and the bedroom-door opened of
itself, might have still farther extended its
researches with advantage into the myste-
ries of every-day life. I should like, for
instance, to have had a chapter explaining
what becomes of all the pins; and calling
attention to the fact, that for one pin ever
picked up by the thriftiest old maid, at
least a thousand go the way of all pins,
whatever thatmay be, Talk of the source
of the Nile, or the distance of the fixed
stars-here is a mystery which comes home
to us all; yet at the present moment is as
far as ever from being cleared up. Inquire
from the intelligent gentleman who pre-
sides over the great pin-manufactory at
Gloucester; he will tell you nobody knows
and very glad he is nobody does know
where all the millions of pins annually
turned out there go to, else they might,
some day, all turn up again, to the great
detriment of Messrs. Kerby, Beard, and
Kerby, and other partners in the prickly
trade. It has indeed been suggested, that
inasmuch as needles have been known to
enter the hand and come out of the foot of
human beings, so pins find their way from
the surface to the centre of the earth; which,
if so, must at the present time be pretty
full of them. Without entering on the
merits of this theory, it is one, though not
a very satisfactory, way of accounting for
the disappearance, by hundreds of millions
annually, of objects which can neither melt
nor wear out. I shall not stop now to
inquire why bread always falls on the but-
tered side, especially where the carpet
beneath is fluffy and well adapted to adhere
-that is a clear case of awkwardness having
its own reward, and one that follows inucli
more quickly than it is to be found in the
apocryphal case of virtue so placed; but
I should like to know why it i&, that, on the
few occasions in my life when I have been
obliged to breakfast in bed, the mere intro-
duction of a harnless cup of tea into the
room should immediately cause that bed to
be full of crumbs? Any one who lias had
the gritty experience in question will testify
to the fact, as also to the desperate efforts
immediately made to get rid of the intrud-
ers, and to the inevitable result-viz, that
the clothes are all got rid of, 'the crumbs
alone remaining, to give a lively sense of
a night passed upon a gravel-walk.

In like manner, I should desire some
hints as to the origin of what may be called

the inevitable tack or small nail, with a flat
head, which, by extreme dexterity, stands
erect thereon, point upwards, at my bed-
side, whenever I chance to get up to light
a candle at night, and receives my foot as
I descend? No amount of previous sweep-
ing will insure against the intrusion of this
piquant object: I should be obliged too by
having my scientific aspirations gratified,
as to why eclipses of the sun or moon are
always visible with particular advantage
in all the uninhabitable parts of the earth,
and rarely, if ever, in'a country where there
is anybody to see them? I put it to any
person possessed of an almanac and con-
mon sense, whether Central Africa, Cochin
China, the Carpathian mountains, and the
South Pacific Ocean, have not for ages
enjoyed an undisturbed monopoly of astro-
nomical phenomena, to the utter exclusion
of all parts of the world where anybody
dwells. Once more coming to terrestrial
subjects; as a matter of speculation, it
would be interesting to ascertain the rela-
tions between dust-carts and rain-whether
the advent of dust-carts produces rain, or
that of rain produces the dust-carts. It has
been a subject of contention in alpine
regions, whether the snow produces the
cold, or the cold produces the snow; and
after severe rheumatic attacks by parties in
their zeal for discovery, much is found to
be said on both sides. I am a particularly
careful person; it is therefore very myste-
rious to me by what means varieties of fluffy
substances get into the corners of nearly
everything I possess-as, for instance, my
ink-bottle, which appears to generate small
rags of its own accord; and the pockets of
my waistcoats, which seeni to possess the
property of producing an unfailing supply
of soft cottony deposits, for the sole purpose
of getting into my watch-key.

Will any one account to me for a pheno-
menon of daily, I may almost say hourly,
occurrence-viz, the manner in which
inanimate objects get themselves out of the
way the moment there is a demand for
their services? This applies to everything;
the very pen with which I wrote the fore-
going passage lias suï Proprio motu got
fron my study-table into the next room,
and is found upon my dressing-glass, near
which I have not been since nine this morn-
ing! If I am going froin home for a few
days, ny clothes all seem to be aware of
the intention, and hide themselves in places
where they never were before; my papers-
usually most regular in arrangement-of a
sudden become topsy-turvy; a love-ditty
gets into an Essay on Chemistry, and a
Christmas tale into the British Constitu-
tion. For the faculty of jumbling them-
selves together in inextricable confusion,
however, on these occasions, and at the
shortest moment, commend me to the keys!
-they beat all. The scissors you have just
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laid down may indeed be found in a book
you have not opened for months; the razor
you shaved with this morning in a drawer
locked-up last summer; and your gloves
and card-case have seized the opportunity
of getting into the deepest corner of a port-
manteau you don't intend opening till your
journey's end days hence. But all these
are nothing to the keys: there they are, a
bunch stuck together in a manner that defies
all attempts at extrication; the large keys
have got into the small ones; the small
ones, webs, pipes, rings, and all spontane-
ously intermingled with a complexity of
entanglement that hours of perseverance
would not have enabled one to achieve.
I should like, too, to be informed what
it is that takes possession of my pens. I
am most particular about them; yet I con-
stantly find their nibs in one of two condi-
tions-either the fortn of a letter V split up
to the feathers; or as sharp, and, for the
purposes of writing, as useful, as a skewer.
-Engrlisk Society.

" SUPPOSE NOW."

BY JOHN HALL, D.D.

One of the most acute and persuasive
men I ever knew had a favorite method of
upsetting objections by allowing them to
be put in a positive form, as far as possi-
ble, and embodied as the alternative of
that against which they were directed. An
ardent young moralist declaims to him:
" No honest lawyershould defend a scoun-
drel in a court of law." " Well, suppose
now," he would say, " that a scoundrel is
charged with murder, and generally believed
guilty; is it your theory that he should be
hung without judge or jury?" "No! let
him be tried, of course." " Well, suppose
now he is tried, and the ablest counsel put
all the evidence against him, and no one
speaks a word on the other side; is that
what you aim at?" The young moralist
sees by this time that something can be said
on the other side, and begins to tone down
his assertion.

This mode of dealing with propositions
-familiar enough to mathematicians-is
not perfect in morals. But it is good as far
as it goes; its application is well fitted to
check hasty and arrogant adjustment of
difliculties in things too high for us. Let
us try it on a few cases.

i. "Why should children die in infancy,
and comparative innocency, leaving sad
hearts behind them, as empty, sometimes,
as their little cots?"

Suppose now all that are born uniformly
lived to be threescore and ten, or sixty or
forty, or even twenty? As it is, the ten-
dency to put off the settlement of eternal
interests is all ton strong with multitudes.
" Time enough yet," they say, while at the

most varying and irregular periods death
is carrying off their very friends and com-
panions. How much stronger would the
tempation be if all could say, "We can
certainly count on reaching even twenty
years !"

Suppose now all children lived to matur-
ity; the temptation to many parents is to
over-solicitousness about the temporal
welfare of their children. For this they
neglect the most momentous interests, and
justify their neglect under the plea of law-
ful care and providing " for their own."
But how much stronger would the tempta-
tion be if all children uniformly reached
say maturity! As it is, God comes to the
garden of the home-, and gathers this flower
and that, when his visits are not looked for.
A wise and candid parent, not schooled to
ignore the facts of life, will surely then be
helped by observation, and still more by
experience, to say, "I need not be over-
careful about laying up for my children.
God may please to provide for them else-
where and without me." Parents,-whose
household treasures are in heaven, this is
not the only thoughtyou should think; but
it is one of many you ought not to put
away.

Suppose all children survived at least till
fifteen? As it is, how often the religious
teaching of the children is deferred, from
indolence and other causes! How much
stronger would the inducement become if a
parent could reckon the time yet remaining
in which his child is still sure to him! On
the Lord's present plan, a parent will say,
" My dear one may be taken at any time.
Let me meet the opening intelligence with
news of Christ and the open door into
Heaven !" Parents,-who have little Harrys
and Marys in Heaven, apply this lesson to
those remaining, whose tones and looks so
often recall the departed.

2. " The wicked often prosper, and the
good are often in trouble and adversity.
I wish it were otherwise."

Suppose now a good man necessarily
prospered-that is, prospered because he is
pious-how would it go, say, in trade?
The temptation now is strong enough, if
we may judge by results, to give second-
rate articles and charge first-rate prices.
But how much stronger if the pious man
could count upon prosperity, irrespective
of the laws of demand and supply1 If it be
said that by the hypothesis the man would
give first-rate articles, being a pious man :
that implies piety perfect, and therefore
not human, which is imperfect, and is influ-
enced by a variety of motives.

Suppose all pious men prospered, walk-
ing by faith and serving God for his own
sake would be difficult of exhibition.
Satan could then ask concerning every
pious man, as of Job, " Doth he serve
God for nought?"
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Disinterested service is hard enough to
reach in ourselves, and to find in others.
How much harder it would be to secure it
if piety and prosperity were hid together!
Suppose this the law, a constant series of
miracles must ensue. In fact, miracles
must become the rule. A storm must not
destroy a ship, however rotten orill-manned
because she belongs to, or carried, or even
held, the property of a pious man. This
plan would not help the world's progress,
and it would multiply hypocrites. It is
betterthatpious people shotild have to study
natural laws and obey them, take their
place in the competition of life, bear their
share of its ills, be disciplined thereby, and
have their weal or woe here bound up even
with the bad, that they may be stimulated
to seek their good and learn a little of the
essential properties of good and - evil as
principles. So they have motives supplied
to walk by faith; and the inevitable evils
of earth beget a deeper longing for Heaven.

3. "Iwish the Bible told us everything;
so much is open to question and uncer-
tain."

Suppose now it did : it would, first of all,
be an enormous book-how enormous no
man can tell, because every addition to,
knowledge raises a ne w set of questions-
" Alps upon Alps." It would, therefore,
be hard to circulate; and people who enter
on it in its present manageable form would
despair of beginningwere it, say, in twenty
volumes folio. But suppose it told us
everything, answered all the questions of
La Place and Newton, of Des Cartes and
Hamilton, of Herbert Spencer and Stuart
Mill, of Livingstone and SirJohn Franklin,
how much of it would be intelligible to
most readers?

Suppose now it told us everything, all
inquiry, all healthy investigation, all
" Pursuit of Knowledge," all invigorating
search for truth would be out of the ques-
tion, and the hqman race would lose all the
benefits that have thus been reached; for
the pursuit is a blessing apart from the
acquisition.

It is better that the Bible should be man-
ageable, intelligible to the average of man-
kind, and mainly dealing with spiritual and
moral interests common to all men.

4. "I wish there were no difficulties in
the Bible, but that we had plain sailing
from first to last."

Suppose now the 'Bible were as lucid,
consecutive, and level to everycompreher-
Sion, without effort, as " Robinson Crusoe."
As it is, some men thinkit a mere human
composition, and its writers inspired simply
as was Milton. But how much more likely
would they be to think so if no part of the
entire volume ever rose into a region where
man's mind sees dimly or not at all? When
a man has read 'Robinson Crusoe' once, or
at most twice, he is usually content; but

you can find hundreds of thousands who
have been reading the Scriptures for years,
publicly and privately, and- with ever in-
creasing interest and knowledge. Would
it be so, could it be so, in a Bible all of which
a single reading would enable every one to
master and exhaust? But this is the only
kind of Bible conceivable entirely without
difficulties.

5. "I wish the Bible were 'abreast of
science,' and that we had not to get so much
from the natural philosopher."
Well, suppose now it were, with the science

of what time would you have it " abreast"?
Say your own time. But it would be then
behind the science of A. D. 2071, and it
would have been immensely before the
people of the first century. Their difficulty
in receiving it would have been immensely
increased. But the great point was, remem-
ber, to get Revelation received at first
among men. It iswith the New Testament
as with ahuman will. Itsbeingpropound-
ed at the time, and before competent
witnesses, and accepted, is held to be
presumptive evidence in its favor. You or
I may inherit under a will of which we
never saw the Maker, or the witnesses, or
the executors. It was executed a century
ago. But the men of that time examined it,
with the means of doing so, and held it
valid. -That is enough for us. Now all
this kind of proof for revelation would be

wanting on the plan of making the Bible
abreast of the science even of this century.

But we have no right to fix the limit at
our century, Who can set a bound to
human knowledge? The sum of ail the
knowledge of all the, race in the last year,
or the best year of its existence, must be in
the Bible. It must contain a perfect science
of mathematics, of mental philosophy, of
physics in every department, and of all the
'ologies, now alarmingly increasing in
number. It must not only state all results
and conclusions, but put them unquestion-
ably; which is the same as to say it must

anticipate and answer every objection, and
give entire, incontrovertible, and intelligi-
ble proofs of every result. Who will then
understand it throughout? Only a few
men-each a living encyclopæeaia of the
one or best period of the race; and for their
sakes all their predecessors must be tantal-
ized with a divine revelation of which the
major part is beyond their reach of compre-
hension, as closed against them as if in an
unknown tongue!

Would this be a gain?
6. "I wish prophecy were exact and

precise, so that we should undoubtedly
know what is coming."

Suppose now it were so. You cannot
mean only the prophecies of your future.
You have no right that was not equally a
right to all who went before you. Now,
suppose the prophecies of the Old Testa-
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ment had been so clear regarding our Lord
and so incapable of misconception that no
man could have mistaken them, then where
had been the free action of human will?
How hard it would have been to prove that
the Messiah did not contrive to serve him-
self heir to them! Al the evidence now
founded on men's doing to him as it was
predicted, without their knowing that they
fulfilled prophecy, would be lost to us.
Moral qualities would, moreover, cease to
be of any account in reading the Bible,
which appears contrary to God's plan of
giving a revelation.

Suppose now that all prophecy regarding
the future were simply history lucidly
written in advance, there would not be
much heroisn, faith, or merit in being on
God's side. Common sense would put men
on the side thatwins in the end. "Proving
all things" would cease to mean anything.
We should only inquire, What is the vic-
torious side, and take our place there. As
it is, God leaves prophecy to be certainly
understood by the event. He is his own
interpreter, as Jesus said : " I tell you these
things, that when they come to pass ye may
believe."

We are getting further and further away
from the miracles, and so to superficial
minds their convincing power appears to
diminish. But with the lapse of time the
convincing power of the prophecies grows,
and we have an ever-accumulating body of
evidences for the inspiration of God's Holy
Word. And the crowning glory of this
evidence is that men have sqpplied it " not
knowing what they did."

On the whole, therefore, none of these
suggested improvements of God's Word
would be without drawbacks. Perhaps it is
the same of all others. Perhaps when men
are the wisest they will say of the Word, as
they can hardly help saying of the works:
1 He hath done all things well."

THE STORY OF THE
SCOPE.*

SPECTRO-

The invention of the telescope put into
existence new worlds, and, at the same time,
enlarged the already vast boundaries of
human thought. It constituted a mighty
and dazzling advance. It opened splendid
highways out upon and around the shining
borders of the stellar world. It permitted
men to gaze upon unheard-of marvels, and
pointed to prospects the view of which was
almost too splendid to be borne. Human
sagacity, it was believed, could go no
further, human achievement could do no
more.

And yet we have to-day another equally
marvellous advance. Notvithstanding the

* Spectruin Analysis. Six lectures delivered in IS86,
before the Society of Apothecaries, In London. By
Henry E. Roscoe.

victories gained over the wandering planets,
the blazing sun, and the gentle moon-

" Whose orb
Through optic glass the Tuscan artist views"-

it was reserved for the spectroscope to
accomplish still greater things, and to give,
in reality, a new heaven, if not a new earth.
While the telescope brought to men's
knowledge the existence of many new
globes, showed the forms of suns, and
brought almost within apparent reach the
huge belted sphere, it could do no more.
But the new wonder goes further, and does
not leave the child when gazing through
some astronomer's glass at the glittering
specks, sown like diamond-dust along the
sky, to wonder what they are. With this
new instrument in his hand, the philosopher
smiles at the old difficulties before which
he oncei stood aghast, and reveals with
precision the secrets ofthe nebulous region
which he formerly thought must forever
remain unknown.

But what is the spectroscope?
In the language of science, this is an

instrument for forming and examining
spectra produced by artificial or natural
flame, in order to determine, from -the
position of the spectral lines, the compo-
sition of the substance which is in process of
combustion; or, in simpler language, it is
an instrument to observe the lines which
cross the spectra of natural or artificial
light. This instrument, in reality, involves
an adaptation of the telescope. Yet the
light may pass through a tube, either fron
a candle or a star, and, instead of enterin'g
the eye, it passes through a prism, when it
may be viewed by a common telescope.

In a still simpler way the object may be
accomplished.

Let a beam of sunlight pass through a
hole in a shutter, go thence through a
triangular prism, and on through abi-con-
vex lfihs, and fall upon a white screen.
Now to the ordinary observer, nothing will
be seenon the wall; but look more closely,
and there will appear certain dark, parallel
lines, which will be developed more
strikingly by the aid of a good spy-glass.
Here you have the principle of the spectro-
scope, which has effected within a brief time
a marvellous revolution ip demonstrative
science.

Now, therefore, one word more of expla-
nation:-

By spectra, of course, are meant the
different-colored rays of which the light is
composed, and which by the prism are laid
upon a white screen. When the light is
natural, as from the sun, the spectra will be
crossed by a multitude of fine, dark lines;
but when the light is artificial, the spectra
are crossed by bright unes. And the
relative positions of the lines are always
fixed, so that the spectrun has been care-
fully mapped. Every element, when in a
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state of combustion, is found to produce
certain lines in its spectra, so that by
examining the spectra we may know for a
certainty what substance is burning and
producing the light.

Here again, therefore, we are led to
express our amazement at the results which
follow from so simple and beautiful a pro-
cess, which gives us the long-dreamed-of
connection with the sun, and enables us to
say with certainty what must be the com-
position of that vast fiery globe.

It would be interesting to trace the pro-
gressive development of the spectroscope,
or, perhaps, it might be said, spectrum
analysis, did time permit. Beginning in
Sir Isaac Newton's discovery of the solar
spectrum in 1675, the idea emerged in 1814,
in " Frauenhofer's line," afterward to be
carried on by Brewster, Herschel, and other
eminent men. In 1822, Brewster found
strontium and copper in the flame of a com-
mon lamp, and observed and found the
bright lines of the spectra varying with the
color of the flame. In 1834, Mr. Fox Talbot
was able to tell lithia from strontium by
means of the spectrum; and, in 1845,
Professor Miller mapped the spectra of
several incandescent, metallic vapors. In
1861 Mr. Cook took up the subject with
great success, being followed by Roscoe.
But it remained for Kirchoff to reveal the
mystery that had baffled critical minds for
half a century. And this fairly led to the
inspiring utterance of the old, but now
intelligible, cry, " Sic itur ad astra"-this
way leads to the stars!

And now, to speak more particularlv,
what are the present results ofthese investi-
gations? They must be summed up as
briefly as possible. Take first this specimen.
Says one writer:-

" Let us look, for a moment, as if through
Mr. Huggin's beautiful spectroscope, at the
well-known star Sirius, of whose amazing
distance mention has been made. It appears
to us a brilliant point only, albeit we may
riot doubt it has sixty times the bulk of our
great sun, while yet giving us only the six-
thousand millionth partofhis light. But this
light is enough for the prism's work. The
slender beam that has been travelling from
the star earthward, with a velocity of more
than eleven million miles every minute,
glides along the telescopic tube, and then
steals through the almost imperceptible slit
of the spectroscope, and, if we may be par-
doned a play upon a word (which we pro-
test is only fair in treating of s0 light a
subject), it hues its way through the prism,
and writes upon the screen in unmistakable
colored symbols, some of them as plain to
us as English words, the nature of the fiery
home from which it has been an exile, for
as long a period as it requires among us to
transform a new-born babe into an inde-
pendent man 1"

And again let us quote:--
" In May, 1866, a small star in the con-

constellation Northern Crown blazed out
for several days with a splendor which
almost put the first magnitude stars to the
blush. The spectroscope served to reveal
to us the scarcely hypothetical explanation
of the phenomenon. The tell-tale prism
detected bright lines in its spectrum. Our
readers know,-by this time, what bright
lines signify. There was manifestly intense
gaseous inflammation upon the star. It
blazed to a magnificent splendor, and then
gradually died out, while its spectrum lines
also dwindled. Was this a grand hydrogen
combustion, a star on fire? So the mark-
ings indicated. Is there nothing here
significant to us, as dwellers upon one of
the satellites of a fiery star, which h4s with
its luminous shell a probably concentric
stratum of hydrogen, 80 vast in its extent,
that it can shoot up from its furnace-throats
rose-tinted flames that stretch a hundred
thousand miles up into its atmosphere?"

But now we mustepitomize. First, then,
note how the spectroscope has reversed the
opinion of astronomers in regard to the
state of certain nebule which they thought
were composed of clusters of stars. Some
of these nebulie give no more light than a
single sperm candle at a distance of a quar-
ter of a mile, and yet that feeble ray is
sufficient to tell the story. In the spectro-
scope, these supposed worlds fly, and all
that is left is a little gas, which writes the
story in certain faint, dark lines! Hail,
therefore, noble Laplace! The spectroscope
proclaims the much-scoffed nebular hypo.
thesis possibly true. Only forty of the
seventy nebulS examined told of a white-hot
nucleus by its "absorption bands."

So, likewise, the spectroscope dissipates
the notion of a nucleus in comets.

Then it turns to the earth, and reveals
metals which have hitherto been unknown.
It goes into practical operation in the
manufactorv for the production of steel,
and tells by the "carbon lines" in the
spectra the exact instant when the air must
be shut off to secure the perfect work.

It leads Bunsen to evaporate forty-four
tons of water to detect a new mineral in the
Durkheim Spring. It tells of the decom-
position of light. It informs us of the sub-
stance of the sun, and declares that Sirius,
a star sixty times larger than the sun, is
rushing away from the earth at the rate of
one hundred and eighty miles a minute.

These are results that astronomy alone
could never achieve. Without doubt, the
spectroscope, as the scientific community
become more familiar with its wonderful
adaptations, will be made available, not
only in giving us a more minute acquaint-
ance with the mysterious worlds of nebulme,
but also by advancing the common arts of
civilization.-A4ptleton's yurnal.
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CHAPTER VII.

CHURCH MATTERS.
" Your gold and silver are cankered, and their rust

shall eat into your hearts as it were fire."

Friendship and sympathy united to give
Ralph Morley the position of cashier in the
Alden Bank. The cashier's salary was a
good one, and furnished Ralph something
to speculate with; for he speedily turned
his family into producers rather than con-
sumers.

Mrs. Morley was as anxious as her hus-
band to retrieve their fallen fortunes: she
had just begun to taste the sweetness of
being rich, when the cup of delight was
struck from her lips. She was willing to
toil and pinch and save, in order that she
might once more command fine clothes,
fine furniture, plenty of servants and a full
purse. Mrs. Morley was a woman of sound
health and accustomed to exertion: she
dismissed all her servants but Stacey and a
small boy, sent her grand furniture and
rich carpets into a retirement of chintz and
brown linen, and filled her house with
boarders.

Frank and Freddy were taken from school,
and given clerkships. They were young
for this, especially Freddy; but their father
said he could not afford to educate them
any further, and they were only wasting
their time at school. This was but too
true. Frank and Freddy were emphati-
cally idle and wicked boys: their father
had been too busy making money, either
to set then a good example, or correct their
faults, and his sons were virtually lost be-
fore his money.

To have learned from his heart Agur's
prayer would have been eternal wisdom to
Ralph Morley. "Remove far from me
vanity and lies; give me neither poverty
nor riches; feed me with food convenient
for me: lest I be full and deny thee, and
say, Who is the Lord? or lest I be poor
and steal, and take the name of my God in
vain,"-a prayer earnestly to be recom-
mended for the daily use of every young
man setting out in life, who would not, like
Ralph Morley, grasping for this world,
come short of heaven.

Long. very long, seemed the next two

years to Ralph Morley; daily he cursed his
poverty in his seul, daily he rebelled
against the providence of God, daily he
craved wealth as to him the one thing need-
ful. Much of this strife and bitterness he
locked in his own heart. He sometimes
said to his wife, "I will be rich again, if I
die for it !" Sometimes at some fancied
slight he would grind his teeth, and mut-
ter, "Wait until I am rich again, and then,
and then,"-but this was only in hearing
of his family. The world said he was an
energetic, trustworthy, praiseworthy, busi-
ness man; the Church said he was sad-
dened by misfortune, and, if he were rich,
would be very useful, a leading man in the
Church. They took this view from him-
self. Ralph knew there was capital in
good opinions, and he laid out consider-
able well-sounding speech to win them.

During these two years we have men-
tioned, Ralph and his wife were too busy
and too stingy to visit Pittsburg; but Aunt
Stacey so pined for a sight of her " old
missey and her youngest missey," that she
laid by enough of her small wages to make
them a visit. She offered to take Helen
with her,-gentle, pretty little Helen, the
only one in the family who in these days of
vexation was allowed to study and to play.
Mrs. Morley thought she could not spare
the girl: it was spring vacation, and Helen
must help her about the housework while
Stacey was gone. So Stacey went alone.

Stella's home was an entire contrast to
her uncle's; the three rooms where she
lived with her grandmother were so taste-
ful, so quiet, and so daintily neat. The
laundry work was put out. Stella had a
secret understanding with the baker's wife,
by which her table was nicely provided.
The remainder of her household tasks
vanished as if by magic before her active
hands. Prayer began and ended the day.
There was never an unblessed meal; the
Sabbath was a holiday spent in God's house
and service; the weekly meetings of the
church were never neglected; and, as the
apostle had commanded them, these two
women weekly laid by in store for the
Lord's service, as the Lord had prospered
them.

After the noise, the bustle, the private
avarice, and the spiritual coldness of Ralph
Morley's big boarding-house, Stac2y felt
that here she had drifted to the gate of
Paradise.

"O child !" said Stacey on the first even-
ing of her stay, after she had insisted upon
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finishing the work and waiting upon old You can't work, 'less you eat. You can't
Mrs. Morley to bed, and had come back to grow 'less you eat. Yon don't thrive on
Stella. " O child i dis seems right heb- nibblin'; nobody don't. What you want

benly. What a peaceable life we poor sin- is a good, square meal. You wouldn't tink
ners might live in dis yere worl', if we of keepin' up your strength day by day,

only knowed it ?" just peckin' here and dere at a bite of some-
"How is my uncle getting on, Stacey?" thin' and doin' dat in a hurry. De law

asked Stella. "1He doesn't write very 1 wa'n't for de Jews to eat in a hurry but onct

often: he says he is too bu sy." a ytar. Ef they'd done it often, would hab

"Dar now," said Stacey, " dat's just it. give dem de dispepsissewa, No, chile! and

He is too busy for any ting but bein' busy. how you sarves your body is howyou must

Dear child! how he toils and moils for dis sarve your soul. You needs to read, larn,

yere ebil and wicked worl'! Your poor an' inwardly digest. Take your time for

uncle is been trying to do what nobody your religion, like you takes for oder tings;
ebber made out yet: to serve God and feed your soul as fair as you feeds your
mammon, and get 'em both. It's clean body; and you thrive wonderful on de nilk

agin' Scripter, and it can't be done. I keep ob de word, and on good solid meat doc-

hopin' de Lord will bring him up wid a trums, too. Yes, honey!"
short turn yet. Sometimes I tink he will, This plain talk came closely home to

and sometimes I tink he won't. 'Pends on Stella. She saw that Stacey was right;
wheder he's got any root in him or not. that she had been givimg too much atten-

'Dat which is crooked cannot be made tion to her work, and lier favorite amuse-

straight, and dat which is wantin' cannot ments of reading and music; taking for
be numbered,' says de preacher; and, if these part of the time that should have

he's dat kind, why all de Lôrd's dealin's been devoted to her spiritual improvement.
won't make him different. You can't raise " There, Stacey," said Stella, "I am glad

grain whar dar ain't nuther seed nor soil." to hear what you say. I know it is true.

" Uncle Ralph had pious parents," said Wlat a wise old woman you are !"
Stella meditatively; cand the promise is "Laws, no, chie dear; but wlen an oie
unto Christians and their children." woman lives 50 long like me, and keeps

"Dat's so," said Stacey; " but rnany dere eyes open, why dey sees, and dey

anudder ting cornes in right dar; and it's speaks.' Wish it did more goad to soe

my mind, dat, if his fader and mudder had people, added Stacey, witl a thauglt of

him to bring up over agin, they'd brung him Raplo, Morley.
up different.- Raipli Moriey'5 ruin was liastened, or

Aunt Stacey was keen-eyed, and had her made sure, by his obtaining the desire of

opinions about almost every one with whom lis heart. He miglt have been ruined even
she came in contact. The last evening of if ie had been denied lis wish. His for-
her visit, she was again alone with Stella. tune was made the second time aimost as

Stacey had washed the supper-dishes, and suddenly as in lad been lost the first. There
made all preparations for breakfast, and was a certain furnace at Aden; the owner
now sat dov'n to pare apples near the door died, and the prTperty was dffered for sale

of the room used for a kitchen and dining- below its value. The iran market was de-

Stella had finished reading the evening raldes the chge rthat as comin

paper, and laid it away. r Well, chile. and, desperatelY gathering ail he coud
cried Stacey, de how's you comin' on our- borrow on his house, ail he had saved and
se'f? What'syde Lord been doin', anhow made, lie became the owner of the furnace,

Tliere, in ow, St c y "bi t l a I v rought in is sons as clerks, and tlrew
y ou g o win ? , lb ougw lie energies into the ir n business." There, now, Stacey," said Stella, "I ve his, whl ehies ar, he the onuingsof

not been growing at all. I feel that I am He reaped lis reward, when the opening of
at a stand-still; and next comes going back- the war trebed the value of ois new pro-

wards, you know, unless one takes heed in perty, and created a demand for ai iran

time. I am very busy with my work: I that coud e made. Racph e said the tide

love it; my thoughts are on it. I try to of fortune lad changed at last. It set ta-

keep grandma comfortable and happy. wards prosperity, and was a spring-tide at

My time seems all filled up, and I feel as if that. Whatever Ralpi put his hand t

I progressed more in every thing else than brouglt him money in these days. noe
I do in religion; and that isn't as it should iooked hopefuly towards the million now.

be, you know, Stacey." There was no mortgage on the use;

Stacey had been waiting for something te boarders were banished; the lurniture
of this kind. She pared an apple carefully, came out of retirement, and found itself in

cut it in quarters, and put the quarters in gaad saciety. Mrs. Ralph Morley did fot

the preserve-kettle. Then she siowly pared care to buy new furniture just for fashion's

another, and laid it down. She was ready sake, when what she had was good and

to speak at last. " Chile! you just clean handsome. These people had felt the want
starved: dat's what de matter wid you! of money too keenly to be willing to waste
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it. But Mrs. Morley was prepared to in- cessor in the business, WAS resolved to
demnify herself for past distresses by bring- trample on the sacred day?
ing in a fine corps of servants, and coming We gave you only a glimpse of Ralph
out gorgeously in the matter of dress; tri- Morley's life at Fenton. There he com-
bute was levied on nearly every land beneath menced his career, a poor man, and during
the sun to afford a wardrobe for Mrs. his stay became possessed of but very
Morley and Helen. moderate means. At Dodson's Ralph was

In these days, when Helen, quie ly richer, but he was far from ail the ordi-
dressed, should have had exercise in plenty, nances of religion. He told much of what
and attended carefully to her studies, her he would do in more favorable circum-
foolish mother transformed her from. a stances. Now, at last, he is at Alden,
little girl to a young lady, with scarcely beside the church, surrounded with Chris-
any warning at all. The miserable perfor- tians, a wealthy man, with good work
mance one beholds every day-the un- waiting to be done, and with ample means
formed girl coming out as " rown-up and to do it; and we propose now to show you
finished;" and presented, all awkward, Ralph Morley as a member of a church.
bashful, and immature, to a society that We may as well plainly state that his
has already too many such members shuf- course will prove that "he that is unfaith-
fling through their roles-must be re- fuI in that which is least will be unfaithful
enacted with Helen, who, for her part, was also in much." The Ralph, who, because
a modest blossom, thriving best in the he was not rich, would not be diligent and
shade, and very unwilling to be foîced into liberal in Christ's cause at Fenton, nor at
prominence by her ambitious mother. Dodson's because he was busy, is the very

Clerks in their father's iron business, Ralph who will not be helpful at Alden
Frank and Freddy were not indifferent to because he does not want to be. Here I
the change of fortune that had come to may be assailed with the objection, that it
them. Money, to them, meant fast horses may have a bad effect on the youth of
and fancy suppers; trips to great cities; our land to show them the deceived and
and theatre-going and card-playing. Just deceiving church-merbers. It may make
this it had meant to poor Richard, whose thern undervalue religion.
body was not carried to the new cemetery, Dear friends, we have just such church-
but slumbered, apparently forgotten, under members as Ralph Morley, and young
the evergreen. people are sharp enough to discern their

The fires in the furnace roared and deficiencies. Let us meet the matter fairly
glowed. From the chimney, smoke and in the face. It will only bring religion,
flame poured forth night and day; night vital piety, into contempt, to cry out:
and day, through the vivid light and the These men and women are without fear
black shadows, rushed sooty-faced men and without reproach, because - they are
with leathern aprons and bare, brawny church-members! No! Let us rather
arms, stirring the mighty fires to fiercer admit the truth. Since judas walked
heats, turning the streams of burning metal among the twelve, and since Ananias and
upon beds of sand, or clashing down upon Sapphira lied to Peter, there have been
each other the heavy bars of iron. Daily, false, fair, and fiourishing professors of
we said; and so it was, for the fires in this piety. We do not esteem these people, we
great Alden Furnace never went out. do fot ask you to esteem then. They are
When Sabbath bells summoned God's hateful in the e es of God. That God
people to the house of prayer, the clangor would have his C rch rid of these false
of the furnace mingled with the music; professors he made plain, when he brought
and, though Ralph obeyed the morning such a judgment on Ananias and Sapphira
call to worship, the men he hired to work as terrified aIl hypocrites, and probably
his fortune out continued at their ceaseless kept the Church pure of them for the neit
toil. From twelve till twelve one set of generation. Behold how loathsome are
laborers kept their place; from twelve till these false ones stripped of their dieguises!
twelve again, another gang succeeded See how poor a thing is piety that is a
them; and in all the months there was no name, and nothing more! Examineyour-
day of rest. Seven years, in the hands of selves, ail ye who would enter the Church
a man who openly avowed himself an in- on earth, and see that ye hold in your
fidel, this iron furnace had defied all Sab- hearts the root of grace, the earnest of the
bath law; and now, under the authority of Spirit, that shah sureiy secure you entrance
a man who called himself a member of into the Church in heaven! Having such
Christ's visible body, the profanation still root, nounish it as your chiefest wealth and
went on. joy: let it bring forth blade, ear, and ful

Is it necessary to tell you of the astonish- corn in the ear, that great may be the
ment, the grief, the indignation, of Chris- sheaves of your life-harvest. Let none
tians at Alden, when smoke and flame, despair of obtaining. Lo where stands
ascending from the tall black chimneys, Jesus! with whom is the residue of the
made it plain that Ralph, ike his prede- Spirit; iwho giveth unto ail men liberally,
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and upbraideth not ;" and who supplies the hand. Did he say, " Glad to meet you, Mr.
need of every desiring soul. It is only to Morley. Hope you'll find time to call, and
ask and to receive. I'd be happy to see you over at our church

Men like Ralph Morley are foils to show some day"? No: he said with delightful
off better men. This is the pretender; but frankness, "l 've been to visit your minister;
there, beautiful contrast, stands the true and I am surprised to see what a wretched

Christian. Ralph's devious ways show in hole you let him live in. You should build
full relief that right line that daily leads him a nice parsonage which would be an

some men nearer to God. ornament to the place, a credit to your
The church of Alden was not wealthy: it church, and show suitable respect for a

had some hard struggles to get along. It servant of God. It is your duty to look to
had been an unfortunate church in loss of it, Mr. Morley. If no one was ready to

property and members, and in accidents help you, you could do it yourself. But
that had incurred heavy expenses. It was plenty will help. My congregation will

an honest, earnest, hard-working little help."
church, and had the sympathy and respect Did Ralph walk on thinking, " This is

of the community. When Ralph Morley true. Here is the opportunity I have waited

became rich the second time, the members for. My minister shall have a decently-
of the church thought they might rely upon comfortable home. No: he said, "Oh,
him for a good deal of help which they confound it! What an everlasting bore it

greatly needed. This rich man, who had is to be the richest man in a church! No

talked so well, would doubtless be an end to the demands upon one, as if I toiled

excellent example of generous giving. The for my money to give it away. A parsonage!

giving did not begin immediately, but His parsonage is no worse than it was

people were willing to think it would come before I got rich. What would they have
in time. To give Ralph a chance, if he done if I had remained poor?" Then, as

were bashful or forgetful, those whose Ralph hung his hat above his desk, he

business it was to obtain the pastor's salary, said ' Confound" again; but this time it

went to Mr. Morley for a subscription was, FConfound those boys!" For Frank
suitable for his circumstances. Ralph and Freddy dashed past, each smoking

gave them about one-fourth what they a stogy, and seated in a buggy behind a

expected, fully one-third less than he might reeking horse. The lads were racing,

easily have given; but then, as he told them, careless of their beasts or of the safety of

he gave twice as mifh as any other man in people on the streets.

the church. Oh, this contemptible habit The matter of a parsonage was not

of measuring one's self by other men, mentioned soon again. But one hapless

rather than by one's personal duty and day, the church-bell slipped from the

abili1ty! stanchiofis, and came crashing down in

Ra ph Morley made his house very beau- such fashion as to get an ugly crack. It

tiful; he ornamented it with frescoes and must be re-cast. The, pastor and one of

mouldings, with balconies, and rare and the church officers went about the congre-
beautiful woods. He had good taste, and ation to get subscriptions. They went to

a perfect right to exercise it. His home pHlph Morley.
became a pleasure to look at. But from "How much do riou expect me to gîve?"
the airy balcony that graced the left wing asked Ralph, grim y.
of Ralph's house could be seen the miser- 'If you would give haf," raid the gentle-

able, leaking, paintless, shutterless, beggar- men, "we could easily raise the remain-
ly place where lived Ralph's pastor. Such der."
a place for a minister's home was a disgrace Now, as Ralph did not intend to give a

to the congregation. Hardly a church- parsonage, he might have made the renew.d

member, perhaps not one church-member, of the bell his thank-offering to the Lo. d
but had a better dwelling than that. The for hs prosperity. Instead of this, he pat

bedroom seemed prepared for the suffocation down twenty-five dollars, and growled that

of those who slept in it. The study was he
seven by nine, the dining-room crowded purse.
the kitchen. The cellar was delivered over " Papa," said Melen, rour Sunday-

to rats and mud, the attic was but five feet school needs a new library. May I be one

high in the centre. The parlor was in the of the cormittee to collect for it?"

upper story! Yet here Ralph allowed his "No," responded Papa Morley promptly

minister to live; and the minister, whose " you are not t- turn beggar. t isjust one

patience had amounted to a vice, made no requisition after another on a man's pocket,

complaint. until he has not a cent that he can call his

Ralph, pacing popously .owards his ow."

furnace, was met by the pastor of another T he mirrors for the parlor are come by
church at Alden. This was a pastor who express," said Frank, at the front doo.

owned his parsonage, and had moy in "C ollect on delivery, five hundred d A..
his pocket. He stopped and shook Ralph's lars."
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" Yes: I will draw a check when I go to
the office," said Ralph, complacently.

"I'm so glad they've come before our
card-party," exclaimed Mrs. Morley.

The pastor, officious man,-though he
did not object to living over a quagmire,
and under a sieve,-did object to Mrs.
Morley's card-party.

" My boys are gay," said this truly
estimable woman and mother: " if I did
not let them have a card-party at home,
they would have it elsewhere. It is Frank's
party. I try to do what is best. No one
understands how we are situated."

Other girls than Helen went about to
collect funds to buy a new library for the
Sunday-school. Ralph gave them two
dollars, saying, "he thought thatwas his
share; only one member of his family
attended." Ralph's two dollars nearly
killed the undertaking. For, after the rich
man put down his name for that trifle,
nobody felt called upon to give anygreater
sum; and the amount raised was con-
temptibly insufficient for its purpose. Ralph
felt that he had had a good many aggrava-
tions in his life; but he came to consider
the aggravation of being the richest mem-
ber of a poor church the greatest of the
grievous list.

A donation was proposed. Would Ralph
help? Nol emphatically no! He gave on
the salary ail he felt it a duty to give. Pay
was pay. He did not believe in supplement-
ing it with donations. Nobody gave him
a bonus on any transaction of business.

O Ralph Morley ! You wretched miser!
What was the Lord giving you every day?
When did you ever make anything like a
return for favors conferred? Nay, more :
when did you show ordinary gratitude to
the Giver? Did God not give you existence:
the condition ofyour service being implied?
and did he not give you as a " bonus" ail
you possess? And did you ever perform
for him any work,-even any that could be
discovered with a magnifying glass of a
thousand-fold power? Verily, Ralph, if it
were not that you were now-well, no
matter. One very nearly despises you; and
it puts me to the blush to write your his-
tory.

This downward course Ralph Morley was
not left to pursue unhindered. In ail his
life, Mercy was calling after him, " Return!
for why wilt thou die?" And there were
times when this voice pierced his heart, and
stayed his steps; caused him to weep and
tremble, and almostbe saved. But " almost
saved" is only another form of speech for
"entirely lost."

Frank had pursued a reckless course of
extravagance and rioting. He was known,
as Richard had been, as one of the worst
youths in Alden. An attack of fever pros-
trated him : in his feeble state, consumption
was rapidly developed. Drinking had

destroyed his constitution; and a few weeks
sufficed to bring the latelygay and careless
Frank to the borders of the grave. The
physician was a Christian man: he would
not permit his patient to die unwarned; and
honestly told him that his case was hopeless,
and that he had but a little while left in
which to make preparation for eternity.

Richard had met his fate cold, hard, un-
believing. There had appeared to be no
religious instinct in Richard., Frank' was
different: his emotional nature was deeply
stirred by his danger. All the greattruths
of religion were to Frank matters of fact.
He did not cavil at eternal loss and gain;
he did not accuse God of injustice in allow-
ing a sinner to perish; he knew himseif an
open and flagrant transgressor of God's
laws; he believed repentance a necessity;
he believed there was no hope out of Christ;
he was in an agony of fear; groans and
tears testified to his anguish. To the dis-
tressed son the parents could mini-
ster no consolation. He openly upbraided
them. "You did not bring me up to be a
Christian. You never seemed to care very
much about it. I was always easily led;
and you let everybody lead me wrong, and
never tried hard to lead me right. Father!
why did you not act as if this was a mat-
ter of life and death ? Mother, why did you
only take care for this world, and never
show me such an hour as this ?"

Again he would t'urn to Freddy, and
warn him to prepare for death. - " Richard
is dead and I am dying, and it will be your
turn next, Fred; and you are not ready any
more than I am! The doctor says it is
drinking that brings us into this horrible
consumption. Oh, if I had never broken
my pledge! but nobody seemed to care
but grandma and Stella, and they were so
far away. Yes, Stacey often talked to me,
but I didn't mind her so much: if motker
had only talked like that, then I would
have listened."

What dark days were these! This greatly
culpable mother wept uncomforted. She
could not endure to be absent from her son,
neither could she endure to listen to his
reproaches.

The father, who, in sacrificing his own
soul, had done go much to destroy his chil-
dren, was in the bitterness of despair. His
lips were sealed; he cuuld neither encour-
age nor instruct.

While Fred and Helen fled from their
brother's roon, unable to endure the hor-
rors of that unhappy death-bed, and wan-
dered weeping about the house, or in the
library strovee by reading, to distract their
minds from present griefs, the pastor and
Christian friends were constantly endeavor-
ing to afford help to this unhappy Frank.
They read,they prayed, they reasoned, they
exhorted; but ever Frank's mind went
back to the past. " Why was not this or
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that said or done long ago? Why have I
been permitted to take this course? Why
cannot I get well? Why did nobody care?
Why, oh, why, must I die ?" This excite-
ment and distress aggravated the young
man's disease. It made rapid advances.
Feeling himself growing worse, his terror
augmented. " 0 mother !" he cried, "why
were you not such a Christian as Stella, as
grandma? Then I would have been one
too. Father, you cared more for making
money than for making me a Christian;
and your money has ruined me. If I had
been a poor fellow, I might have grown old,
and been a good man."

Evening was closing in, when the door-
bell rung, and Aunt Stacey went to answer
it. The bell was continually ringing now:
people came to sympathize, to read and
pray with the dying youth, or to share in
nursing and watching by his bed. It was
one of these kind people, old Stacey thought
as, heavy-hearted,she passed along the hall.
She opened the door,-and there stood their
old friend, Luke Rogers.

"De Lord bress you, Mister Rogers !"
cried Stacey: " You hab come to a mighty
mis'able house dis time. Come in den.
Dat boy allus liked you more'n anybody
almos' ; and 'mebby de Lord send you
'long wid a message for him now."

Luke knew that the Morleys had been
living some time at Alden. He had heard
of their reverses, of Richard's death and
Ralph's present financial prosperity. Pass-
ing through the town, he had concluded to

stop one night, that he might visit them.
Of Frank's illness Luke had not heard. As
soon as Frank learned that Luke Rogeri
was in the house, he greatly desired
to see him.

" He always could do me more good thar
any one else," cried Frank. " He used tc
talk to me, and I could feel what he said
I can't feel what anybody tells me here.'

Ah! Luke had talked with Frank in th
sunny, impressible days of early youth
when the heart is as open to good influence,
as the earth to spring-time showers. I
parental example and faithful teachingi
had followed up Luke's instructions il
those auspicious days, what would havi
been the result? Surely, not this early an
despairing death-bed.

When Luke was brought to Frank's side
the poor lad grasped his hand with feverisi
energy. " Oh, help me, help me ! no on
does me any good; and I am not prepare
to die. Can any one feel ready? Can an
one die, and not be afraid ?"

"Yes, Frank," said Luke: " the hour c
death can be the most blessed hour of one'
existence; dying can be but going home
and a very glad going home."

.' How can it be" asked Frank. "I
all seems so dark, so far off, s
cold and cheerless."

" It would not if you had a Father, and
Jesusthe Eider Brother, waiting to welcome

you.",
" But I haven't !', cried Frank; Iand

how can I have them?"
" All power is in that Elder Brother's

hands, and he is willing," said Luke, sit-
ting down on the edge of Frank's bed, and
looking earnestly in his face. " He has set
the door of his house wide open, and says
"I will not cast out any that come. Knock
and it shall be opened unto you. Come, for
all things are now ready. Behold, I have
set before you an open door, and no man
can shut it.' All you have to do is to take
the Elder Brother at his word."

" Stay with me; don't leave me; stay
until I die, and talk to me !" cried Frank
with desperate eagerness, holding fast to
Luke.

For threedays,Luke remained at Frank's
side, reading kto him, praying for him,
urging him to pray for himself, arguing,
exhorting, entreating; soothing him to

rest with low, tenderly-sung hymns. Frank
would hardly suffer his friend to leave him
for an hour. As Frank took short naps,
Luke would watch him with tearful eyes.
Was this haggard, wasted, trembling crea-
ture, the joyous, rollicking, lovable, easily-
moved Frank of other years? Oh, what a
miserable wreck i such a contrast to what
might have been i

Gradually Frank grew calmer. One
could not tell whether it were a spiritual
peace and a rest in Christ, or whether it
were exhaustion, and the stupor that pre-
ceeds death. In Luke's presence and words
seemed Frank's greatest comfort. "You

I have done me good. I am glad you came.
I like to hear you pray: keep on pray-

i ing."
Ebbing,. slowly ebbing, the tide of life

was drawing back,at every pulse-beat grow-
ing feebler. You could mark the lapses of

e the life-wave in the cold, gary face and
purpling fingers, as walking on the sea-

s shore you note the falhingsof the tide by
f marks upon the sand.
s Silently, surely, through all the mid-
i watches of the night, the tide ran out.
e Drifting, drifting farther and farther away,
d the son and brother who had been with

them so long was being carried out by the

retreating tides on a shoreless sea. He
h would be out of hail very soon--s0 far out,
e that he might not tell whether it were with
d him well or ill. Luke bent down and put

y his lips near the deadening ear: d tFrank
Frank 1 tell us, arelyou now ready to die?"

f Painfully Frank's lips formed the word,
s " Perhaps 1"

" Frank, O Frank ! once again, before you

are out of call, and while you can core

t within sound of our voices,-once more

o tell us, do you trust in Jesus? have you

peace in him?"
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And slowly now Frank replies, " 1 hopg

co Frank, yet this last time, answer us
Can you cast your soul on Jesus, that hemay save you freely and fully?"

But Frank has drifted so far away thaour call and his answer are lost in immea.
surable distances; the tide has entirely runout. It is a gray, cold dawn; it is neithez
night nor day. And so for Frank we have
a gray, cold hope, that is neither assurance
nor despair.

The son was dead. The father, self.
reproachful, yielded to despondency. Heroamed about the house, groaning,'wring-
ing his hands, recalling every bitter but
truthful word of Frank's upbraidinq-
Christian friends strove to improve thîstime of affliction: they deemed it might bethe good hour of grace to this perishing
soul.

Mrs. Morley was far less affected than
her husband. She mourned for ber child,
because he was hers, and death is always
mournful. But eternity and the future
existence were to Mrs. Morley so intangible,
so hard to realize. Hers was a shallow
nature; and its strongest movings were
feeble enough. She said Frank was peni-
tent, converted, saved. It was hard to loseone's children; but her loss was his gain
of course. She had known for manr weeks
that she must part with him; s e was
thankful that he was ready. She wept agood deal, and was much interested in get-
ting suffliciently deep mourning.

They laid Frank in the garden beside
Richard. People thought it strange that
these,sons lay just before the house, where
feet and voices echoed every day, their
graves unmarkedexcept by thegreen things
that would thrive beneath the evergreen's
broad arms. Ralph said he was weary of
Alden, since so much trouble had come
upon him there: that he should move
before long; and when he went, he would
take the coffins of his sons, to lay in a
cemetery near his new home.

With much solemn parting counsel to
the family, Luke left Alden.

When the funeral was ever, Ralph be-
came more calm. He began to take his
wife's view, and his anxieties -were quieted.
They did notdie-these distressful thoughts
-ail at once: they wore out by degrees.
Stacey found him sitting alone in the
dining-room; the Bible, so long unused,
lying on the window-seat, and a wan, pained
look brooding in his face. Her faithful
heart ached for him. Going up to him,
she laid her withered hand on his arm,
and, with the plea she would never use for
her own sake, urged his confidence.

" Mr. Ralph, don't you know I've fol-
lowed you ail your life, carried you 'bout
when you was a baby. Dar', now, won't
you tell dis ole woman what ails you."

. el, Stacey," said Ralph, reluctantly,
i f e l, as if, 

m ade 
s'..L4 

I Ireligion what it should b if m Thmadewell, that the Lord is a leng nie. Tfat -do not exactly find himong way off, and I- <<nsaisfid., , and -- and - Itfeel unsatisfied~
* Q chile cd enes hnt Lor cried Stacey i her uneasi-

unti' c ord is far off fron you, 'cause,i n h n ti ' M o e y )Y o u g o s0 fa r fr o n h in i .faCion ou ts 't satisfied. Dere's no satis-facton utaie 1f hini. ôntlokfo tTurn and run after de Ioook for it.
Don trunnin' after you dis many vears.
found ofu no2 ef you seek Hin he'll beyou? Didn't He say so? Dar,now, I speak plain to you. You've tr
seek im wid ali your heart. He agin't tobe found ef you go huntin' Hi and
No, sai. Su co pers all 'long as you go.
jewels i» in like He was gold and

(7o b contnsued

LADYBIRDS.
No doubt ~~
Ndt you have often taken upon yourand th retty, little, pink and black

bug, and afte called the lady.bird, or lady-
satisfaction adniring its beauty tQ Our
by the alar. ttempted to hasten its igbt

"La ng information,-
Your Ldyrd, ladybird, fly away homehouse 18 On fire, your children will bUrn!"
Do you know how thatcurious coupletcane into use? Its origin is Probabl this:thengland and other European countries

on the ard larvSoryoungfeed prinies,nthe ophides, or plant lice, whichcipatthe hop whice and whe
effortsof nes 'and when, in spite of the
pe xts ote ladybird, these aphdes •ulti-

usa e sivel.y in the hop gardenu the
thel aremedy is to let a fire rua throughthe latter, and thus burn u leaves plant
aicqu anybird larvîe, and al e, ln

acquandt al It was their
m ce with this practice which,children o"rtosago- suggeste d to the

lines fo 0ose countries the warning
e ladybi farnliar on both sides of the

inconpicurds, although such small andgreat diS insects, have received very
names-a ction and honor. Their verycla es Lador. 

OurLady's Key adybird," "Ladybugi ver
designed to aid," "Lady Cow," etc, are
Virgin Mar ecall their dedication to the
tions and r, and by many of the •

them, which uperstitions connecte associa
we are remi prevail in northern Eurowefl1ded ot the wrhpo h"sacred beetes" by the anw orship ofrpe,

They are relied upo t forete variouskinds of haped und tofort tcircumstances andprsperity,various
or the man udr which they are y the
after certain er n which th ey take seen,

repeaterover e oGermhave beenrepeated Over them. In Germny wbere
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they are great favorites, they are usuall
connected with the weather. Mr. Cowan
in a very entertaining book called " Thi
Curious History of Insects," tells us that ai
Vienna, the children throw them in the ai
crying,

"Little birdie, birdie,
FIy to Marybrun
And bring us a fine sun.»

Marybrun being a town not far distan
from the Austrian capital, where there wai
an image of the Virgin supposed to bt
capable of working miracles, the littl
bettles were sent, with all faith in thei
powers, to solicit good weather from their
patroness in behalf of the " rnerry Vien.
nese."

Everywhere in Europe, it is considered a
good omen to see ladybirds, and extremely
unlucky to kill them. (How daring the
professional bug-hunters must be in those
countries!) In earlier times, they were
also much used in medicine. There was
no remedy, we are told, for toothache,
equal to ladybirds; one or two of them
being crushed and placed in the hollow of
the aching tooth, were said to relieve the
pain instantly.

The predictions made by means of these
beetles regarding the crops, have a foun-
dation in well-known facts; for their aid
is often invaluable in destroying the insect
foes of certain grains, fruit and vegetables;
and if the ladybirds are numerous, it is
quite safe to foretell that they will keep the
plants clear of aphides and the like, and
consequently the harvest will be abundant
in proportion. Within the last few years
they have been discovered to be the most
formidable enemy of our destructive Colo-
rado potato beetle.

There are, in all, about one thousand
different species of ladybirds, and as they
are, for the most part, cannibals, it will be.seen that they rid us every year of vast num-
bers of insect pests. Their larvæ are very
voracious, ugly-looking, little creatures,
in color dark-brown or black, spotted with
orange, and roughened with small tubercles
and spines. When full grown they are
rather more than one-third of an inch in
length, and are very active in securing
their prey and eluding capture. When
ready to undergo transformation, the larva
fastens itself at one end, with some gluey
substance, to a stem or leaf; the larva skin
then gradually wrinkles up and hardens,
and is retained as a protection to the pupa
within. It does not long remain quiescent,
for the beetle issues in seven oreightdays.
It is in the perfect state that they pass the
winter, sheltering under loose bark of trees,
in crevices of buildings and fences, under
fallen leaves, etc.

In the spring, as soon as the herbage
appears, and plant lice and potato beetles
begin their depredations, the ladybirds are

y ready for a fresh attack. Thus we see that,
, aside from their beauty, there are goode reasons why they should be guarded from
t injury and treated with consideration.
r Besides their other distinctions, lady-birds are among the few insects that have

had the honor of stirring the poetic fancy,
owing probably to the superstitions which
attracted attention to them. Hurdis devoted

t quite a long dialogue in one of his dramas
to the description of the appearance and

e virtues of a ladybird; and Southey immor-
r talized the same insect under the name of

the "Burnie Bee," in two fine stanzas,
with which I will close this little history:-
" Back o'er thy shoulders throw thy ruby shards,

With many a tiny coal-black freckle decked;My watchful ye thy loitering saunter guards,
My ready hand thy footsteps shall protect.
So shall the fairy train, b lowworm lightWith rainbow tints thy fo 1ing pennons fret,
Thy scaly breast in deepest azure dight,
Thy burnished armor decked with glossier jet."'

A CHAPTER OF PUZZLES.

"Two brothers," began the Professor,
impressively addressing the hostess, "were
walking together down the street, and one
of them, stopping at a certain house,
knocked at the door, observing, ' I have a
niece here who is ill.' 'Thank Heaven,
observed the other, 'I have got no niece,
and he walked away. Now, how could that
be ?"

"Why, it's a riddle!" exclaimed Mr.
Funnidog, delightedly.

"And one that you will not guess in a
hurry, simple as it is," observed the Pro-
fessor, confidently. " Come, ladies and
gentlemen, solve the problem."

I see," ejaculated Mrs. Housewife.
"Hush I whisper in my ear," cried Puz-

zleton, with all the excitement of a child
with a top. " Don't let 'em hear it. Niece
by marriage. Stuff and nonsense! The
thing is not any foolish kind of catch at
all;" and once more he glanced with hos-
tility at Funnidog, as much as to say:
" Such as he would ask you."

" Nothing can be simpler than my ques-
tion," said the Professor. " 'I've got aniece that's ill,' says one brother. 'Thank
heaven, I have not got a niece,' says the
other. How can that be? You all give it
up? Well, the invalid was his daughter."

" Oh, I see," said Mrs. Housewife,
despondingly. " How very stupid in us
not to find it out !"

"Yes, indeed, ma'am," answered the
remorseless savant. " That failure only
shows how difficult it is for ordinary minds
to grasp more than one idea at the same
time. The attention is solely fixed on the
different varieties of nieces."

" And also," observed Mr. Aloes (who
was much displeased at being classed
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among "ordinary minds"), " and also,
the attention is naturally distracted from
the point at issue by the brutality of the
father's remark. Now, that is in itself ' a
catch,' in my opinion."

" Well, sir, I will give you another sim-
ple exercise for the understanding, that
has no such distracting element," observ-
ed the Professor, coolly. " A blind beggar
had a brother. The brother died. What
relation were they to one another? Come,
tell me that."

"Why, they were brothers," exclaimed
the colonel, with the rapidity of a small
boy at the bottom of bis class, who hopes
to gain promotion.

" No, sir," answered the Professor,
regarding Thunderbomb with interest as
a significant type of some low order of
intelligence; " they were not brothers, or
I should scarcely have asked the question."

" They might be brothers-in-law," sug-
gested Funnidog.

" Undoubtedly they might," replied Puz-
z1eton, with a pitying smile; " but they
were not."

" Stop a bit," said McPherson, hurriedly,
like one who has not got his answer read~y,
but yet does not wish to be anticipated.
" The blind beggar, you say, had a brother,
and the brother died. Well, of course, if
one was dead, you know, they could not
bebrothers any longer."

"The idea is novel," observed the Pro-
fessor, gravely, " but you have not hit on
the exact solution. The fact is, gentlemen
and ladies, a blind beggar may be either
male or female. In this instance she was a
female. They were brother and sister."

" I call that a catch," said Aloes, gloom-
ily.

" Well, at ail events, it was an easy one,
and you ahl missed it," returned the Pro-
fessor in quiet triumph, " Now, I will give
you one more example of social arithmetic,
which will be in all respects bond fide. It is
a simple question in subtraction, and ail I
shall ask of you is-since two or three
guesses would arrive at the truth by mere
elimination-to write down the reply on
paper. A man went into a cobbler's and
ought a pair of boots for sixteen shillings.

He put down a sovereign (twenty shillings)
and the cobbler, having no change, sent to
a neighboring public-house, and gave it to
him. Later in the day the landlord of the
inn sent in to say that the sovereign was
a bad one, and insisted upon the cobbler
making it right, which lie accordingly did.
Now, how much did the cobbler lose by the
whole transaction? There is no play upon
words, or anything but a common sum in
arithmetic."

"Why, it is the easiest thing in the
world," ejaculated Housewife. " Ofcourse,
the cobbler lost just-"

" Be quiet, sir! " cried Puzzleton, very

angrity. "Write it down, will you-if you
" Scratch a Professor and you will finda Tartar," Whisp'ered Aloes. You hadbetter do as he wishes."
So we ail wrote down what we imaginedto be the lOSs which the cobbler had sus-tained and it was wonderful how opinionsdiffered within such narrow limits.
The colonel made him lose two pounds.Mr. Aloes made him lose just two poundsand the boots.
Mr. Funnidog made him lose six andthirty shillings.
Mr. MaPherson made him lose sixteenshillings and the boots, minus the profit hemade upon the boots (which, said theProfessor, it is not necessary to take intoconsideration.)
Mr. Scale Hil, who used to investigatethe bils of extortionate Swiss landlords,set down the loss with confidence at twelveshillings and the boots.
Housewife wrote: " Why, of course, heMost the boots anc twenty-four shillings."Mrs. btOusewie and the ladies bit theirpens, but declined to commit themselves."They had neer been taught," they said,the Rule of Three."
IlYou are al wrong, " said the Professorquietly, I as I xpected you would be. Theway to get at the matter is to consider whatis gained. The landlord and the whole

ktory of bis changing the sovereign may betaken Out f the question, since he isneither better nor worse for the transac-tion. The buyer of the boots gets inexchange for his bad sovereign four shil-lings and a pair of boots, and that isjustwhat the cobbler loses."
"If one only had a room-to one's self,and the whole day before one to do it in,"sighed Mrs. Housewife, .e o think I couldanswer any of these questions."

TWO INCIDENTS IN DICK'S LIFE.
BY SARAH D. RAYMOND.

Fortunately it happened when ail thechildren were in the nursery. You see itwas such a stormy day, that even iarrytstout as he was, and little as he cared forcold, could not go out-doors. So like agood elder brother, he devoted himself toplaying with his sisters-Lotty and Mabel.
Little Dick, the canary-bird, was takinghis usual rècess outside of his cage fayingfrom one curly head to the other, or percli-
ing on the toilet-bottle to gratify his vanityin the looking-glass, when in stole Kitty!Now, Kitty was regarded with affection bythe warm-hearted little folks, but thoughlove is often blind to the faults of its be-loved object, in this case, the tenderestaffection could not induce these small
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people to repose the slightest confidence in
the good intentions of Kitty, as far as Dick
was concerned.

Poor Dick had flown down from the
toilet-bottle, having twisted and turned his
vain little had as much to his satisfaction
as if he had been the most beautifully
curled and mustachioed young dandy. His
bright eyes had spied some stray seeds
scattered under his cage, and he had set
himself to work to save Norah the trouble
of sweeping them into the dust-pan. Kitty
meanwhile crouched low, made herself as
much like a snake as possible, and came
creeping along very stealthily and quietly,
when a strange sound caused Harry to
start.

The sight that met the three pairs of
horror-stricken eyes made them forget
everything. There was little Dick flutter-
ing in naughty pussy's mouth! Norah
exclaimed, " Murther! he's kilt intirely !"
and Lotty and Mabel screamed with fright
and grief; but Harry, being a man of seven
years, lost neither presence of mind nor
time, but sprang to his pet's assistance.
Kitty, half fierce, and half frightened,
jumped on the table, then down and across
the floor under the big bed, followed by
wrathful Harry. For a moment Harry
thought it was all over for poor little Dick,
for the bed was too low for him to creep
under, and puss would not stir for all the
pokings of the blow-gun that was Harry's
weapon. But, quick as thought, he squeezed
himself as flat as a plump boy could, and
by dint of scraping and bruising his arm,
and shoulder, managed to reach Kitty's
tail; and oh! how he pulled when he did
get hold! Now, Kitty felt terribly hurt
and grieved when she felt the pain; for a
moment she tried to keep her position by
sticking her claws into the carpet, but
Harry pulled with the force of love and jus-
tice, and had nearly dragged her forth,
when a wild desire for revenge took pos-
session of her. She opened her jaws in
order to bite Harry's hand, and out dropped
Dick, his feathers wet and broken, his
strength exhausted. Kitty drove her sharp,
white teeth into Harry's little fat hand,
and then, mad with pain and the overthrow
of all her plans for a choice bird-dinner,
rushed out of the nursery.

Harry had borne the sharp bite without
a murmur, though his blue eyes filled with
tears that he could not keep back; but
when he took up little Dick and saw his
condition, thinking his pet was dying, he
burst into tears. Lotty and Mabel joined
the sad chorus, and Norah was in vain try-
ing to comfort them, when mamma, hav-
ing heard the commotion down-stairs,
came in.

Mrs. West soon heard the whole story,
broken as it was with tears and ejacula-
tions, and took the bird on her left palm to

see how far he was injured. Little Dick
was very sensible, and he had also unlim-
ited faith in his kind mistress, for it was
she who had taught him his pretty tricks,
and brought him sugar and apple and the
earliest spring chickweed. So he lay quite
patiently, his little heart beating very fast
from his fright and suffering, while she
examined his wings, claws, and body, to see
what must be done for him.

Pretty soon, to the children's unbounded
joy, she pronounced him all right, and told
them that she would put him back in his
cage, and when he had forgotten his adven-
ture, she thought he would be as lively
and gay as ever. Sure enough! after
several hours of dejected hopping from one
perch to another, and long, sad medita-
tions on the bottom of the cage, Dick
cleared his voice with a chirp or so, and
then timidly essayed a feeble song; and the
next morning he woke them all as early as
usual with his cheery trill.

Now this part of my story is the first in-
cident I thought important enough to tell.
The next is a still stranger history, and I
hope all my young readers will be anxious
to hear it.

About a week or ten days after Dick's
hair-breadth escape, and while Harry's sore
hand was still bound up with ointment that
Dr. Jones had prestribed, the events took
place that form the second of the two inci-
dents in Dick's life.

The children had been having a perfect
carnival in the nursery. Without really
meaning to be mischievous, they had
managed to do a great many wrong things.
Altogether, both the mistress and the
nursemaid had a great feeling of relief and
rest when the last good-nights were echoed
faintly from the three small beds in the
chamber beyond the nursery.

Norah had carefully turned down the
gas light, so that Dick should not chirp and
disturb the little trio of "troublesome com-
forts," had disposed a small towel-rack full
of aprons airing, at a safe distance from
the grate, and had gone down to sit in the
kitchen with Bridget. Mamma had
smoothed her sweet face into its usual
serene expression, and was deep in a rub-
ber of backgammon with papa; and for a
while everything was safe and quiet.

Now, when Mrs. West had bought Dick
of the bird-fancier two years ago, the man
had repeated over and over again, "Splen-
did singer he is, ma'am; warranted to sing
by daylight or gaslight!" Mrs. West did
not think much of this at the time, but she
soon found that the lively little fellow
would hop and chirp all night if he saw
the least spark of light. Often when one
of the children was sick at night, Dick
would have to be hung in another room,
such a singing would he keep up.

On this occasion Dick was deep in
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dreams, with his bright eyes closed and his Thomas, whom the dreadful cry of" Fire!"
saucy head snugly tucked under his wing had roused in a norent.
when, in the midst of his slumbers, he was Mrs. West, though almost fainting with
suddenly waked by a light. Instantly he was terror, caught up Harry, and nade Norah
on two legs instead of one, and in a few and Bridget understand that Lotty and
seconds was chirping in a very lively tone. Mabel rnust also be snatched out of bed;
Thinking that a nocturnal lunch would and Mr West, with John
taste good, he hopped down to the seed- 'rhoas hel
box, and was busily engaged in eating. emie he ateropitcer and The paîls
Brighter and brighter gleamed the light om haroom nr by. hit
and presently it attracted our wise little taken Place C prehending wa ad
bird, so that he flew into his ring, and began yJi ma' bedand the two servant girls rana soft little song. But the light back to help fll the pails at the faucets. h
that pleased little Dick, was far more was aîî done so quick t
dazzling than the ordinary gaslight, for a as long as it
live coal had snapped from the midst of it. en me to write'about
the glowing fire, and in a moment the Mamma h courageous until
aprons began to blaze! One of them, fall- ad been very
ing off, lay on Mabel's little heap of clothes enerthin she coul do had bee de,
and these were soon on fire; the chair near and then he fhr stth and her,
by contained Lotty's clothes, and just after a few ineffectual attempts to ask some
beyond that, through the open door, was
the foot of Harry's white bed. The three quen fe t aslep;bu arr had
precious lives were steeped in a sound child- horoughly
ish slumber, while the hearts around which e "What's the matter,
the little lives were entwined, were beating room?" Re ydvd yo inmedito vour
calmly and unconsciously in papa's and
mamam's bosoms. Could nothing save thought I heard Dick singîng.
them? Had they prayed in vain for God to "g again "I
watch over them that night and keep them h , -lrr t stout maMma through
from harm? Would JHe look down fron her ters "D savedyourlifer,
heaven and see them perish, without a t nto such a passion of
stretching forth His arm to help? joyful weeping thatshe culd say no more.

No, God did not bring this great sorrow Harry did notknow why he shoUîd cry, but
upon our friends ; he told little Dick to cry he did, in Sympathy with mamma.
sing, louder and yet louder. Mamma, seeing this tried to compose her-

The children, tired out with their play, self, and coming tothe bed,.soothed and
slept on, and did not hear the friendly patted her darîing boy
voice; but Mrs. West, downstairs, started asleep.
and held her dice-box still to listen. Presently papa came in, and after some

" Why don't you throw, my dear? " said more tears and pravers of heartfeît thanks.
her husband. giving, he took Harry up to the spare

" Hark! George," said she ; "I think I room, while mamma had her two littie
hear Dick singing!" daughters with ber in ber bed îl that long

"Well, what if he is singing? night. In the morning papa told bis littleWby, he neyer sings unless there is a children wbat a terrible dancr,. 

eMaped must aud hsad tatbLottynand

light."
" Probably Norah is up there for some

reason. Throw again. Doublets, I declare!
What a little woman you are!" So on
went the game, while upstairs the fire had
got possession of Harry's bed-clothes, and
the smoke began to be very thick. Little
Dick seemed to think something was
wrong, but sang on bravely; and at last
Mrs. West, being afraid he would wake the
children, told her husband to wait until
she had been up to see into the matter,
promised him his revenge in another game,
and ran upstairs.

Opening the door where her treasures
were, she was blinded and choked by a
sudden smoke. Beyond, in the adjoining
room she could still hear little Dick. She
joined her voice to his, and Mr. West came
flying upstairs, soon followed by Norah
and Bridget, and Bridget's cousin, John

g> ey ahow God had tak ,
and how little Dick was the one who had
told mamma that something Was wrong.
They listened with wide-open eyes and
this is all Harry said: "Dickreemered
that I saved his life, and now that bee'ssaved mine, I'm gladder than ever that Ihung on to Kitty's tail so tight; but my I
wasn't she mad, though? "

Papa and mamma laughed and wipedtheir eyes, and took the children in to sec
the blackened and disordered nursery.
Mamma passed through the open folding.
doors into the day-nursery, and went up tothe cage. As she opened the door outhopped little Dick upon her finger, an the
grateful mother pressed her lips again and
again upon his bright feathers. I can tel
you, Dick had an extra big lump cf sugar
that day; and they loved him more and
more every day since.-Christian Union.
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The Deadly Sumac.

THE DEADLY SUMAC.

Johnny and George Cooper (they lived
just about two miles t e other side of old
Mrs. Hannah Smith's place-perhaps you
knew them) were great fellows for rabbits.
In the winter-time, they used to set their
traps all over their father's farm, and some-
times they caught a little " bunny," as they
called it. But the great place for rabbits,
in that part of the country, was the " Green
Swamp," a vast tract of swampy forest that
lay about half a mile from Mr. Cooper's
house. There were rabbits enough there-
if you only could catch them. But the
hunters of the neighborhood used to go
early every morning to the swamp to shoot
rabbits for market, and Johnny and George
were of the opinion that when their traps
did happen to come down on a rabbit and
shut him up tight and nice, these wicked
men would be sure to come first and take
him out. . This may have been the case,
but the matter was never brought to trial,
and Johnny and George never knew for
certain how it was they got so few rabbits.
But going to the Green Swamp so often in
winter made them familiar with the edges
of it at least, and they often said they
would go right through it some day in
search of adventures. They had a very
particular reason for wishing to do this.
They had heard that right in the middle of
the swamp there grew a great sumac-tree.
They knew all about the common sumac,
which grows along by the fences, but this,
they were told, was the swamp-sumac, a
deadly poison. They thought and talked
a good deal about this tree, and came to the
conclusion that it must be very much such
a one as the deadly upas-tree, of which
they had bread in their school-books. They
had no doubt that if they could but once
penetrate to the centre of the swamp, they
would see that great tree, towering above
all the others; and as they approached-
not too near, of course-they would see the
skeletons of every cow, sheep, dog, or horse
that had ever mysteriously disappeared
from the neighborhood. And, perhaps,
they might see a human skeleton or two

-" one of those wicked hunters," as George
suggested.

It would never do to miss finding such a
splendid, deadly tree as this; and so, one
summer day, when they thought it would
probably be in blossorn, and so be more
fearfully poisonous than'usual,tthey started
out.

As they walked down the road, George
said:

" Johnny, suppose an eagle, a real
American eagle, was to be flying over the
tree just as we got there, and he was to
fall down dead, would you make a rush
and get him ?"

" No, indeed !" cried Johnny, " We're
not to go anywhere near it, no matter what
falls down."

" We can go near enough to see the ske-
letons-can't we ?" said George.

" Yes, that near, but you're to keep hold
of my hand, as soon as we see it."

When they reached the swamp, they
found that walking through it was a very
different thing from what it was in the
winter time, when everything was frozen
hard. There was no solid ground at all to
speak of, and they had to step from hom-
mock to hommock, and sometimes the steps
were very long. After wandering for an
hour or so, George began to get tired. He
was only ten, and people's leg-power don't
last forever at that age. In endeavoring
to step from one bunch of grass to another,
he slipped, and down he went into the
oozy mud. He sank up to his knees in an
instant, and there is no knowing how much
deeper he would have gone if Johnny had
not seized him by the shoulders and pulled
him out. Johnny, who was three years
older than his brother, now perceived that
they must give up all idea of finding the
deadly sumac that day, and must get home
before dark. It was already getting dusky
there among the trees.

But it was not so easy to go home. After
about half an hour's scrambling and jump-
ing and slipping,Johnny admited to himself
that he had no idea which way his home
was. As for George, he was so tired that
he seemed on the point of falling down and
giving up everything. Johnny could help
him no longer, and to carry him was impos-
sible. So he determined to leave the little
fellow and to go for help.

I have not room to tell all Johnny's
adventures in getting out of the swamp,
but he did get out just about dark, and far-
mer Miller's man Jacob, who was the first
person he saw, brought a lantern, and after
a long search, they found George fast
asleep.

When Jacob gave the poor sleepy boy
into his distracted mother's charge, she
exclaimed:

" Why, where on earth did you find him ?
We have been ransacking the farm for
hours."

" Oh! he was all right enough !" said
the good Jacob. "I found him taking a
comfortable nap, tied fast to a young sumac-
tree.

"Sumac-tree !" cried Joh nny. " Was
that a sumac-tree? I thought there was
only one in the swamp, and every body
who went under it died !"

" Oh! that's a story they tell little boys
to keep them out of the swamp," said Jacob.

" It did'nt keep us out," said Johnny.
"The truth is best, after all, Mrs.

Cooper," said Jacob, and Mrs. Cooper
said she thoulght it was.
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The Rivulet.

THE RIVULET.

Words by Lucy LARcox. Music by F. BorTr.

Bear to the mea - dow the hymn of the pines, And theThat wavers in eme - raid shim - mers in gold, Where youOf the deli -cate hare-bell and violet Nue, Of the
From the lily that woke when the morning was gray, To theCarry to the city the mountain-ird's glee,
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echo that rings where the water - fall shines. Run, little rivu - let,
glide from your rocky ravine, crystal-cold. Run, little rivu - let,
red inoun - tain rose - bud, all drip -ping with dew. Run, little rivu - let,

white wair - ing noon-bean a - drift on the bay. Run, little rivu - let,
Carry the joy of the hills to the sea. Run, littie rivu - let,

run. run 1 Run, littie rivu l et, i un, run
run, run 1 flun, littie rivii let, run, run 1

rail. _____

___ ~ni:•zzPO_

Itu ittie rivu leht, mun
koun, JittIe rivu - u, run

__ rO EOF

____~~~ W-7 E F E ~ 
0
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Floriculture for oung People.

FLORICULTURE FOR YOUNG have the best of success,PEOPLE. the plot to be two rods sq We will suppose
squae, ou ust ros suare. if .it isn'tBYquare, yo uDEust make it so, even if it beSJON smaller. for tis arrangement requires it.

ARRANGEMENT OF FLOWERS IN THE GARDEN. et an axe and drive down four stakes,thus marking Out the exact distance. This
Unless a person can spare a day or two a done, you wilo t ee a dstand stretch it

week, he had better not try raising flowers tightly from stake to stake. ail around, let-
on the lawn. If he has a leisure hour in the ting it touch the earth. a ere, then, you
morning or evening, he can succeed well will have an exact square-the very thing
in cultivating them in the garden, or in any we must have in order to make Our design
spot of ground laid off especially for their complete. The next thing s to find the
use. System must be used here as well as centre. Where is it? Having found it, yo
in the front yard. Of course flowers are will drive down Hain foundtyo
beautiful. abstractly considered; but their cise spot. You another stake in that pre-
beauty is increased fourfold, when placed too) strike a circle on a sbate by tying a
in the proper situation, and arranged in string to a pencil, have you not? You will
the proper manner. I can see an ordinary proceed in the saie manner. Fasten one
flower garden at this very moment. (It is end of a cord loosey to Yoir centre stake,
strange how convenient these mental and attach the other to a sharp stick. Start
visions become! I can draw on one every from between two stakesh stik. tar
hour of the day, and not be disappointed.) rope, and walk around, just against the
This garden is picketed in, and used solely with your stick as yu go. Hold not too
for the purpose of floriculture. From early fast, or your cord won't slipol ! ntto
in the Spring until late in the Fall you will stake. If it does not you l Your centre
see a gorgeous mass of bloom within its exact circle. As yo procee you wil
palings. Fragrance fills the air, and observe your stick toucling each rope i
people passing by, exclain, " Oh, what succession, just midway between the two
beautiful flowers!" Well, that's conpli- stakes. Around, are youe? Well, you wio
nentary, is it not? No, I don't think so. notice your marker has left four spaces in
Suppose that I should take a peck meas- each corner of your square These are
ure and fill it to the brin with the choicest beds. They should be filed with separate
flowers-tossed in just as they are picked. colors of portulacca Sanvitalia is also
Then suppose I take them, peck measure excellent. These corner beds will be rathe
and all, to some damsel, presenting the large; but seed of the first named variety
same vith my compliments. In all proba- is very cheap, and you can Save enough
bilitv she would smile; but noting the during the first year to caw your whoe
beauty of the blossoms, vould tnidoubtedly garden.
exclain. " What lovely flowers! It's a You will now want a patl. -his shouldperfect shame to receive then.in this con- be two feet wide. Shorten your string,
dition, however. Why on earth didn't the then, just two feet and proced as before.
donor arrange thein in a bouquet while he This done, you have the four corner beds,
was about it?" So, my dear young readers, and a walk two feet wide. Get a spade and
is it with that aforementioned flower gardeni make the marks of the stick plainer, so
-said garden being the !eck measure, with that you will not becone confused.
a lot of flowers thrown in, with no attempt We have at last come to a little mathe-
at arrangement whatever. This naturally matical calculation, which li very easily
spoils the effect, and the passer-by forgets explained, and as easily undestoo Fron
the sight ere a mile away. one extremity of your circle to the other isAs I have already stated, flowers should just two rods, is it not? Your centre stake
occupy a plot of ground by themselves. if is therefore one rod from the outside o
it is only a rod square, let it be sacred your circle, all around, or recuse of
from the intrusion of the highly useful but half the distance across. Tere arce six-
rather unornamental "garden sauce." teen and a half feet ina rod, and We shai
This spot of ground should be spaded in have to make circles enogh to eat up this
the Fall, as well as in the Spring; for number of feet. The path we aade a
nellowness of soil is necessary, in order to moment ago was tvo feet wide. That sub-
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stracted fron sixteen and a half leaves haif feetfror te siake. Don't make a mnjç-
fourteen and a half yet to use. Having take'here, I begofyou. Yourdesign being
made a walk, we want a bed just three feet rarked out, you can begin spading your
wide. You will therefore shorten your beds. Your paths being two feet wide,
string for the required distance, being care- wiIl prevent you fror spading ther, which
ful that it is no more and no less than that youshould be careful fot to do.
same three feet. Dear me! I'm really sur- Having our beds ready, we wiIl consider
prised! You went around it almost as fast what varieties of flowers to put in the sare,
as I could have donc it with a pair of com- keeping in view those which give us a
passes on paper. Am a little afraid you constant bloom, or nearly so. There areenjoy this better than spading in the gar- very rany greenhouse plants, such asden. "Get mixed up," did you say? Not geraniurs, fuschias, etc., which are admir-
at all. You will know the beds from the able; but, as you will probably raise your
walks at a glance, because they are wider. own plants,you will want annuals through-
Well, this last bed took three feet, did it? out.
That substracted from fourteen and a half, We said portulacca was to be used in the
leaves eleven and a halffeet still out in the corner beds, did we not? This being the
cold. Now shorten your string two f'eet case, your outer row of beds-those which
more, and "swing around the circle" as core next to your outside path-can be
usual. This is a path. We have left nine filled with sanvitalia, verbenas, dwarf bal-
and a half feet. Another three feet taken sars, pansies, and convolvulus minor
up, and another circle drawn gives us (dwarfrnorning glory). These outer beds
another bed. Still six and a half feet left. will of course be the Iargest, on the sare
String's getting short now. Draw it up principle that the spokes of a wheel areanother two feet for a path, mark your further apart at the felloe than at the hub.circle, and what have we left? Just four Your second circle of beds wil require
and a half feet all around the centre stake, dianthus (not thc dwarf), acroclinium,or a circle nine feet in dianeter. This is a gorphrena (English clover), tropeolurn
bed, and our design is about two-thirds minus, snapdragon, and dwarf rourning
done. Let us see what we have. One, bride. We will also add phlox Drurnondii
two, three-three circular paths, and three (I know a seedsran in Rochester who
circular beds, besides the four corner beds, wouldbeoffendedifIleftitout). Thecentre
which this circle cut out of the square. But bed-the one four and a haîf feet wide-
these long beds must be cut up so that you you will plant in zinnias, or petunias, if
can cross them and walk where you will, kept straight, setting right in the centre a
no matter how high the flowers; for if this canna, or two or three tall coxcorbs. 1
were not donc you might do well enough have nared these flowers, but others wilIon yourouter path, but would have to step do as well; the flea is to have the outer
orjump over the bed into the next one. beds with low flowers, and every circle of
Having arranged our design systematically beds a degree higher, until the centre is
so far, we must continue to do so. Step verytall. This arrangerent makes a regu-
upon either side of your square (it isa lar floral pyrarid, and presents amagni-
square, with a circle inside, you know) and cent sight, if well tended. If you can pro-
drive a stick just midway between your cure tan bark orsaw-dust, it willbe found
two stakes, one rod from each. Drive very nice to spread over your walks. The
another upon the opposite side and stretch weeds won't core up, and the rud will
a string tightly across. Now take your tay wspade and mark plainly the line drawn by
your cord. This gives the centre of your tend a flower garden ofthis kind, we have
path, which should be made two feet wide. a word to say: You can lay out beds just
-one foot on each side of the line, and as if you were raking garden-beds, side by
narked plainly up to within onefoo and a side, with a broad path between; and if thé

half of the centre stake, on each side. Be four following rules are kept in mmd, they
sure and stop there. This done, you will will be found of considerable advantage:
turn the corner and treat that side and its i. Don't putdélicateflowers too near those
opposite the same wayprecisely. We now ofbrilliant hues. 2. Make your beds long
have four paths. We want four more. and narrow, putting one variety in a bcd.
Step inside your circle and find the exact 3. Give low-growing plants a chance to
centre of a corner bed. Drive a stake in receive your first glance; and put the taller
that spot. Cross over to the opposite cor- ones back out of the way, where they won't
ner, and serve that bed in the saine manner. shade anything but the fence. 4. Keep
Stretch your line and do precisely as you your plants erect (if their natural position)
did before, with this exception: the other even if you have to cut ther haîf off.
paths you drew stopped one foot and a These rules are not diflcult to follow, and
half on each side of your stake. These you I hope you will not neglect them. If you
are now making must stop when they reach do,-well, I suppose you've the right, ifyour /ast ath, or- et a distance a stx and a you think, best.-Crisia Union.
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MANAGEMENT. which you feel ouglt to be done. You
cannot do all that you wish nor all that

BY L. A. F. seems necessary. There is a limit to
your time and your strength. Then choose

It is easy to suggest methods of culture, what you will undertake, what you will let
but quite useless, if there is no time to put go. That is better than a vain attempt
them into practice. I have pre-supposed to accomplish impossible things. It is
that you are very much occupied, and difficult to choose between duties and pre-
offered only such suggestions as can be ferences when each seems imperative or
carried out under such circumstances; still desirable, but you do that indirectly in
everything takes time, and if the mind is attempting so much that. something must
distracted with the attempt to do the work be crowded out. It is better to discriminate
of two hours in one, hurried in trying to in tie beginning than leave the omission
overtake the fugitive moment which is to apparent chance.
escaping with the burden of undone duties, Avoid useless talking about your work.
or weighed down with self-blame at beng A pleasant temper and genial sympath
always behind-hand, it is alinost impossible! whjch show themselves in look, or tone,
to fix the attention upon any mental work. or word, and the playfulness which ripple
You must study the economy of time. into a laugh, are quite different from the
Some people have the faculty of making tiresome thinking aloud with which some
money " go a great ways." A dollar will women accompany their work. Such talk-
buy for them twice as much as for another. ing is a hindrance. I have seen women
Learn to be thus thrifty in the use of time. waste half their morning in useless, unin-

In the old Sagas we read of Lief, the bold teresting talk, and others lean on the
Sea-rover among the Northmen, that " e broom-handle in the half-swept room to
directed his affairs, not they him, and he tell a story which might as 'well have beei
was called " Lief, the Lucky," because lie reserved till afternoon when they sat down
did this and brought things to pass." The to the long seam or basket of mending
secret of doing that is worth thought and These women have no time for anything.
effort. A capable, efficient person is said, Ilowever methodical your plans, let them
in homely phrase, ' to have a good plan." alsd be pliant, to suit the changing wants
There is often a great waste of energy and and energencies of your family. Waste no
strength as well as time in doing house- time in endeavoring to press square blocks
work, fron the lack of a good plan. Some into round holes. Sometimes you can
bustling house-wives remind us of walk around your hindrance more quickly
Chaucer's busy man, than vou can remove it. Tact and good

,, nature will help you over difficulties in" inuch shorter time than an obstinato
A capacity for organization, a degree of straight-forwardness which overcomesonlv

executive ability, a conprehensive plan by main force. After all, your aim is not
which enables one to carry on faithfully how you can do the most work, but hov
and successfully the various and compli- you can secure the Imost comfort and real
cated labors of the family, without friction good for your family and yourself. Some
or delay, does not cone of itself, save in worpen have a very uncomfortable way of
exceptional cases. It is not an easy lesson being good wives and mothers. Personal
to learn, but quite possible. Then try to culture at the expense of home comfort and
plan well and work with method and wvonanly service, would be a Poorexchange.
efficiency. It may seem irrelevant to the design of

Study to do your work in the best way these articles to say anything of the good
and in the shortest time, Do not sliglit it to be gained by the habit of prayer, and
for the sake of saving time, nor waste min- alinost irreverent to speak of its value in
ites in painting the rose. And your idea any other than a religious aspect, but every

of best must be relative, not absolute. Christian wonan who habitually com-
What is best for you in vour circunstances, munes with her Saviour, as a flower turns
should be your standard. Be content with to the sun, finds these moments of self-
that, thus saving yourself from the worry recollection, trust and aspiration, amarvel-
and dissatisfaction of half-doing your work. lous help in steadying the nerves into self-
There is no need of hurrying breathlessly poise, smoothing out the crooked and
throtrgh the day. The habit of dilligent, tangled lines of duty, lightening the over-
eflicient work once forned, you can accom- burdened 'heart and hands and inspirinr
plish wonders and keep your mind calm new energy and courage. Theand ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h yu evstnufet) Moment i,;
and your nerves unruffled. not lost but doubled, when the thirsty soul,

Do not attempt more than you can drinks of the living water. Whatever paîq
reasonably hope to do. There are only us into the best condition for work, and
twenty-four hours in a day, and a large helps us to use burselves to the best
Proportion of these inust be given to sleep. advantage, indirectly adds to our time.
Something must be oinitted, somethinig There is no selfishness in the judicious
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economy of time and strength whici hus- be nil sato 1Ie doinbt sec how you can

bands resources for the greater need. A bc contented to lie lu bcd so long! But

true woman will not be selfish to save then there is a diaerence in people; a neyer

herself, neither will she waste hersehf. A ive up, rnself; always keep about."

needless martyrdom is a sad thing. When Another rearks, u Why, how nicely you

God leads us to the stake, let us go unfalter- look Im. sure you don't look sick at ail.

ingly, but let us be careful not to walk But then I always show my sickness-anN

unbidden into the flames. Praver does one can sec t'at it is no pretence with me

not involve the withdrawal from the work- Another coollv observes, "What a nice,

room nor cessation of the task. To be comfortable tine vou are having! w shoud

alone with God is a precious privilege to really like sneh a rest, but I always have

keep close to Hlm even in our busiest to keep at work; there's no respite for

hours, sanctifies our work and fills our me . After such I comforters" have

hearts with the restfulness and strepgth of " stroked up the wrong way" sufficienty,

that grand patience and far-reaching plan the leave the poor nvalid to is medita-

which has ail eternity through which to tioas; and perhaps he is just sick and weak

wait and work. enougil to wvurry and cry over it, and won-
-t. der if people think he makes his sickness,

SICKNESS: and night be better if he tried!
Perhaps you have passed a sleepless night;

SOME OF ITS PAINS AND PLEASURES. are worn out with pain, are doubtless a

'Al ta 1 s, little irritable if you are not a saint, (and

And part f s1atw, a, a man once said, " saints don't go round

in droves,") and are quite nervous. O,

There are some people in the world who what a crime to be nervous! Then some

seem to think it a very desirable thing to be wise friend in whose organism nerves were

an invalid; and a person who is just sick left out, is kind enough to tell you

enough to be unable to work, and is obliged how nervous you are (as if you didn't

to stay in-doors, must have a very nice know it already!) and how thankful

time .of it, on the whole. How I would vou ought to be that you are so coin-

like to have every such deluded mortal "fortable; there are people so much

try it! worse off, and yet who never complain at

I had a brother, once, who was very! ail! Then she tells you to "keep quiet

subject to croup. AIl who are familiar with and go to sleep !" As if one could go to

this disease are aware that a child may be sleep ad libitum ! By this time you pro-

very sick during the night and compara- bably have agood cry instead of a nap;

tively well on the following day. Our good and your friend of the delicate sensibîli-

mother,knowing the healing effect of honey ties inforns you, by way of consolation,

and quince jelly upon the throat, would that she never did see any one so sensitive

indulge her little son very freely with such -you can't bear any thing at ail " Some

mollifying sweetmeats, as a possible pre- kind friend offers to act as your amanuen-

ventive of the nightly attacks. While one sis; and, too sick for dictation, you allow

day partaking quite bountifully of the her to write as she chooses; and then she

aforesaid sweets, the little boy looked up reads to you her glowing description of

and said, " I like to be sick, mother, vour condition; and while you learn froin

because I can have ail the good things! ihe letter that you are " doing splendidly"

Poor fellow! Years of suffering have since -" no one ever gained more rapidly"-as

taught him that there are sicknesses with you lie there weak and helpless, you can't

scarcely any intervals of relief; and reme- help wondering if your dear private secre-

dies less palatable than quince jelly and tary could take your place, would she

honey! And although always manifesting think it quite so ' splendid," after ail?

the same disposition to "look on the bright o it would do my heart good to see some

side," and extract ail the sweetness from such people, with whom I am acquainted,

every cup, he has learned that sicknessper have a good, sound, orthodox, nervous

se (or on the sea) is neither desirable nor sick-headache! I want to see them "fussy,"

comfortable. Yet there are many adult " fidgetty," Il nervous," " irritable," etc.

people who seem to think, with this littie etc.; in short, I want them to come to a

lellow of three or four winters, that " ail full understanding of ail those terms they

the good things " fall to the lot of invalids. have so freely applied to others. And this

None but those who have been sick can is not in malice, for it would be a blessing

understand and appreciate the trials of the to them and to their friends forever! And

sick. How many strong, nerveless per- I want to sec some of these tough people

sons there are who never enter a sick-room who boast of not having " lost a meal" for

without making the sufferer perfectly years, lying flat upon the back trying to

uncomfortable and unhappy by their unfor- receive a bowl of gruel from the hands of a

tunate, and yet perhaps well-meaning nurse, who has been tasting it all the

remarks! way up stairs; i want them to enjoy

. °9Sickncessý.



Housc- Cicanflilg.

the delightful sensation of feeling the largei
half of the delectable compound run dowi
into the neck, &c., in the spasmodic efforts
to obtain it, while they are nearly strangled
in attempting to swallow that portion which
safely enters the mouth.

On the other hand, it is pleasant to know
that kind neighbors and friends cali to
inquire for your welfare and leave their
love, with a. bouquet or a glass oi
jelly. But who would not rather be able ta
ramble in the green fields and gather the
sweet arbutus, or delicate arethusa for him-
self, than to receive the most exquisite
bouquet of hot-house flowers that was ever
arranged by the most skilful gardener's
hands?

And is it not more pleasant to lie upon a
green, nossy bank and listen to the little
brook murmuring along at your feet, and
the merry songsters above you filling the
air with their rich melody, than to lie upon
a sick bed, (in a boarding-house, perhaps,)
with a raging headache, while some inci-
pient Gottschalk pounds away at the chro-
matic scale on a discordant piano, directly
over vour head? Is it nota greater pleasure
to read and write one's own letters than to
depute this privilege even to the dearest of
friends? Is it not more satisfactory to lis-
ten to music, lectures and sermons for
yourself than to hear the most elaborate
description from the most enthusi-
astic and appreciative friend who is
kind enough to go and hear for you?" But
while endeavoring to throw out a few hints
for the benefit of those who have some
mistaken notionsin regard tothe pleasures
of the invalid, I would not undervalue- the
enjoynents which penetrate even into the
sick-room, nor overlook the blessings that
are mingled in every cup; the love and
sympathy of dear ones being the first and
the greatest among all earthly consola-
tions. Yet, although the kind care and sob-
citude of loving hearts is so very precious,
how often does the invalid, suffering with
protracted illness, fear lest he shall exhaust
the strength if not the patience of the dear
ones watching over him so unceasingly!
It is hard to be the cause of so much labor,
care and anxiety; to feel that it may con-
tinue on and on indefinitely; that death
alone may bring relief. O, then it is we
feel that there is nothing but God left for
the soul by faith to rest upon.- Wa/cirnan
and Reflector.

HOUSE-CLEANING.

I am almost vexed, in these fine days, to
see my neighbor-women, just in sight of
my door, trying how nearly they can kill
themselves working, and not quite die.
Women are so foolish in wasting their
nervous energy this way. Instead oftear-
ing and hauling everything out of the house

. the first sunny day, and heaping it up and
i stringing it out on palings, and fences, andclothes-lines, with a whoop and a hurrah,

and a scowling brow and dishevelled hair,and a cold dinner eaten off one's lap, letone room be cleaned at a time, and in away.so quiet that the very slumber of thecat is not disturbed. It is the way andmanner in which we do things that makeshard work of it.
Some women cannot empty and wash a

feather-tick without makinp a commotion
that is felt all through the bouse. It maynot be aniss to tell how I do it: Rip openthe end of the tick as far as is necessary to
get the feathers through easily, then have
a clean tick ready, baste the two ends to-gether as far as you have opened, then
shake the feathers from ane into theother.

When you have shaken the aIl down as
well as you can, pull out the basting-
threads and baste up the end of the tick
you have just emptied, and then wash,scald, and rinse it, and you will have althe down and loose feathers saved, thatwould be wasted by turning and shaking,and with much less trouble. When yourtick is dry and ready for the feathers again,empty them back In the same way. NVe
never use feather-beds exceptin the coldestof the winter, but use husk-beds instead.
We made our own. The men hauled a lotof corn into the barn and husked it there,saving the inner husks, which they slit intostrips on an old hatchel. Husk beds are asclean, and fresh, and sweet-smelling as abed of dry maple leaves; but they willaccumulate dust. Quiet days, when thereis not much wind, 1 empty the husks outon the grass, and toss and beat them upwith a limber piece of lath, to lighten, andfreshen, and free them from the dust.

When carpets are taken up they arerarely handled as carefully as they shouldbe. I have seen nice carpets hanging onpointed garden palings, or jagged fencesand roughly whipped' and jerked about,and more damage done, and wear and tear,than would be in one year of good, honestservice on the floor. We always clean ourssatisfactorily by spreading it on the lowgrass, and sweeping it lengthwise andcrosswise, and well on both sides, and thenhanging it over a pole and whipping it
with a smooth switch.

All breaks should be nicely mended be-
fore it is laid down again.

Well-trained and kindly-treated hus-
bands, sons, and brothers, are always glad
and thankful to lend a helping hand at
such work; and where a man refuses to do
it, or " forgets" it, or tries to shift the labor
on some one else, you may be certain that
he is a selfish, unmanly man, or that the
wornen of the household are not all they
should be to him-or, at least. don't know
how to manage him.-Hone Magazine.
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A NEW BEGINNING. not have givon .iaif the pleasure that the

being confided in, and having a charge

There are special times in which the man bestowed, did in this case. As far as my

of business makes a careful summary of the observation extends, and I have known

past, in order to understand his present many families through, a long series of

condition and future prospects. Little as years, well-trained children and Young

can be absolutely known of coming events, people are most willing aids and ielpers

he would soon get into a state of complete in home economies-enjoy being initiated

confusion and probable ruin, if no fore- into the knowledge of household cost and

thoughtorcare was taken. A right under- providing.-Englisk Paper.

standing of the past is needful for present

and future guidance. Ilence the new year
is frequently the time for balancing ac- THE MURDER OF THE INNOCENTS.

counts, taking stock, and estimating profit
or loss. What the tradesman does in his BY CRAYON BLANC.

business, housekeepers do in their families.

Bis are verified and paid, expenses cal- The. other day, happening in at one of

culated, extravagances curtaiied, losses our gigantic temples of the beau mnonde,

compensated. A clear viewof howimoney where money and health and common-

affairs really stand, even if not pleasant, is sense are thoughtlessly sacrificed to the

absolutely needfu . Ilaif the pecuniary relentless Moloch of " being in the latest

troubles of families arise fro want of fashion," we saw two ladies giving orders

moral courage to look difsicilties steadily for a complete wardrobe of the richest

in the face. Debts grov like weeds, and inateriai and most expensive manufacture.

choke the healthy plants in the home gar- Now, if it dad been for their own behoof

den. Pluck them up by the roots. Watch and benefit, we should not have ventured a

for them carefuily and constantly. renonstrance. They were probably quite

Neyer be ashamed of the econorny which able to take care of themselves; and if they

such watchfulness necessitates. Econon'y chose to commit "satin suicide," we knew

is the only healthy root of generosity. of nobody who had the least disposition to

One of the defects of many ladies in man- interfere. But the victim was a beautiful,

aging their household affairs is, the want rose-cheeked, dimple-chinned baby, who

of method in putting down and calculating sat on the cou nter, and was bribed into a

expenses, and making a periodical sum- reluctant good behavior by a paper of

mary of liabilities and income, so as to pink antd yellow candiesjudiciously admini-

have a clear margin of the latter. " I like stered at brief intervals by " aunty," while

to know how I stand," is a comfmon renark - mainma" gave directions about the num-

of the cautious tradesman, and it ought to ber of tucks and the rows of Valenciennes

be the equaly frequent resolution of the insertion, anti the pattern of the embroidery

mistress of every household. on the litte frocks and skirts.

How many frivoloub wvants and vaiin IILet the dresses ail be low-necked, of

wishes among the younger branches of a course," went on the lady; " his shoulders

family would be checked if the parents had are so beautiful, and I always like to see

the moral courage to say, "It cannot be thein uncovered, summer or winter."

afforded; we have to make up a little error loor baby! it had evidently had a ard

of excess in expenditure last year, and it time under the hands of the modiste! The

can only be done by greater economy this." little scarlet hp was yet quivering, and the

Young people, unless thoroughly vitiated tears still hung, vet and sparkling, on the

by bad training and selfishness, like to be eyelashes! Evidently it didn't relish being

confided in as to matters of management. fashionable. It clutched fiercely at the

They feel that their parents are making shell of lace and embroidery that was being

friends of them, and, as a rule, they are "tried on" upon its downy head, and

quite as ready to enter into any plans of pushed the officious shopwoman away with

retrenchment and reform as their elders- ail the might of its snall energy.

often more so. Self-control is a principle Now, what was the use of ail that nion-

which seems to lift its possessor out of the sense? A baby is pretty enough at any

waywardness and thoughtlessness of child- time, according to our standard of beauty,

hood, and therefore gives a gratifying sense without a flimsy garniture of lace and

of responsibility which aIl young folks ribbon and French work, at so many dollars

vailue. per yard! We shouid as soon think of

- Mamma is not going to keep a nurse- attempting to ornament a fresh crimson

maid this next year, for Willie can run rose, or of -dressing up" a diamond!

alone, and I and Jane are to take it in turn, Children have a royal right to enjoy themm-

week by week, to mend the socks and lay selves. Surely it istime enough to trammel

out the dean clothes" said a littie girl of and distort them with fashionable follies

ten years old, with great delight to a visi- when theybecome " young gentlemen" and

tor. The coming of two servants would "young ladies." Let them roll in the
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grass, and pull double handfuls of butter-
cups and clover-heads, and throw their
tiny arms, round and white as carved
pearl, into the sunshiny air just as much as
they like! These breezes are so many
draughts of fresh life-sunburn is healthy!

It seems to us a very King-Herod-like
business to initiate babies of six months
and a year old into the murderous observ-
ances of fashion-to dress them so richly
that they are not to be allowed to move for
fear of spoiling their fineries-to leave
their little shoulders and knees bare to
winter winds and raw air, " because it
looks so sweet." If mothers will persist in
this course, they must leave off wondering
why the little victims cry and fret incessant-
ly-they must not be astonished at pale
cheeks and fading eyes. And when " the
baby" has become only a word to be spoken
with tears, and the waxen eyelids are
closed forever, they must not blame provi-
dence-only their own infatuated folly !-
Fashion Monthly.

A MOTHER'S MISTAKE.

BY FAITH ROCHESTER.

I thought I knew before that grown-up
people should regard the rights of their
children,-and be careful not to destrov any
of their precious little possessions. But it
seems that I needed a little bitter experi-
ence to make me know it thoroughly.

In clearing up the room, I gathered up
some torn pieces of newspaper, and with
thein a leaf from an old blank-book,
scrrwled over with the curious hierogly-
phies my little boy delights in. I crushed
them ail up together, and stuffed them in
the stove, with a sudden fear, as the flames
devoured them, that the child might miss
his drawings. But he made so many such
scrawls, I hardly could see why he should
wish to preserve any of them.

After breakfast, I heard him saying: " I
wonder where that paper is that I marked
on last night. I wish I could find it!
Don't you know, mamma, that piece of
'count-book 1 made machinery on when
you lay on the lounge? Where do you
suppose it is?"

"Can't you make another like it?" I
asked.

"I can't remember just how that was,"
he said; " and it had my dendal cars on it.
I want that. I must find it !" and he
enptied his box of playthings and tools
upon the loor. to make sure whether it was
among his books and papers or not. I had
not the courage to tell him that it was gone
past ail recovery, and by the cruel thought-
lessness of his own mamma. At last he
concluded to try a ain ou a fresl leaf of
the old account-book. Presently he came

to me, saying, " Oh! I do want that piece
I had last night so much ! Can't you find
it for me?" Suddenly, I found grace to
say: "My little bov, I am afraid that is
whatmamma burned up this morning with
some tor newspaper." " Oh! I can't
live!" he burst out-" I want it so very
much !" For a minute or two, I suppose
his loss was quite as severe for him to bear
as was Carlyle's for his man's heart, when
he first discovered that his maid-servant
had kindled his fire with the precious manu-
script of the " French Revolution," on
which he had labored so long. My boy
saw that I was sorry, and soon became
reconciled to a loss far which there was no
remedy. It is one of the greatest wrongs
little children have to bear-the failure of
grown-up people, who should be their
guardians and helpers, to appreciate their
feelings and aims. We expect the little
ones to understand us, and try to conform
to our standards, but we lose many beauti-
fuI lessons in not trying to enter into their
spirit and plans-matching the outreach-
ings of their growing faculties with wise
and gentle guidiig so that ail their happy
play shall really be useful education.

My mother told me how she learned to
enter into a child's feelings and bear with
its " litter." Her first-born son-a child
always to lier heart, because the angels
took hiin so early-had got possession of
an old jack-knife. She had just swept her
carpet, and put the room "to rights," when
she discovered Henry, with a pine stick
and his knife, making little chips ail over
on the bright, clean carpet.

"O lenry !" she said, "you have lit-
tered my clean campet. See how bad those
little chips look on the floor !"

With wondering gravitv, he gazed at the
dear little chips he had been so proud to be
able to scatter, then lifting his frank, inno-
cent eyes, he said earnestly, " They look
pitty to me."

Instantly the whole scene was beautiful
to my mother, little chips and all; and she
carries the sweet picture with her ever since,
and ail the little children love her the
better for it, without knowing why.-
Hearth and Home.

SELECTED RECIPES.

RoAsT DucK.-Select those that are fat
and tender. Remove every pinfeather,
and singe off all the hairs; stuff with bread
chopped fine, seasoned with a little sage-
summer savory-salt and pepper; or, if
agreeable, add two onions, chopped fine,
seasoned with a little sage, pepper, and
sait; but, unless sure that ail who are to
eat can use onions without injury, it is
better not to risk them. Reinove the two
oil sacs lrom the back, or the oil will im-
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part a strong, disagreeable flavor. Roast and flour enough to make a ýsoft batter.

carefully till of a nice brown, basting To this add the yeast above mentioned, or,
thoroughly. One houris quite long enough, in warm weather, use only nalf as much.

as, if too much cooked, a duck becomes Set the pan in a warm place in cold weather,

very dry and tasteless. Remove all the fat and cover closely with a clean bread-cloth.

from the gravy, and put in the giblets, Make this sponge at bed-time. If the

which should have been cooked and chop- sponge is at all sour in the morning, dis-

ped fine before the ducks were done. When solve a teaspoonful of soda in a little

chopping them. dust in flour, so as to make water, and stir in; then work in as much

a paste; then stir it into the gravy; stir flour as is needed to mould it easily, and
till all lumps have been broken and knead it thoroughly. Make it into small

smoothed; let it cook a few minutes, then loaves, and see that the pans are well

pour in part of the water in which the gib- buttered and warmed when used. Keep
lets were boiled; cook till it is thick, and them in a warm place, and cover with a

entirely free from lumps, then serve. clean white bread-cloth. If properly cared

We have been told that a very excellent for, it will be light in an hour, and ready
French cook opens and draws his poultry, for the oven, which must be well heated. In

but does not pluck them till they have hung baking bread or cake, care should be taken

a few days-long enough for the substance that the top does not brown too soon, as
in the end of the quill to absorb-and thus that will prevent its rising up light, as it

they can be plucked clean, and no pin- otherwise would. If this makes too manY
feathers. He then picks and stuffs them, loaves, it is easy to make only half or one-

and lets them hang a day or two longer, third the quantity.
until the whole fowl is flavored with the
dressing. We are assured poultry so pre- YEAST CAKEs.-Pour a pint of boiling

pared is very delicate and finely-flavored. water over a teaspoonful of hops; let it
We will not vouch [or this; but it sounds stand a short time-ten or fifteen minutes;
reasonable, and is well worth trying. We then strain the water into a saucepan ; heat
will also give his method of it boiling hot, and stir in flour enough to

RoASTING A LEG OF LAMu.-Slice sat I make a stiff batter; then set it aside to

pork very thin, cutting two slices down to cool. When lukewarm, pour in a teacupful
the rind, leaving the rind on to make the of good yeast, or a yeast cake softened in
piece as large as possible; make as nany Nwater. Set in a warm place to rise. When
of these thin slices as will cover the whole light, add a teaspoonful of salt, two table-
leg; then wrap the wliole in grape-leaves, spoonfuls of molasses or sugar, and a little

pass a string round to keep them on, and soda. Then mix in corn-meal to make it
roast. it is said the lamb will be exceed- stiff enough to roll into a long, round roll.

ingly juicy, and have a delicious flavor. Ile Cut it in slices about half an inch thick,
never bastes meat with butter, but with spread meal over vour board, and lay these
rich stock. We also think this nust be cakes to dry. Turn them frequently while
very sensible, and inean to try it as soon drying, and, if possible, get them dried in
as grape-leaves can be had. two or three days, or they may become

sour. It is well to dry them in the air, but
APPLE PUDDING.-One pint of stewed not in the sun. Put them in bags in a dry

and sifted apples, three eggs, well beaten- place, and when you use one, soak it in
whites and yolks separate-sugar enough milk-warm water.
to make the apple quite sweet, one cup of
stoned raisins, rolled in flour, half-pint each FRENCH LOAF-CAKE.-One pound of
of milk and cream, or condensed milk, and sugar, half pound of butter, one pound of
a little salt and nutmeg. flour, eight eggs, one cup of cream, grating

SAUCE.-One cup of sugar and haîf a and juice of one lemon, cream of tartar,
SAC-Ocup of sugterarand tha ahite and soda. Beat the butter very light, then

cup of butter, rubbed to a cream, the wbite stir in the cream, after which beat in quar-
of one egg, well beaten, a little nutmeg or ter of the flour. Whisk the eggs and add
orange, and when ready to serve, stir in by degrees; then the remainder of the
two great spoonfuls of boiling water. four, alternating with lemon ; add the soda;

. moderate oven.
YEAST.-Take one pint of the water in'

which the potatoes for dinner were boiled;
while it is boiling hot. thicken with flour; COcOANUT. CtKE.-One pound sugar,
add a cup of yeast when te batter is cool. haf pound butter, haf pound four, six

Set the jar in which it is made in a warm eggs. Beateg the sugarad butter ta cream,

place, and it will be light in a few hours, add yolks of egg, then the whites and the

and ready to use. flour. Grate a cocoanut and add after the
other ingredients are in, saving, if desired,

BREAD.-Stir into three quarts of milk- a handful for the frosting. Flavor with

warmf water one even tablespoonful of salt, bitter almnd or robe.
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JUMBLES.-One pound of four, half porcelain buttons, and form with them a

nound sugar, half pound butter, two eggs, star or some other figure in the centre.

cinnamon and rose-water.
c a a o a NEWSPAPER CASE.-It was of paste-

CINNAMON CAKE.-One egg, one-third board covered with blue tinted paper, on

of a cup of butter, one-half cip of sweet which figures cut from colored cards were

milk, one small cup of sugar, half a tea- pasted, and the whole brushed over with a

spoonful cream tartar, quarter of a tea- thin coat of transparent varnis1. The

spoonful of soda, one teaspoonful of pow- front and back pieces were first cut separ-

dered cinnamon, with four enough to make ately, and, when covered with the pictured

to the consistency of cup cake. Beat the paper and bound around the edge with bIe
egg, sugar, and butter together, stir the alpaca braid, were sewed together at the
cream tartar into the flour, and dissolve bottom, and a flap of blue paper-cambric,

the soda in one tablespoonful of boiling doubled, sewed on at the sides. The back

water, to which add the milk; stir the piece was four or five muches longer from

whole together, and bake immediately in a top to bottom than the front, giving an

quick oven. opportunity for pretty pictorial effects.
The edges of the case were bounded by

FRENCi ROLLs.-Two quarts of tifted handsome curves instead of straight lines.

flour, one gill of home-made yeast (half To CLEAN PAINT.-There is a very simple
that quantity of brewer's yeast). Put the ;nethod to cean paint that has become
four into a nappy or pan; make a hole in :dtyad if our hsive ho adopt
the middle; turn in the yeast, with two dirtY, and if our housewives should adopt

gills of warm water and half a teaspoonful it, it would save them a great deal of
of salt; stir in a small quantity of flour, trouble. Provide a plate with some ofthe
until it is a thick batter; cover a little of the s clean wr water and a piece of
flour left around the sidés of the dish over anes l whin di ben water and ave ra
the batter; set by the stove to rise. sannel, which dip into the water and
In an houir or two it will be lighit. Nowv sq1ueeze nearly dry; thien take as much
Ind an hour o twr itwil be ligh Noav whiting as will adhere to it, apply it to the

tablespoonful of lard has been ielted painted surface, when a little rubbing will

(The milk nust be a lttle warm, else id instantly remove any dirt or grease. After

will kill the yeast.) Stir in ail the four which wash the part well with clean water,

left in the dish. It will iake a thick batter. rubbing it dry with a soft chamois. Paint
lef i te is. t illmae tic bttr.thus cleaned looks as well as when

Cover with a fdannel cloth. and in the firs lad n out an inur to he
morning dip it into a "roil-pan." Let first laid on, without any injury to the

most delicate colors. It is far better than
them rise fifteen minutes, and bake in a using soap, and does not require more
hot oven. If it has risen so as to be than half the time and labor.
slightly acid, add a quarter of a teaspoonful
of saleratus. To MEN» GLASS AND CHINA.-" I have

just finished mending a very valuable glass
PLAIN LEMON PIE.-One fenon, one cup fruit-dish, broken directly through the

of sugar, one of water, a tablespoonful of middle as néarly as it cou Id be, without
flour, and one egg. Baked with two crusts. breaking off the standard; and this is the

way 1 did it: A quart of sweet milk was put

FROSTED LEMON PIE.-One lemon, a intoa deepironkettiethepiecesofthe dish,
little butter, two tablespoonfuls of miilk, carefully tied in place together as tight as a

the yolk of one egg, mixed together and stout cord couid fie them, were put into the
baked in a crust. Thicken the white with kettie Of col mik, and set over a slow fire.

sugar, spread it over the pie, and place it There it was kept boiling for three hours.
jn the oven to brown a little. When the kettle was taken offI left the dish,

wn did~ it:A qua o ilk wa

To MAKE Two QUARTS OF JELLY.-

Take one packet of gelatine marked is,
dissolve it in one pint of clear, cold water,
and let it stand one hour; then add to it
the grated rind of one lemon and the juice
of three; one nuteg grated, and one and
a half pounds of sugar. Add to the mix-
ture three pints of boiling water; stir it all
together ten minutes, and strain through a
fannel bag.

COFFEE MAT.-Cut a piece of pasteboard
the required size, cover with linen or
rnerino, then sew around its edge white

in the milk until it was cold. en a en out
it was not washed, bnt //te cord was left on,
and the fruit-dish set aside for a few weeks
where it could not be disturbed.
" The getting off the dried milk was quite a

difficult operation, but I was careful not to
soak it too much. Finally the work was
accomplished, and I am delighted at the
firmness of the cement. And it is so neat
a way, leaving only what looks like a slight
crack. A glass pitcher mended in this
way two years ago endures the test of use
yet. Of course an article too much broken
to be tied together wouîd have tobe treated
in some other manner."
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The Mutincers of the " Bounty." 315

THE MUTINEERS OF THE 4 BOUNTY" and d Lieut. Bligh was unfortunately a man

their Descendants in Pitcairn and of irritable and passionate disposition, and

Norfolk Islands. By Lady Belcher. of a most suspicious turn of mi. He
thought nothing of accusing both officers

ih napern rtis. onNeaw and men of purloining the ship's stores,

York: Band treated all in a tyrannical style, which

Dawson Brothers. was simply unbearable. The vessel reached

The adage that " truth is stranger than Tahiti in safety, and laid in its stock of

fiction" has seldom found a more remark- young bread-fruit trees, and proceeded on

able verification than in the facts which we its way through the islands of the Pacific.

find recorded in these pages. It is now In about a month matters came to a crisis.
fin reordd i thse age. I isnowBligh accused Chrisinohangtoe

nearly forty years since the romantic story stian of having stolen

of " The Mutineers of the ' Bounty'" was first some cocoanuts, and with abusive language

published in a small volume, written by threatened toflog him. These imputations

Sir John Barrow, then Secretary of the of theft and falsehood could not but be

Admiralty. The work attracted a good especially galling to a gentleman who

deal of attention, but the means of infor- stood next in command of the vessel, and

mation at the writer's command were in an evil moment Christian resolved on

somewhat limited. The volume we have mutiny. We have no space to relate the

now in hand is written by Lady Belcher, incidents, but the result was that Bligh

who being the step-daughter of Captain was turned adrift in the ship's launch with

Peter Hevwood, R. N., one of the midship- eighteen companions, provisions and in-

men of the " Bounty," is in possession of a struments for navigating the boat. After

number of private documents, and many passing through many difficulties, they

details derived from personal sources and reached England, where Bligh represented

from family manuscripts to which she has himself as a martyr, whose kindness and

had access, and is a most interesting work. forbearance had met with a base return

As there are, doubtless, many now quite fron a worthless ship's company. Mean-

unfamiliar with this once well-known while the " Bounty," after some time

story, it may not be amiss to give a rapid spent in indecision, sailed to Tahiti,

sketch of the facts, as they are of consider- and left there all the men who had

able -istorical importance. taken no part in the nutiny, to wait

The "Bounty," a vessel of 215 tons, was their chance of a homeward-bound vessel.

specially fitted out, in 1780, in England, for Then Fletcher Christian, with eight of the
e a cargo of bread- crew, and over a dozen natives, both men

the purpose of conveying aCroo) ra- ,ldaaadtog
fruit trees from Tahiti to the West Indies. and women, sailed away, and though

The complement of officers and crew con- sought for, were no more heard of for

sisted of forty-five persons. The com- twenty years. In i8o8, an American cap-

mander was Lieut. Bligh; the mate was tain sent word to England that on a lonely,

Fletcher Christian, a young man of good rocky island in the Pacific, he had met with

family, whose brother Edward is well an Englishman who claimed tobe the only

known as the editor of Blackstone's Com- survivor of the crew of the " Bounty," and

mefntaries, and there were five midshipmen, who was living in this island as the guar-

the youngest of whom was Peter Heywood. dian and instructor of thirty-five persons,

The accommodations and provisions for' some of them the children of the mutineers.

bothofficers.andmenwereverypoor indeed, Some time elapsed, and an English ship
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was by chance in the samie waters, looking
with interest at an island which they
fancied themselves the first to discover.
Very soon two men were seen rapidly
descending to the shore with canoes on
their shoulders. One of these canoes was
boldly launched among the breakers, and
then dexterously paddled through the surf
alongside of the ship. " Won't you heave
us a rope, now? " was the request from the
canoe; and a rope being thrown out imme-
diately, a young man sprang actively on
the deck. lis athletic figure was quaintly
attired in a vest without sleeves, and trou-
sers to the knee; and he wore a hat jauntily
decked with black cock's feathers. To the
question " Who are vou? " he replied with
a fulness of detail which reminds us of
the conversation of Grecian heroes, as
reported by veracious historians. "I am
Thursday October Christian, son of Flet-
cher Christian, the mutineer. by a Taii-
tian mother, and the first born on this
island." lere then, at length, was Pitcairn's
Island, the asylum of the inutineers. It
had been discovered and naned in 1767,
but had been placed out of its true longi-
tude. The deportment of the young men,
their whole bearing, and their natural easy
manners, interested everyone on board.
The sight of a cow seemed not only to
astonish but to alarm then-they seemed to
think it a large goat; while a little black
terrier excited their warn admiration. " I
know that is a dog," exclaimed Edward
Young, naively ; " I have read of such
tiings." Before sitting down to eat, they
devoutly folded their hands and asked a
blessing; and at the close of the repast
repeated the act, a custom which had been
taught them by their revered pastor, John
Adams. The officers visited the island,
and found the pretty village of Pitcairn
situated on an elevated platform of rock.
The houses were of wood, had generally
two stories, and were substantially con-
structed. European habits were visible
in the farming arrangements, the people
were comfortably dressed, and lived in
peace and happiness. The melancholy
history of the quarrels and accidents by
which the number of white men had been
so reduced, was soon discovered, and the
English visitors went on their way to tell

the tale. In 1830, thece were 87 people on
the island, which was not quite large
enougb for this increase of population.
The Government therefore removed them
to Tahiti, where a tract of land was assigned
them; but various reasons soon induced
them to return to their beloved island
home. In 1856, the colony, with much fear
and hesitation on account of their former
unsuccessful attempt, removed to Norfolk
Island, which was about four tines tbe
size of Pitcairn's, having a surface of
twelve thousand acres, the greater part of
which was rich soil. Fifteen years have
now elapsed since the removal frorn Pit-
cairn; the discomforts and disappoint-
ments incident to the change have passed
away, and the colonists still evince the
saine simplicity of manners, and conduct,
the saine honest adherence to truth and
uprightness in their dealings, for which
they were distinguished in their own little
island. A few of the families have return.
ed to their " Rock in the West," but the
traditions of both islands are the same;
and the early training of John Adams laid
the foundation ofsuch Christian principles
among them that the errors and crimes
of the " Mutineers of the 'Bounty' " are for-
gotten in the exemplary conduct of their
descendants.

TFHE SILENT PARTNER. By Elizabeth
Stuart Phelps. Author of " Gates Aiar,"
&c. Canadian Edition: Toronto.

In this volume Miss Phelps has endea-
vored to expose the abuses of the factory
system as exhibited in many New England
country milis. She has carefully studied
the subject in reports and statistical tables,
as well as in the actual working of the sys-
tem, and ber book will probably have some
effect in inducing manufacturers to remedy
some of the evils which have been going
on under their eyes. The plot of the story
is very simple. The refined and accom-
plished dauglhter of a rich manufacturer
who is engaged to be married to one of ber
father's partners, comes accidentally in con-
tact with a factory girl, and learns to her
surprise that there is something else in the
world than luxury and peaceful comfort.
Her father is suddenly kill2d in a railway
accident, and she inherits his property in
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The Silent Partner.

the mills. A great interest in the condi- day. You're so dul about the head, you
tion of the factory people has taken posses- see, when you get home from work; and
sion of her mind, and she requests permis- you ache so; and you don't feel that

interest in an education that vou might.
sion to become an active parter in the firm. Sometimes," added Sip, with a work-
This is smilingly denied ber, but as a silent ing of the face, "it cores over me as if 1
partner she visits among the people and was like a-patchwork bed-quilt. I'd like

does ber best to raise and assist them. The to have been made out of one piece ofcloth. It seems as if your kind of folk,ý
gentleman to whom she is engaged has not got made first, and we dovn here was put
the least sympathy with ber in these pur- together out of wbat was left.
suits, and she soon discovers that she does "Sometimes, though," continued the

not love him, and breaks off the engage- girl, I wonder hov there came to be somucb of me as there is. I don't set uip for
ment. Miss Kelso devotes her life and her much, but I wonder wby 1 wasn'tworse. 1
wealth to the improvement of her people, believe you wouid yourself, if you knew.

and is amply rewarded by seeing much Knew wbat?"
"Knew what? " echoed the factory-giri.

good accomplished. The book, though not "Knew that as you know no more of than
very powerfully written, contains a num- you know of heu! Haven't 1 told you that
her of striking passages, and is of well- you can't know? You can't under.tand.
sustained interest. Sip Garth, the factory If I was to tell you, you couldn't under-

stand. Lt ain't so much the bringing up I
girl who first awakened Miss Kelso's inter- got. as the smooch of it. Tbat*s the won-
est, is a finely drawn character, and is der of it. You may be ever s0 dean, but
almost as much the heroine of the book as you don't fet dean if you're born in the
the " silent partner." Many efforts were b

mother, into the mills off and between oer
made to remove hier fros factory life, but babies. There's me, from the time I an
unsuccessfully. alone, ritnniiig alone. Shie cornes home at

I told you it was no use," sye said, night. ' off about the street ail day. t

sbaking bier head at Miss Kelso, hiaîf whimn- Befretd i earned to that you s ight.

sicaily, haîf sadly, too. Il"It's too late. thatri of tve ace, it oer e as ifnI

hat am I fit for? Notaing. W-at doe il ie

know? Nothing. I can weave; thatts al life long. That's the crock of it; and the

l'm used to that. I'm uscd to the noise andc wonder; and the talk in the mils-for a

the running about. I'm used to the dirt littie girl to hear! Oniy eight years old-

and the rouglines.;. I can't sit still on atsuch a little girl-and ail sorts of women

high stool ail day. I don't know liow to working round beside vou. If ever Id lke

speil if I do. Thev're too fussy for me in to caîl curses down on anvbody, it's on a
the shops. I batg babies. It's too late. woman that I used to know for the way she

l'mi spoiled. I knew I sbould cone back talked to litte girls! Why did nobody stop
beit? Why, the boss was as bad .isclf,

me.y Iaths indh blood." caecc bf very whit and grain. The gentlemen whoe u inthve iedevent Knmployed that boss wer professors o
itseee practcabeleto euce the, girl; religion, ail of t kem."

bt S pbkbe doedhead "hegirl; But I've tried to be good!" broke off
" Ip s took aer or ge that to .Oc o Sip, with a little suddcn tremor of her bit-

have liked ta. Thre's tbings h y cant know Y ougt but nd rnd
could hIe' done." Sip's sulwen eyes wan-tl
dered slowly to the plunging dream and Miss Kelso's efforts cre, of course, litte

gote solitary dreamer behind the china-
closet door, and, resting there, flasied sud- appreciated bo the fashionable circle which

denly. IlThcre's things I seern to think I she had deserted; but bier friends cal-ne at
miglt ha' donc witb that; but I'vc lost 'em ber invitation to one of ber re-unions.
now. Nom that ain't the worst. I've wost
the caring for 'cm.-that's the tming I've It was a stifhing July night, and closed a
lost. If m was to sit still and stud y at a stfiing day. Mrs. Silver, i the cars, on
grammar, I shoubd scream. I must go the Shore Line, and srept by sea breezes,

Iack to the noise and the dirt. Catty and had suffered agonies, so she said. Even in
ice m lust stay there. Sometimes I seem to the close green dark of Miss Kelso's iofty
think that I migct have been a li e dif- rooms, life ad ceas d to be desirable, and

I ue to r e T'i th n A fi ; and h l n e ilsn auntil
eren sometuways; mlay een1 epey%

or shown. There was an evening school
to one place where I worked. I was run-
ning four looms twelve hours and a half a

dusk and dew-fall.
" In the houses froi which my guests are

coming to-night," sie had said at supper,
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The Sileni Partner.

"the mercury has not been below 900, day j precisely as I treat you. Miss Vanor night, for a week." Doozle."
Her guests seemed to appreciate the fact; "Ah?" blankly fi-om Miss Van Doozle.shunned the hot lawn and garden, where a "For instance," said the hostess inpretty show of chinese lanterns and a Niobe moving away, " I get up thirty or so ofat a fountain-new upon the grounds this those every fortnight. I don't know howyear-usually attracted them, and grouped this came here. Put it in your pocketin the preserved coolness of the parlor. please."
lier guests, in those parlors, were worth She tossed from the card-basket a deli-a ride from town in the glare to meet. cate French envelope, of the latest mode ofThere were some thirty, perhaps, in all; monogram and tint, enclosing a defectivefamilies, for the most part, just as they invitation in her own generous hand, run-came. Mr. Mell, for instance, in decent ning:-

clothes; the " fust gell," with one of the " Miss Kelso requests the pleasure of Mr.children; Nynee, in light muslin and Mell's company at half-past seven o'clockbright ribbons; old Bijah Mudge in a corner on Friday evening next.with little Dib Docket,-they sent Dib to "July 15."
the poorhouse by special permit to bring "Perley," observed Mrs. Silver, pen-him. always; Catty, closely following the sively, " oug/it to have been a literarvcrisp rustle of the hostess's plain white character. I have always said so; haventdress-Sip was delayed, nobody knew just 1, Fly?"
whv; and Dick Burdock, apart from the "Why, mamma?" asked Fly.other young fellows, drifting restlessly in "That excuses so much ~always, mvand out of the hot, bright lawn; little dear," softly said Mrs. Silver.
knots of young people chattering over pic- There seemed to be some stir and stopture-racks; a sound of elections and the in Miss Kelso's " evening," that hot Fri-evening news in other knots where their day. Dick Burdock, restlessly diving infathers stood with their hands behind and out of the lawn, finally found his hat,them; the elder women easily seated in and, apparently at the hostess's requesteasy chairs; a tangle about the piano, excused himself and disappçared. Thewhere a young weaver was doing a young young weaver played the young waltz out,waltz very well. and politics in corners luiled.

Now there was one very remarkable " It is a Victor Hugo evening," explainedthing about these thirty people. With the Miss Kelso to her friends from town, " andexception of a little plainness about their our reader has not come. We alwaysdress-plainness rather than roughness, manage to accomplish something. I wishsince in America we will die of bad drain- you could have heard an essay on Burnsage, but we will manage to have a " best from a Scotchman out of the printing-suit," when occasion requires-and an air of rooms, a fortnight ago; or some of ourreally enjoying themselves, they did not, Dickens' readings. Something of that orafter all, leave a very different impression this kind takes better with the men than aupon the superficial spectator from that of musical night, though we have some fineany thirty people whom Fly Silver might voices, 1 assure you. I wish, Fly, youcoîîect at a musicale. would play to us a little, while we areThe same faces at their looms to-morrow waiting."
you could not identify. Fly, not quite knowing what else to do,-I suppose they're on their best beha- but feeling surprisingly ill at ease, accom-vior," suggested Fly, in an opportunity. plished a sweet little thin thing, and wasIWhat have you and I been on all our prettily thanked by somebody somewhere;lives?" asked Perley, smiling. " One does but still the reader had not come.not behave till one has a chance." It has been said, upon authority, that the"And not in the least afraid of us," next thing which happened was the An-observed Fly, with some surprise. "I was dante, from the Seventh Symphony, Missafraid we should make it awkward for Kelso herself at the keys.tiem.," Mrs. Silver looked at Miss Van Doozle."But how," asked Miss Van Doozle with Miss Van Doozie looked at Mrs. Silver.her pale eyes full of a pale perplexity, " She has made a mistake," said Mrs.-" you are exceedingly original I know,- Silver's look.

vow, for instance, have you ever brought "The people cannot appreciate Beetho-this about? I had some such people once, ven," was Miss Van Doozle's look.in a mission class; Icould do nothing with Now, in truth, Beethoven couild not havethem; they pulled the fur out of my muff, asked a stiller hearing than lie and Missand got up and left in the middle of the Kelso commanded out of those thirty work-second prayer." worn factory faces.I have brought nothing about," said
Perley. " They have brought themselves Their criticisms on what they have seenabout. All that I do is to treat these people are as follows :
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Fly and her friends had sifted into the where she had at least the dearest of rectors
library, while Miss Kelso's guests were and the best pew-list in Five Falls, on the
thinning. ground that the mill-people do not fre-

" This, I suppose," Mrs. Silver was sad- quent Dr. Dremaine's, and take a pew in
ly saying, " is but a specimen of our poor the chapel herself! Thev have a young
dear Perley's life." preacher there fresh from a seminary, and

" You speak as if she were dead and the mill-girls will sit in a row together and
buried, mamma," said Fly, making a dazzl- hear him! Now that may be Christianitv,"
ing little heap of herself upon a cricketful added Mrs. Silver, in a burst of heroism,
of pansies. ."but I call it morbidness, sheer morbid-

" So she is," affirmed Mrs. Silver, plain- ness?"
tively,-" so she is, my dear, as far as society "But these people are very fond of Per-
is concerned. I have been struck this iey, inainra," urged Fiy, lifting soine
evening by the thought, what a loss to lonest trouble in ber face out of the pretty
society! Why, Miss Kenna, I an told that shine that sbe made in the dim library.
this superb house has been more like an ITtey ought to be!" said Mrs. Silver,
hospital, or a set of public soup-rooms for with unwonted sbarpness.
six months past, than it bas like the retir- Now Fty, in her own mi, had meant
ing and secluded home of a young lady. to find outsometbing about that; she went
Those people overrun it. They are made after the Hugo reader, it just occurring to
welcome to it at all hours and under all ber, and took ber into a corner before
circumstances. She invites them to tea, everybody was gone.
my dear! Tbey sit down at ber very table She bad made a great glitter of herseif
with ber. I bave knov'n ber to bring out bere, t<o; she could not belp it in ber
Mirabeau fron town to furnisb their music sbirred lace and garnets. Sip looked ber
for them. Would you credit it? Miraheau! over, smiiing as she votd at a pretty kit-
In the spring sbe lad bougbt a Bierstadt. ten. Sip was more gentie in ber judgments
I was with ber at the time. ' I have friends of I that kind of folks- tban sbe used to be.
in town who have never seen a Bierstadt,' Wba. do we tbink of ber,-" Sip's fit-
she said. Now what do you call that? I fui face flusbed. I Ilov can I tellyouwhat
call it norbid," nodded the lady, naking we tbink of ber? Tbere's those of us bere,
soft gestures with ber soft hands,-" mor- young girls of us," Nynee Mell's blue nb-
hid!" ýbons, just before tbean, were fiuttering

"lI don't suppose anybody knows the
money that she bas put into ber libraries,
and ber model tenements, and all that,
either," mused Fly, froin lier cricket.

" It does well enougli in tlat Mr. Gar-
rick," proceeded Mrs. Silver, in a gentle
bubble of despair; "I don't object to fana-
tical benevolence in a man like him. It is
natural, of course. le is self-made entire-
ly: twenty years ago miglit have corne to
Miss Kelso's evening himself, you know.
It is excusable in hin, thougli awkward in
the firm, as I bad reason to know when lie
started to build that chapel. Now there is
another of poor Perley's freaks. What
does sbe do but leave Dr. Dreinaine's,

through the door, " that she bas saved
fron being what you wouldn't see in here
to-night. There's little children here that
would be little devils, unless it was for ber.
There's inen of us with rum to fight, and
boys in prison, and debts to pay, and
hearts like bell, and never a friend in this
world or the other but ber. There's others
of us that-that-God bless lier !" broke off
Sip, bringing lier clenched little hands
together,-" God.bless her, and the ground
she treads on, and the friends that love ber,
and the walls of lier grand house, and
every dollar of ber money, and every wish
she wishes, and all the prayers she prays
-but I cannot tell you, young lady, what
we think of her!"

PRINCIPAL DAWSON OF McGILL 1820. le received his early academnic

UNIVBRSITY. training at the College of Pictoti, where
lie spent four years. After completing his

The portrait in our magazine for the pre- course there, and spending sone tine in
sent mnonth is that of John William Daw- studying the Natural i Iistory of the Pro-
son, LL. D., F. R. S., Principal and Vice- vince, lie inatriculatet at Edinbirgh in tie

Chancellor of McGill University, Montreal. session of 1840-41. Retirning to Nov a

Dr. Dawon was born at Pictou, N. S., in Scotia, bhe renewed h+ geological 'tudes,



Princif>al Dawson of Mc GiZ (fUniversity.

and in 1842 ,accompanied Sir Charles character, and numnerous contributions to
Lyell on his scientific tour through the the Canadian Naturalisi and other perio-
Province. He returned to Edinburgh in dicals. His reputation abroad is chiefly as
1846, and again entered the College, devot- a geologist, in connection with numer-ing his attention principally to the study ous and important discoveries in the
of practical chemistry. Subsequently he geology of British America and in general
received from the Senatus the honorary geology; and lie is now giving a popular
degree of M. A. In 185o he was appointed exposition of his views on this subject in a
Superintendent of Education for Nova series of articles in course of publication,
Scotia-an office which lie held for three in London, in the columns of the Leisure
years, during which lie organized the Hour.
schools of the Province under an amended Dr. Dawson has not confined his labors
educational law. On resigning this office, solely to the duties of lis position, and to
lie was appointed one of the commissioners his geological investigations, but has le-
for establishing a Normal School, and stowed them freely for the benefit of society
afterward he served on the commission by popular lectures and otherwise He s
appointed by the late Sir Edmund Head to for several years Superintendent of the
regulate the affairs of the University of Sunday-SchoolofErskine Churcl (Canada
New Brunswick. In 1855 lie was offered Presbyterian), of which he is a member.
his present position, whicli lie lias since lie lias conducted with rare ability Bible
held with honor to himself and great bene- classes both in that congregation and in
fit to the University and the country. Dr. connection with the Young Mens' Christian
Dawson holds the honorary degree of Doc- Association, and lie lias also rendered im-
tor of Laws from the McGill University, is portant service in connection witl tle Mont-
a Fellow of the Royal Society of London, real Auxîliary Bible Society, the Canada
of the Geological Society of London, and Sunday-School Union and other religious
of the Academy of Arts and Sciences of and charitable societies in the city. By his
Boston; a Foreign Corresponding Fellow consistcncy, piety, learning, abili
of the Edinburgh Geological Society, and wisdom, le lias rendered great aid to tle
a Fellow or Corresponding Member of cause of Protestant Christianity, and, we
several scientific societies in the United may add, to the Temperance cause in tle
States. He has been several times elected CityofMontreal and in tle Province; and
as a President of the Natural History in tlese times, wliena knowledge of science
Societyof Montreal-asociety in thegrowt is so often found associated witi scep-
of which lie has taken a very active part. ticism, the example whicli his life presents

His contributions to the literature of is a valuable and instructive one.
natural science have been extensive, among 0f tle Wonderful grovtl of tle Univer
which may be mentioned twenty-five papers sity of McGill College under lis clarge, it
published in the proceedings of the Geo- is needless to speak, for tle facts are widely
logical Society of London, containing the known, suffice it to Say that we can point
results of his original researches in the vith pride to a Canadian scholar wlo lias
geology of North America; a work of 70o been mainîy instrumental in building up a
pages entitled, " Acadian Geology"-a first-class University, wlose fame las
second edition of which was published at extended througl botl lemispleres, and
Edinburgh in 1868; " Archaia, or Studies wlo is a briglt example of the genius of
of the Cosmogony and Natural History of our country.
the lHebrew Scriptures;" besides educa- The portrait is from an excellent photo-tional and scientific works of a more local grapl by Mr. Notian of Montreal.
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NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING.
A BOOK of 12- closely printed pages, latelv issued, contains a list of the best

American Adivertising Mediums, giving the names, circulations, and full parti-
culars concerning the leading Daily and Weekly Political and Family Newspapers,
together with all those having large circulations, published in the interest of Religion,
Agriculture. Literature. &c., &c. Every advertiser, and every person who contens
plates becoming such, will find this book of great value. Mailed free to any address on
receipt of as cents. GEO. P. BOWELL & CO.,

Publishers, No. 40 Park Row, New York.

T PASTORS ANI) SCIOOL-
TEACHERS.

Minsters of reliionof al den atinwho ar
il chatrge of congregations. arn respeIt fully infornod
that ther can have the Sssîî-Wtm:EO v WTrxssS, which
is published at Twoý Dollars (the edlition mnost suitable
for liiterary mien in the coiuntry) at liai f-prlce. or ONE
DOTLLAR PER ANNUMu. Orifther profertheDAiLY
WrNE4s. which 14 pubhshed it 'Piree I)ollirs. they
matyhaveit for T WO DOLLA R. Irmerly Miniiiters
were charged the fuil priuce; but thir papers were not
stopped when subcrilption expired, as is the case of
all others. Thisuarrangenent, however, caumed many
misunderstandings, and it is deiemeid hest to redice the
price as uhove, and mike the rule of prepaynent abso-
lutely uniformu. It will be observcd that the oSer of a
reduction in our prices to Ministers does not extend to
any publications but the DAli-v and SluNti-Wr4EKLY

The sane ouer is also extended t o School Toachers,
in view of the great importance to the country of their
labors in training the rising generation. who, in send-
ing their orders, will pleaso specify the school with
which they are connected.

O B
j

ELEGA~

EXCELI.

JOHN DOU)IGALL & SON,
Publishers, Montreatl.

P Ri I N Tr I N G.

"WITNRSS'

STEAM PRINTING HOUSE.

CE IN STYLE,

ENCE IN WORKMANSHIP

MODERATION IN CHARGES,

PROMPTNESS IN EXECUTION,

FULFILMENT OF PROMISES.

CARDS,

CIRCULARS,

BILL IEADS .

PAMPHLETS,

CATALOGUES,

APPEAL CASES,

LABELS,
CONSTITUTIONS,

Ample facilities for
PRINTING.

Orders ioliclted.

PAMPHLETS

(MIPORTS.

ADDRESSElS,

SERMONS,

PROGRAMMES,

LAW BLANKS

HAND-BILLS.
POSTERS.

ail kinds of GENERA, ,1011

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,
MONTREAL.

EMPERANCE TrAUCTS,

The Montreal series i published to meet a demand
that is felt wherover tempernee efforts are active.
The most important and interesting matter bearing on
the temperance cause that can he selected is made up
seni-monthly in a tract of 4 double-clunl page%, and900 of any number. or of assorted numbers wil be sent
post-pid hy mnil for one dollar. Twetty copies of
eueh lasue will be sont post-paid for a year for $1.50f,
remitted in advance.

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,

Publishers, Montreal.

HE FAMILY DOCT01;

Oit,

MRS. BARRY AND HER BOURBON.

A cheup reprint of the above thrilling temperance

tale, published in handsome pamphlet form, is now

ready.

PRICE-TWENTY-FIVE VENTW.

A liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,

PiTBLISHERS, Montreal.

THE FENIAN RAID OF 1870,
A HANDSOME BOOK OF 72 PAaES.

Containing the Story of the Raid of 1870, by Re-
porters presentat the Scenes. A third edition of this
interesting work is now ready. Sent free by mail for
thirty cents.

JOHN DOUGAIL, & SON,

Pubîlishers, Montreal.

H1IE FRUWTUTUT

A Series of Letters to a beginner in fruit culture.
By .Aui MEs DOliT(A L, of Windsor Nuîrseries. Free by
miait for ?5 cents.

.1Ol1N 1)OUGALL & SON.
Puntlihs, oitel



THE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Of Hartford, Coni.

* CASH ASSETS, - - $1,550,000.

o
I N SUYRA NCOE,

SEPARATELY OR COMBIN-ED,

AT LaW RATES OF PR IIUe

The Life and Endowi ment Policies of this Companyz combine Ap e
SEcUITY and CH ENESS (OF COST undeTr A DEFINI CONTRACT. Ali policies
n1on-forfeitable.

Accident Policies writtein b Agunis, mnsuring $500 to $10,000 agairst
fatal accident, or $;3 to $50 weekly idlel(mIlity lor wholly disabling bodily

njury. Olde st accident ~.company~ in Ame.rica

J. G. BATTERSON, President,
RODNEY DENNIS, Secretary,

CHAS. E. WILSON, Ass't Secy.
GEO. B. LESTER, Actuary.
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